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There has been unprecedented enhancement and
advancement in last few decades in implant
dentistry. Scope of implantology is increasing by
leaps and bound. The work of Branemark was
tremendous, probably gives new vision for implant
science and also gives good direction in various
areas of implant success and research. Implant
subject is not very well covered by Dental Council of
India for undergraduate as well as postgraduate
dental curriculum for dental students as a separate
course and also every practitioner is not aware of it.
It is essential to know as well as understand basic
use and application of implants for every students
and practitioners. The implant system currently
available are diverse. There are at least many
companies manufacturing different implant
systems. Manufacturers have developed indi-
vidualized designs for their implants, and they are
continually altering marketing strategies to
highlight the feature of each implant. They
themselves describe from case selection to
completion of implant placement and prosthetic
treatment procedures.

Objective of present book is to give some basic
information related to implants right from its
inception to use in dentistry in proper way. I have
tried to incorporate basic, relevant and important
feature of implants applicable to every system of
implant placement. I have tried to give one special

Preface
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viii Implantology Made Easy

chapter ‘Literature Revisited’ to give an insight into
development that is taking place in implantology
from early time. It is not only a complete book for
those who are making implantology as their career
but also quite useful for dental students and
practitioners to understand implants in a proper way
for their clinical use and day-to-day practice. Your
suggestions and modifications for this book are
always welcome.

TP Chaturvedi
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INTRODUCTION
The goal of modern dentistry is to restore the patient
to normal contour, function, comfort, esthetics,
speech, and health, regardless of the atrophy,
disease or injury of stomatognathic system. Teeth
are integral part of the stomatognathic system. The
primary function of teeth is to prepare food for
swallowing as well as to initiate and facilitate
digestion. Teeth are also necessary for the
articulation of speech and proper looks.

Normal versus abnormal anatomy from tooth
generates a compromised repaired structure both
in function and form. A balance of force provides an
anatomically steady-state when teeth are present.
With loss of even one tooth element, however
steady-state is broken and a variety of progressive
changes takes place. Loss of tooth/teeth results in
loss of structural balance, inefficient oral function
and poor esthetics. Besides caries, periodontal
disease and positional changes of remaining natural
teeth, the edentulous state may lead to a feeling of
inconvenience and sometimes severe handi-
capness. Hence, replacement of the lost tooth/teeth
is essential to maintain the occlusal function and
optimum oral health apart from its masticatory and
esthetic needs. Also the feeling of inconvenience
and handicapness can be avoided by replacement
of teeth. Several methods are being used for
replacement of missing tooth/teeth with natural or
synthetic substitutes since centuries.

Conventional rehabilitation methods include
tissue supported, tooth supported or dual supported
removable dentures. Acrylic removable partial
dentures are very common, as they are very
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economical. But removable partial dentures have
certain drawbacks such as reduced masticatory
efficiency and discomfort due to soft tissue support,
difficulty in speech due to prosthesis size (palate
and flanges), inconvenience and lack of confidence
in patients due to less retentive prosthesis. The
patients wearing partial dentures often exhibit
greater mobility of abutment teeth, plaque retention,
increased bleeding on probing, more incidences of
caries and accelerated bone loss in the edentulous
regions.

Another modality of restoration of missing teeth
is fixed partial denture, which takes the support of
adjacent teeth. Fixed partial dentures provide better
masticatory efficiency, comfort and added confidence
to patients. But, it needs the preparation of the
adjacent healthy teeth. Further caries, sensitivity
and periodontal disease of the abutments are seen
in fixed partial denture patients in the long-term.

The latest modality of treatment of partial and
completely edentulous patients is dental implants
(Figs 1.1 and 1.2). Dental implants are made of

Fig. 1.1: Endosteal implant
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biocompatible materials and they are surgically
inserted into the jawbone primarily as a
prosthodontic foundation. The endosteal dental
implants or root form implants are commonly used.
Endosteal dental implants are similar to the natural
tooth root and restoration of missing teeth does not
need adjacent tooth support primarily. Also, implant
stimulates the supporting bone and maintains its
dimensions similar to that of healthy roots. Implant
supported prosthesis does not require soft tissue
support and improves oral comfort. Thus, implant
supported prosthesis offers several advantages over
the removable and fixed partial dentures.

HISTORY
‘The first sub-periosteal implant was originally
developed and placed in the United States by
Gershokoff and Goldberg in 1949. Later on thousands
of such implants have been placed. But, the advent
of two-stage endosseous root form implants has

Fig. 1.2: Implant supported fixed prosthesis in lower arch
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affected those sub-periosteal cases that have more
than 10 mm of residual vertical bone available in
the symphyseal area of the mandible. Also the
transmandibular implant may be an option for cases
with less than 7 mm of the vertical symphyseal bone.

The endosseous implants may be root forms or
blade forms. The root form implants are most often
used for the restoration of partially or completely
edentulous arches.

The ancient Chineese 4000 years ago, Egyptians
2000 years ago and Incas 1500 years ago knew to
use the root form implants. The most recent history
was in 1809, Maggiolo introduced the usage of gold
in the shape of the tooth root. In 1887, Harris
reported the usage of porcelain and in early 1900s.
Lambotte fabricated implants of many materials and
identified corrosion of these metals in the body
tissues. In 1909, Greenfield gave latticed cage
design, made of iridioplatinum. In 1938, Strock
introduced surgical cobalt chromium molybdenum
alloy for implantation. He designed a two-stage screw
implant in 1946 that was implanted without a
permucosal post. The first submerged implant placed
by Strock was functioning even 50 years later.

The implant interface was described then as
“ankylosis”, which may be equated to the clinical
term “rigid fixation”.

In 1948, Formiggini, developed the first
successful metal spiral screw implant and is
regarded as the “Father of Modern Endosseous
Implantology”.

In 1960, titanium blade implant was introduced
by Linkow. In 1987, Weiss stated the development
of a functionally oriented, peri-implant connective
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tissue that dampen or absorb the forces of
mastication, “the fibro-osseous integration”. An
initial clinical report gives the restoration of a
maxillary lateral incisor with blade type implants
in a case of narrow ridge of l.2 mm width, with a
clinical success of 12 years. Some examples of the
blade forms are Biolox (fabricated from aluminum
oxide) and Osteoplate-2000, Oraltronics.

The term “osseointegration” was first defined by
Branemark. He did extensive experimental studies
on the microscopic circulation of bone marrow
healing which greatly influenced the implant
concepts. One of the best known implant system
used worldwide is the Branemark system. In 1965;
‘Branemark implants’ were placed in patients for
the first time. They were of screw-type implants
made of pure titanium, without any special surface
modification.Unlike his predecessors, Branemark
studied every aspect of implant design, including
biological,mechanical,physiogical and functional
phenomena relative to the success of the endosteal
implant.

The intramobile cylinder (IMZ) has been used
clinically since 1974, which has an elastic
compensating component inserted between the
implant and the prosthetic superstructure.

The elastic intramobile element acts as a
periodontal ligament of a natural tooth providing
shock absorption and also a force distribution. The
IMZ system is made available with surface coatings
(such as titanium plasma spray and apatite coating).
In the same year (1974), the Tubingen implant was
developed by Prof Schulte. The Frialit-Tubingen
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immediate implant is the first root-shaped implant
system adapted to the socket, made of bio-ceramic
with regularly spaced lacunae. The Frialit-2 implant
system introduced later (1992) is a root analog
stepped design in the form of stepped cylinders and
stepped screws. The ITI Bonefit implant system was
developed by the “International Team for Implanto-
logy’ (ITI) and consists of three different basic types:
hollow cylinder, hollow screw and solid screw, may
be a single-stage or a two-stage system. The two
stage system is placed transgingivally in contrast
to other systems. In 1977, the Straumann Co. in
collaboration with Dr Phillipe Ledermann, developed
the TPS (Titanium Plasma Sprayed) screw type
implant similar to the single stage ITI screw
implant. This implant was mainly designed to use
in the edentulous mandible. The Ha-Ti (Hand-
Titanium) implant system clinically used since 1985
is a conical, step-screw, pure titanium implant with
self tapping threads.

For centuries, people have attempted to replace
missing teeth using implantation.

In this way there are over 100 different dental
implant systems commercially available world wide
for the restoration of partially or completely
edentulous arches. ‘To a beginner, restoration using
the dental implants has become difficult as one has
to choose the right implant system. Also it is
important to know that the Council on Dental
Materials, Instruments and Equipment (CDMIE)
which is an arm of American Dental Association
(ADA) has established an “acceptance program” to
set standards for implant quality control.
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SCOPE OF IMPLANT TREATMENT
Over the last decade, reconstruction with implants
has changed considerably. Implants are basically
used in prosthetic rehabilitation in edentulous,
partially edentulous, and single tooth cases. Its
applications in new areas such as maxillofacial
prosthodontics, the anchoring of hearing aids and
in orthodontic therapy are also considered
nowadays. If the potential benefits of such uses are
to be maximized, then it is essential that implant
treatment be selected on logical basis and placed
within the context of the full range of treatment
modalities available in restorative dentistry. Today’s
implants practitioner considers a broad and complex
set of interwoven factors before formulating an
implant-treatment plan.  The entire scope of
treatment has progressed originally from the tooth
replacement to surgically oriented implant
reconstruction and more restorative approach for
rehabilitation of stomatognathic system.

SUMMARY
The use of endosteal implants for dental rehabili-
tation of patients represents one of the most
technologically advanced forms of dentistry available
today. Endosteal implants are effective and appro-
priate for replacing single teeth, as well as for
rehabilitating edentulous arches. Basic advantage
of implants is to preserve the alveolar bone similar
to the healthy tooth. Dental implants can stabilize
maxillofacial prosthesis. With the help of all health
care professionals involved in the care of these
patients will increase success rates.
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Dental implant treatment has been one of the most
recent success stories of dentistry. The use of dental
implants in the treatment of complete and partial
edentulism has become an integral treatment
modality in prosthetic dentistry. Dental implants are
made of biocompatible (materials relatively inert)
material and they are surgically inserted into the
jawbone primarily as a prosthetic foundation. They
may be endosteal implants, periosteal implants,
transosteal implants according to their relationship
to the bone.

The endosteal dental implants or root form
implants are commonly used. Endosteal dental
implants are similar to the natural tooth root and
restoration of missing teeth primarily does not need
adjacent tooth support. Also, implant stimulates the
supporting bone and maintains its dimensions
similar to that of healthy roots. Implant supported
prosthesis does not require soft tissue support and
improves oral comfort. Thus, implant supported
prosthesis offers several advantages over the
removable and fixed partial dentures.

IMPLANT CLASSIFICATION
Dental implants may be broadly classified in
relationship to the bone and the biomaterials used.
They may be endosteal, periosteal, transosteal in
relationship to the bone.

Endosteal Implant
It is device that placed into the alveolar and/or basal
bone of the mandible or maxilla transects only one
cortical plate. The endosteal implants may be the
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root form or the blade form implants (Figs 2.1A
and B). These implants are formed in different
shapes, such as cylindrical cones or thin plates, and
can be used in all areas of the mouth. One example
of endosteal implant is blade implant consists of thin
plates embedded into bone, they are used for narrow
spaces such as posterior edentulous areas, their
application in modern implantology is minimal.

Figs 2.1A and B: Endosteal implants
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The root form implants use a vertical column of
bone similar to the root of natural tooth. The term
"root form" is recognized by the American Academy
of Implant Dentistry in 1988. The root forms offer
the advantages such as usage in multiple intraoral
locations, uniformly precise implant site preparation
and the cost of failure similar to the tooth loss. They
may be described based on the shape of the implant,
the implant abutment interface, abutment connec-
tion and also the implant surface and coating.

Sub-periosteal Implants
It employs an implant substructure and superstruc-
ture. The custom cast frame is directly beneath the
periosteum overlying the bony cortex. It can be used
to restore partially dentate or completely edentu-
lous jaws and is used when there inadequate bone
for endosseous implants. Disadvantage of this
implants are slow but predictable rejection of
implants, difficult retrievability, and excessive bone
loss associated with failure (Figs 2.2A to C).

A
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Transosteal Implants
It combines the both sub-periosteal and endosteal
components. This type of implants penetrates both
cortical plates and passes through the full thickness
of the alveolar bone. This type of implants is

Figs 2.2A to C: (A) Sub-periosteal implant positioned beneath the
periosteum (B) Superstructure for sub-periosteal implant allowing for
attachment of prosthesis (C) Denture restoration for sub-periosteal
implant

B

C
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restricted to anterior area of mandible and provides
support for tissue born overdentures (Figs 2.3A, B
and 2.4).

Epithelial Implant
This is inserted into the oral mucosa. It is no longer
used.

IMPLANT MACRODESIGN
They may be of three primary types: cylinder root
forms, screw root forms and combination forms
(Fig. 2.5).

Figs 2.3A and B: (A) Transmucosal abutment for transosteal implant
allowing for placement of denture restoration (B) Transosteal implant
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Fig. 2.4: Different types of transosseous pin smooth staple implant
with top plate and accessories used for atrophic mandible

Fig. 2.5: Threaded screw, cylinder and hollow basket
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Cylinder Root Forms
The primary stability of the cylindrically shaped
implant is a function of the dimensional difference
between the implant bed and the diameter of the
inserted implant, as well as the micro-interlocking
(surface roughness) of the implants. Some of the
variations of the press-fit cylinders are straight
cylinder (IMZ), cylinders with steps, screws (Frialit)
and hollow basket cylinder (Straumann Co). Other
press-fit forms are truncated cone-shaped design
(Endopore system), finned taper design (Bicon
implants) (Fig. 2.6).

The cylinder design implant system offers
advantage of ease of placement even in difficult
access locations and in the very soft type 4 bone.
Most cylinder type implants are either smooth sided
or bullet shaped and require a bioactive surface or a
coating to increase the surface area for better
retention in bone.

Fig. 2.6:  Threaded screws
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Screw Forms
The screw form implants are threaded into a bone
site and have macroscopic retentive elements for
initial bone fixation. The common thread shapes in
implant designs are square, V-shaped and buttress
threads. The V-threads result in tenfold increase
in shear at the implant to bone interface compared
with square (power) thread design. The buttress
threads result in comparable shear as V-threads at
the implant bone interface.

Some of the threaded screw variations are
straight, tapered, conical, ovoid and expanding body.
Some examples are Branemark screw, ITI Bonefit
screw, Ledermann screw, TPS Screw, etc. The new
screw designs include pan head screws with fewer
threads and long shank for optimal elongation
(Fig. 2.7).

Combination Root Forms
They possess macroscopic features of both cylinder
and screw root forms. Some of the other features

Fig. 2.7: Press-fit cylinders
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are, the natural taper which closely approximates
the natural root profile; vented taper; cupped
recesses which act as a repository for bone shavings;
domed apical end which reduces trauma and is
desirable for sinus lift procedures and incremental
cutting edge which lessen the torque and reduces
friction.

THE IMPLANT ABUTMENT INTERFACE
The implant is connected to the abutment by
coupling which is external about 2 mm superior to
the coronal surface of the implant and internal about
5 mm internal to the coronal surface of the implant
body. The external connection is either a standard
hexagonal or octagonal with 0.7-l mm platform (Figs
2.8 and 2.9).

The internal connection may be a slip-fit or a
friction fit. Slip-fit is a passive fit of the abutment

Fig. 2.8: Implant is connected to abutment by a coupling. External about
2 mm superior to the coronal surface of implant. Internal about 5 mm
inferior to coronal surface to implant
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part to the implant, such as octagonal, hexagonal,
cone screw with a non rotational feature, cylindrical
hex and cam tube or cam tube or cam cylinder. The
deep internal hexagon is reported to be the most
preferred one. The friction fit provides a locking
taper and have no gap between the mating
components, thus preventing bacterial leakage.

The Abutment Connection
The abutment is the portion of the implant that
supports and/or retains prosthesis or super-
structures. The abutment may be in the form of an
overdenture ball attachment, screw retention or
cement retention. The abutment for screw retention
have variations such as flat top, conical, ULCA
plastic, ULLCA variations (Aurabase, Auraadapt.) and

Fig. 2.9: Internal and external abutment design
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those for cement retention may be straight
shoulderless, shoulder abutments [Ceraone, STA
(3i)], etc. Some esthetic abutments, e.g. Cerabase
(ceramic abutment with metal base), Ceradapt
(ceramic direct connection abutment) are made of
high quality ceramics.

DESIGN OF IMPLANTS
It should fulfill the following requirements:
• Easily placed with least trauma to bone
• Should have antirotational properties so that it

does not come out
• Should distribute the loads evenly throughout the

bone bed
• Should be restorable in such a way that it can

be maintained by both patient as well as clinician
for the health of soft and hard tissues

• Should be good enough to avoid fatigue fracture
after long-term service in patient’s mouth

• If needed, it should be retrievable with relative
ease.

Implant Components
Although each implant system varies, the parts are
basically consistent (Fig. 2.10).
1. The first part is fixture (endosteal root form) or dental

implant body: It actually engages bone. Depending
on the implant system, the fixture can have
different surfaces—Threaded, grooved, perforated,
plasma sprayed or coated. Each surface type is
meant to serve a particular purpose, for example
increased surface area enhances osseointegra-
tion ensures immediate and long-term bone
anchorage.
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Fig. 2.10: Diagram of implant components (A) The implant fixture
(endosteal root form) (B) Transmucosal abutment that serves as the
attachment between fixture and the actual prosthesis (C) The actual
prosthesis that can either be cemented, screwed or swaged

Implant may either be of a multipart design
which is intended to be buried while osteointe-
gration occurs, or a single part design, which will
penetrate the mucosa from the time of placement
(Figs 2.11A to D). Multipart designs incorporate
various mechanical linkages to facilitate the
joining of the different components and
mechanical integrity of the joint. These usually
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include a hexagonal socket on one component to
provide resistance to rotation, or a tapered joint
to provide both this and seal. The joint is
commonly held closed by a screw, although some
manufactures employ fixation.

Cover screw (dental implant obturator): This is
a placed at the time of first stage surgery, and
removed when locating the abutments. Where
the implant body is not internally threaded the
description ‘screw’ is inappropriate. The term
dental implant obturator is also used for cover
screw.

2. Implant abutment or transmucosal abutment:
Second component is the transmucosal abutment
which provides the connection between the
implant fixture and prosthesis that will be
fabricated. Abutment actually connected to the

Figs 2.11A to D: Components used in dental implantology (A) A threaded
tapered implant body (B) Cover screw, used to cover the top of the
implant (C) Parallel-sided transmucosal abutment and (D) An abutments
screw; this is used to secure the abutment to the implant body
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fixture by means of screw, it can also be cemented
or swaged. Abutment can engage either an
internal or external hexagon on the fixture that
serves as an antirotation device, which is
particularly important for single unit restorations.
It can be cylindrical designs, shouldered designs.
Since the bony anatomy places constraints on the
location and orientation of a dental implant,
sometimes angulated abutment is used.

It is typically a machined or custom-made
component. These abutments may be made in
a dense ceramic, CPTi or gold alloy. Advantage
of machined abutment are that it is simple to
use, requires minimal chairside and laboratory
time and has a predictable precision fit and good
retention. A customized abutment may be
prepable, custom-made in the laboratory or
computer-aided design/computer-aided-manu-
facture (CAD/CAM) designed (Figs 2.12A to F and
2.13A to E).

Healing abutment: This is temporary implant
connecting part placed on the implant body to
create a channel through the mucosa while the
adjacent soft tissues heal.

Impression coping: This is also described as a
dental implant impression cap and is used to
transfer the position of the implant body or the
abutment to the working cast.

Healing cap: Most manufacturers provide
temporary polymeric covers for their abutments
to prevent damage and fouling of the screw
retainer when the patient has to be without the
superstructure during its fabrication or repair.
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3. Last part of an implant is the prosthesis attached
to the abutment through the use of screws,
cement, or precision attachments, such as those
used for implant overdentures.

Implant to abutment connection and implant to final
prosthesis connection:
• A final prosthesis may be connected to the

implant in several ways;
Screw retained direct to implant
Screwed joints Screwed joint are functions by
virtue of its components being held tightly

Figs 2.12A to F: Implant components. A standard abutment complete
with screw (A) and the associated healing cap (B) and gold cylinder
(C) when using tapered abutments (D) a special tapered healing cap
(E) should be employed, while a pre-manufactured gold cylinder (F) is
incorporated into the prosthesis to provide a precise and secure linkage
with the underlying implant
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together by the tension in the screw. Some
manufactures recommend routine checking of
screw tightness after a short period of time.

Advantages
• Retrievability:

– Easy to remove
– Aids the checking of various connecting

components, abutments and surrounding soft
tissue

– Conveniently remounted on a dental cast for
analysis and modification in the laboratory.

• Control of gap:
– It can be precise
– Occlusal adjustments in laboratory will be

more accurate

Figs 2.13A to E: Examples of the principles of some of the methods
used manufacturers to link implant abutments of the implant itself
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– No cement breakdown or extrusion from joint
at time of placement.

• Predictable Failure:
– Screwed joints can be designed to be weakest

part of linkage and thus fail preferentially
– This can protect other components from

mechanical overload
– No risk of excess cement in soft tissues
– Decrease in clinical and laboratory time.

Disadvantages
• Mechanical failure—It can be problematical
• Access holes—It is necessary for screw placement

which may penetrate the prosthesis at an
aesthetically unfavorable site or compromise the
occlusion

• Increased bulk of cingulum in anterior teeth
• Contamination—It can permit ingress of material

and microorganisms from the mouth. Some
screwed joints incorporate a tapered design,
which provide a seal between the components,
while others may include a synthetic rubber
O-ring to reduce the risk of oral bacteria infecting
deeper tissues

• Angulations problems—It may be very difficult to
manage where long axis of crown diverges
markedly from that implant body.

Cemented Joints
Advantages
• Simplicity—It requires clinical and laboratory

techniques similar to conventional crown and
bridgework

• Passivity—Accuracy of fits not as critical as with
screw retention
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• Angulation—It can be used where the projection
of the long axis of the implant body would
penetrate the labial or buccal aspect of restoration

• It improves esthetics in the absence of occlusal
access holes.

Disadvantages
• Retrievability may be difficult
• Excess cement may be extruded into soft tissues
• Dimensions—Cementation needs to be controlled

otherwise, occlusion of the final prosthesis may
not be correct

• Increased cost of production.

SUMMARY
There is a long history and well documented data
on the success of dental implants. The field of
implant dentistry has seen many advances in the
last two decades putting forth wide range of choices
to the clinician. Therefore, the commercially
available implant systems have to be considered
based on the simplicity, ease in placement, clinical
studies and follow-up data before using them in
clinical practice. A broad classification is also
essential to place all the acceptable implant-systems
giving an insight to their principles, and concepts.
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Implant Osseointegration
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For centuries, people have attempted to replace
missing teeth using implantation. Implantation is
defined as insertion of any object or material, such
as an alloplastic substance or other tissue, either
partially or completely, into the body for therapeutic,
diagnostic, prosthetic, or experimental purposes. In
1952 Branemark developed a threaded implant
design made of pure titanium that increased the
popularity of implants to new levels. Branemark
studied every aspect of implant design, including
biological, mechanical, physiological and functional
phenomenon relative to the success of the endosteal
implant.

IMPLANT ATTACHMENT
Periodontal fibers, which attach a tooth to the bone,
consist of highly differentiated fibrous tissue. These
fibers are with numerous cells and nerve endings
that allow for shock absorption, sensory function,
bone formation, and tooth movements. Although this
is most ideal form of attachment, there is no known
implant material or system at present that can
stimulate the growth of these fibers and mimic the
function of a natural tooth.

Historically, implant attachment through low-
differentiated fibrous tissue was widely accepted as
a measure of a successful implant placement.
However, it was later learned that this type of
attachment is a manifestation of adverse reactions
that later lead to implant failure. Such reactions
include tissue rejection where an acute or chronic
inflammatory response is accompanied by pain and
eventual loss of the implant. Another manifestation
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is implant encapsulation by poorly differentiated
fibers that have been called a “pseudo-perio-
dontium.”Clinical studies indicate that this type of
attachment can eventually lead to an acute rejection
or acute reaction, and progressive looseness will
occur.

OSSEOINTEGRATION
Extensive work by Swedish orthopedic surgeon
Branemark led to discovery that commercially pure
titanium (CPTi), when placed in a suitably prepared
site in the bone, could become fixed in place due to
close bond between the two, a phenomenon that he
later described as osseointegration(OI). This mode
is described as the direct adaptation of bone to
implants without any other intermediate interstitial
tissue, and it is similar to a tooth ankylosis where
no periodontal ligament exists. Integration occurs
initially through osteoconduction wherein bone
producing cells migrates along side of the implant
surface through connective tissue scaffolding formed
adjacent to implant surface. Following factors
influence Implant osseointegration.

Implant Design
Implant design has great influence on the stability
and subsequent function of the implant in bone. The
main parameters are implant shape, implant
length, and implant diameter as well as surface
characteristics.

Root form implants such as screws and cylinders
are the dominating implant designs today. Screw
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implants are considered to be superior to cylindrical
ones in terms of initial stability and resistance to
compression and tension stresses under loading.

Implant Length
Implant length varies from 6-20 mm, most common
lengths are employed are between 8-15 mm. Within
anatomical limitation, it is good practice to use the
longest implant that can be safely placed, with,
wherever possible bicortical stability.

Implant Diameters
The diameter of most implants falls within the range
of 3.3-6 mm. Narrow diameter implants can be used
in small spaces. Larger diameter implants may be
used in, particular in posterior areas of the mouth
and where there is poor quality bone.

Surface Characteristic
It has been suggested that the quality of osseo-
integration is related to the physical and chemical
nature of the surface of the implant. Increasing
surface roughness increases the bone to implant
contact area and in turn osseointegration.

The Host Site
Bone Factors
There are difference in the anatomy of the bone of
the maxilla and the mandible. Higher ratio of
compact to cancellous bone exists in the mandible.
Bone density has been found to be an important
factor in the initial stability and prevention of
micromovement of the implant. Sectional
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tomograms and computed tomography scans provide
an indication of medullary bone density. From a
clinical point of view, the quality of bone can be
assessed during surgery, based on subjective feel
and by assessing cutting resistance during drilling,
tapping and placement of the implant (Figs 3.1A to
D). (Classification of Lekoholm and Zarb as well as
Cawood and Howell) Bone volume does not itself
influence osseointegration, but is an important
determinant of implant placement. Where bone bulk
is lacking then small implants may need to be used,
with the consequent risk of mechanical overload
and implant failure.

Figs 3.1A to D: A scheme for classifying patterns of bone in the
edentulous jaw. (A) Thick cortex and plentiful cancellous bone (B) Thin
cortex and plentiful cancellous bone (C) Dense cortex with minimal
cancellous bone; and (D) Sparse cancellous bone and a thin cortex. All
can provide effective support for a dental implant however, there is an
increased risk of thermal trauma in types A and C, and problems are
often encountered obtaining good primary fixation in types B and D
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Type A consist of mostly homogenous copact bone,
Type B thick layer of compact bone surrounding a
core of dense trabecular bone, Type C is a thin layer
of cortical bone surrounding a core of dense  trabe-
cular bone, and Type D thin layer of cortical
bone with a core of low density of trabecular bone
(Figs 3.2A to D).

General Health
A review of literature indicates that patients having
a variety of systemic conditions may be successfully
treated with dental implants, with certain pre-
caution.

Age
Minimum age should be preferred for implants in
patients after completion of there growth. Completion
of growth is usually earlier in females than males.
There is no upper age limit to implant placement,
as long as the patient is fit and able to undergo the
necessary surgery.

Radiotherapy
Success rates of dental implants are lower in
patients with history of radiotherapy compared to
non-irradiated patients.

Figs 3.2A to D: Four types of bone ranging from homogenous compact
bone to low density trabecular bone (Classification given by KJ
Anusavice)
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Surgical Techniques
Operative Conditions
Implant surgery should be performed under highly
controlled conditions. Contamination of the implant
surface during surgical placement should be avoided.
Possible sources of contamination from nontitanium
surgical instruments and the patient’s saliva will
have a negative effect on osseointegration.

Incision Technique
A number of different incision types have been
advocated, these will be considered for successful
implants.

Drilling Technique
Frictional heat during any phase of the drilling
procedure will cause a rise in temperature. The
critical time/temperature parameter for bone tissue
necrosis is around 47°C for one minute. Generation
of heat can be kept to a minimum by the use of
sharp drills, slow drill speeds, graduated drill sizes
and copious water-cooling.

Healing and Loading Time
Delayed Loading
This tried and tested approach involves the implant
not being loaded following placement until
approximately six months in the maxilla and four
months in the mandible. The difference in timing
is primarily related to the difference in bone quality
between maxilla and mandible.
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Early Loading
A number of implant systems with roughened thread
designs are considered to be appropriate for early
loading within six weeks of implant placement. Such
implants should be placed in good quality bone and
under favorable circumstances.

Immediate Loading
In certain cases it has been suggested that it may
be possible to consider the immediate loading of
implants. Factors such as initial implant fit, quality
and quantity of available bone, length and diameter
of implant, occlusal factors and experience of the
operator should be taken into consideration.
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Implant Biomaterials
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INTRODUCTION
The predicable long-term success of implant-
supported prosthesis and other advantages made
dental implants the best treatment alternative;
several biomaterials are in the scenario today for
the fabrication of dental implants such as metals
and alloys, ceramics and other synthetic polymers.
A number of properties including-ultimate tensile
strength, elastic modulus, microstructural phases,
grain size, corrosion performance, and biocompa-
tibility are relevant to the proper selection of an alloy
for a given clinical problem. Titanium and its alloy,
Ti-6Al-4V are the most commonly used biomaterials
of the present day due to their unique charac-
teristics. Present chapter briefs, classification of
implants and metallurgical aspects as well as the
biomechanical properties of titanium and its alloy
Ti-6Al-4V, which are needful for the dental implant
application.

IMPLANT PROPERTIES
For used in clinical situation some properties of
implant biomaterials such as elastic modulus,
tensile strength and ductility are used to aid in the
design and fabrication of the prosthesis. For
example, the elastic modulus of the implant is
inversely related to the transmitted force across the
implant-tissue interface. An implant with a
comparable elastic modulus to bone should be
selected to produce a more uniform stress distri-
bution across the interface. Metals possess high
strength and ductility, whereas the ceramics and
carbons are brittle materials. Ductility is also
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important because it relates to the potential for
permanent deformation of abutments or fixtures in
areas of high tensile stress.

CLASSIFICATION OF IMPLANTS MATERIALS
Metals:
• Stainless steel
• Cobalt-chromium-molybdenum based
• Titanium and its alloys
• Surface-coated titanium.

Ceramics:
• Hydroxy apatite
• Bioglass
• Aluminum oxide
• Polymers and composites
• Others gold, carbon, etc.

The major groups of implantable materials in
dentistry are metals and alloys, ceramics and
polymeric materials.

Most of the dental implantation systems available
to date are fabricated from metal or alloys. Metals
tested for implants include gold, platinum, palladium,
iridium, silver, lead, zinc, aluminum, copper and
magnesium. However, they were progressively
discontinued from use.

The need for strong corrosion resistant,
biocompatible metals brought stainless steel into
picture in 1926 and cobalt-chromium-molybdenum-
carbon alloys in 1930s.

Stainless steel used in form of surgical austenitic
steel, these metals have 18 percent chromium for
corrosion resistance and 8 percent nickel to stabilize
the austenitic structure. The stainless steel is not
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used in implant dentistry despite its low cost and
ease of fabrication, it was discontinued because of
their galvanic potentials and corrosion characteris-
tics (crevice and pitting corrosion).

The cobalt-chromium alloys generally consist of
63 percent cobalt, 30 percent chromium and
5 percent molybdenum with small amount of carbon,
manganese, and nickel are discontinued as these
alloys exhibit the least ductility of all the alloys
systems used for surgical implants.

Some studies raised concerns about galvanic
corrosion, studied the local tissue response to
stainless steel and cobalt-chromium molybdenum
alloys and showed the release of metal ions in the
tissues.

Polymeric implants in the form of poly-
methylmethacrylate and polytetrafluoroethylene
were first used in 1930s. The low mechanical
strength of the polymers has precluded their use as
implants materials because of their susceptibility
for mechanical fracture during function.

Titanium, as implant material was investigated
extensively in 1960s by Branemark and his
associates who established beyond doubt its
biocompatibility, besides discovering the process of
"osseointegration", which results in direct implant
to bone interface. Titanium and its alloys were
researched extensively in 1960s but came into
increased use from 1970s. After the study the
reaction of rabbit to 54 different implanted metals
alloys which showed that titanium allowed bone
growth directly adjacent to oxide surfaces.  Maximum
passivity for titanium is reported. Titanium oxidizes
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(passivates) upon contact with room temperature air
and normal tissue fluids. This reactivity is favorable
for dental implant devices. This characteristic is
one important property for consideration related to
the use of titanium for dental implants (Figs 4.1A
to C).

A

B
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Composition of CP Titanium and Alloys (Weight
Percent):

Tita- N C H Fe O Al V T i
nium

CP 0.03 0.08 0.013 0.20 0.18 — — Balance

Grade
I

CP 0.03 0.08 0.015 0.30 0.25 — — Balance

Grade
II

CP 0.05 0.08 0.015 0.30 0.35 — — Balance

Grade
III

CP 0.05 0.08 0.015 0.50 0.40 — — Balance

Grade
IV

Ti- 0.05 0.08 0.015 0.30 0.20 5.50- 3.50- Balance

6Al- 6.75 4.50
4V Alloy

Ti- 0.05 0.08 0.012 0.25 0.13 5.50- 3.50- Balance

6Al- 6.50 4.50

4V (ELI alloy)

Figs 4.1A to C: Osseointegrated implants

C
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Titanium has many favorable properties:
• Low specific gravity
• High heat resistance
• High strength comparable to stainless steel
• Resistant to corrosion
• Modulus of elasticity is closure to the bone.

Most commonly used titanium products are
pure titanium and titanium alloys Ti-6Al-4V
(names are given according to percentage of
approximately 6 percent of Aluminum and 4 percent
of Vanadium). Aluminum used for increasing
strength and decreasing mass. Vanadium, copper
and palladium are used to decrease its susceptibility
to corrosion. Titanium alloys are able to maintain
that fine balance between sufficient strength to
resist fracture under occlusal forces and lower
modulus of elasticity for more uniform stress
distribution across the bone-implant interface
(Fig. 4.2).

Fig. 4.2: Dental implants of different types fabricated from CP titanium
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The date multinational survey by ISO (Inter-
national Organization for Standardization) has
indicated that titanium and its alloys are mainly
used for dental implants. The metal titanium
acquired the name “Wonder Metal” due to a unique
combination of several useful properties like its
exceptional corrosion/erosion resistance, good
fatigue and fatigue toughness, biocompatibility.
Selecting an alloy with the best physical, chemical
and biological properties should be the main criteria
for a specific clinical situation.

Biocompatibility
It is ability of material to perform with an appropriate
response in a specific application. Biocompatibility
is affected by the intrinsic nature of the material,
as well as its design and construction. Therefore
the state of biocompatibility may be confined to a
particular situation or function in the human body.
Some acceptance provision of implant material as
follows:
• Evaluation of physical properties
• Ease of fabrication and sterilization potential

without material degradation
• Metal toxicity and biological acceptability
• Freedom from defects
• A few clinical trials.

Metal toxicity and biological acceptability can be
studies in vitro and in vivo environments, using the
following tests:

1. Hemolysis test
2. Mast cell degranulation
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3. Cell death in tissue culture
4. Skin and mucous membrane sensitization
5. Osseous tissue response in animals, e.g. canines
6. Human clinical trials.

The property of biocompatibility of  metals is by
their passivating oxide film of semi or non-
conductive nature, which prevents the exchange of
electrons and the resultant flow of ions within the
adjacent tissues, which is injurious to cellular
activity. It is not only demands a passive film, but
also a resistant film. The film should have low
solubility in the body fluid. Titanium outscores other
metals in the formation of a resistant and passive
oxide film.

Response of the bone to different implant
materials is the principal factor on which an implant
biomaterial is selected as suitable or unsuitable for
osseointegration. Reports have concluded that the
percentage of bone volume in cortical bone around
CPTi and HA implants were the same. However when
it is placed in bone marrow, a marked difference
was reported. This clearly emphasizes the need for
more studies highlighting the effects of biomaterials
to surrounding tissues as well their effect on clinical
effectiveness.

Biofunctionality (Elastic Modulus)
It has been desired that the inserted biomaterial
have isoelasticity (similar to modulus of elasticity)
to that of its host system (bone). Some scientist
discussed the engineering aspects of isoelasticity.
They state that, if a close bone contact has to be
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achieved and maintained, the bond at the bone-
implant must be strong to withstand all shear forces.
Isoelasticity results in similar deformation patterns
on loading in implant and bone, preventing shear
forces at implant host tissue "osseointegration"
interface.

Modulus of elasticity of pure titanium and Ti-6Al-
4V is closure to that of bone than any other widely
used implant material. This ensures a more
uniform distribution of stress, particularly along the
bone-implant interface, as the bone and the implant
flex similarly.

Bio-adhesion
Bony apposition plays a vital role for rigid fixation of
metallic implants. However, since the dental
implants traverse three different types of tissues,
creating three interfaces, these being epithelial
attachment, connective tissue interface and bone
tissue interface, thus requiring different surface
characterization of the implant. With the use of
newer implantation techniques, implant site can
be prepared such that the interviewing soft fibrous
tissue may be avoided, to further improve and to
achieve perfect integration. The implant is left
unloaded during an initial critical period of 3-4
weeks. Surface characterization, to improve bony
in growth into the rougher surface and to have a
better bone volume ratio (BVR) can be achieved by
porous coating, electro discharge compaction, plasma
spraying, chemical etching, sand blasting and other
similar methods.
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THE IMPLANT SURFACE AND COATING
(SURFACE MODIFICATION)
The titanium implant surface is processed to make
the surface bioactive and to increase the surface
area for stable bone-implant interface.

Brief Overview Over Surface Modification
Surface modification consists of various techniques
where we alter the surface properties of the metal.
Surface modification can be mechanical, e.g. (grit
blasting), chemical (alkali or acid) treatment,
electroplating (with gold, etc.), coupling agents
(silane reagents), plasma spraying, anodization (to
form porous barriers), newer techniques like the
use of lasers.

Why Do We Need Surface Modification?
We need surface treatment either to:
• Remove surface contaminants that may have

been incorporated during manufacturing
• After the surface chemistry of the metal so as

to bring better bonding between the metal and
adherent

• Increase surface roughness of the metal which
increases the surface area which is used for
bonding

• To increase the corrosion resistance of the parent
metal

• To make the metal passive.

Techniques of Surface Modification of Titanium
1. Anodization: Pure titanium has ability to form

several oxides, including TiO,Ti2O3, TiO2. Of
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these, TiO2 is considered the most stable and is
used more often under physiological conditions.
It acts as a potential barrier for foreign bodies to
directly attack the surface of titanium. Thus
titanium does not corrode easily.

2. Hydroxyapatite coating: Major portion of our bone
consists of hydroxyapatite. When we put titanium
implants into the bone, the time take for
osseointegration is more. So, in order to make
a better bonding between the implant surface and
bone, we apply hydroxyapatite coating on the
surface of titanium so that body accept it in a
more natural way and the healing period is less.
With the help of this technique we can load the
implant at a shorter time, thus saving the time
for edentulous patient together with better
results.

3. Surface modification of titanium by plasma nitriding:
The use of commercially pure titanium as implant
material poses a threat to long time survival due
to its low wear resistance. In dentistry when an
implant is placed it has to be kept clean, some
people try using Gracy scalers, which may
damage the implant surface. A suitable alter-
native to overcome this problem is plasma
nitriding where we treat sample with 80 percent
N2 and 20 percent H2 at temperature of 600°C to
800°C. The results seem to increase the tribio-
logical properties of commercially pure titanium.

4. Polyethylene grafted polycationic polymers can be
added to the surface of titanium. PEG polymers
gets bonded to negatively changed TiO2 which
later helps surface proteins to bond with the
surface modified titanium implants. Better
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natural healing environment can be created with
the help of this method.

5. Alkali treatment of titanium surface: Commercially
pure titanium samples are taken and are treated
with alkali. The alkali treatment created a porous,
hydrated and reactive titanium oxide surface. The
contact angle of the alkali treated sample was
seen to be decreased than non treated samples.
With the help of this treatment we can do early
bonding of the implant. The healing period of
alkali treated implants was seen to be 50 percent
less than the conventional implants.

6. Lasers: An advantage of lasers in surface
modification is that laser has the property of
melting surface layer locally, as in practice wear
is often restricted to specific area. In addition
laser processing is contact less and the thermal
mechanical deformation of the substrate is
generally low. Following types of lasers are used.
• CO2 lasers
• Nd-YAG laser

To embed a new phase in a substrate by means
of laser processing the new material can be pre-
positioned on the substrate. However, to melt the
substrate the heat has to be transported through
the pre-positioned powder slurry. If the melting point
of both the materials does not differ to a large extent,
a reasonable degree of mixture may occur. If this is
undesirable, the possibility of powder injection
should be considered.

SELECTION OF AN IMPLANT MATERIAL
Since abundance of different implant materials and
implant systems, it is important to know the
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indications for use of these different materials.
Strength, types of bone, implant design, abutment
choices and availability, surface finish, and
biomechanical considerations are important factors
for selection of implant materials:
• Strength of an implant is often a consideration,

depending on the area of placement of the
implant. If the implants are located in a high load
zone (e.g. in the posterior areas of the arch) the
clinician might consider using higher strength
material such as CP grade IV titanium or one of
titanium alloys. Some controversy exists as to
which titanium metal to use, because some
researchers believe that aluminum and
vanadium can be toxic if released in sufficient
quantities

• Other considerations for selection include a
history of implant fracture in the placement area
of interest, the use of narrower implants, and
history of occlusal or parafunctional habits.
Anterior implants designated for use in narrow
spaces have smaller diameter in the range of
 3.25 mm. Conversely, single implants placed in
posterior areas have larger diameters up to 5 mm

• Type of bone in which the implant will be placed
is of critical importance

• There is much debate about when to use metal
implants or ceramic coated implants. Current
review suggests that the survival rates are similar
for both coated and uncoated implants and that
the HA-coating did not compromise the long-term
survival of these implants. Indications to support
the selection of hydroxyapatite coated implants
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over titanium or metallic surfaced implants
include:

• The need for greater bone-implant interface
contact area

• The ability to place the implants in type IV bone,
• Fresh extraction sites, and
• Newly grafted sites.

It has also been shown that the advantage of HA-
coated implants are mainly short-term in nature
and are related to the initial stability of the implant,
which most often determines its prerestorative
success or failure.

BIOMECHANICS
The attachment of bone to implants serves as the
basis for the biomechanics analyses performed for
dental implants. Close approximation of osseo-
integrated bone with surface of an implant fixture
permits the transfer of stresses with little relative
displacement of the bone and implant. The stresses
that are generated are highly affected by three main
variables:
• Masticatory forces-frequency, bite force, and

mandibular movements
• Support for prosthesis-implant supported,

implant-tissue supported, implant-tooth supported
• The mechanical properties of materials involved

in the implant prosthesis or restoration.

One of the most important variables affecting the
close apposition of bone to the implant surface is
the relative movement or “micromotion”. It has long
been documented that movement shortly after
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implantation prevents the formation of the bone and
encourages the formation of fibrous connective
tissue around implant surface. This collagen rich
connective tissue is considered to be nonretentive
and provides no support for the implant fixture. This
is the reason that a delay of 4-6 months is reco-
mmended before loading after surgery. There has
been some success reported with immediate loading
of implants depending on bone quality and patient
selection.

The type of restoration based on the initial
Branemark hybrid prosthesis for the atrophic
mandible (Figs 4.3A to C) usually involves 4-6
implant fixture confined to the area between the
mental foramina of the mandible with cantilevers
extending from the most distal implant. These were
restored with acrylic resin and denture teeth, which
were attached to the implant metal superstructure
through the use of chemical and mechanical
bonding.

A
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Figs 4.3A to C: (A) The original Branemark hybrid prosthesis designed
to accommodate severely atrophic mandibles (B) The hybrid prosthesis
usually requires 4 to 6 implants (C) Corresponding superstructure that
is screwed onto the implants

When two or more implants are placed in straight
line, the bending moment will be distributed
proportionately to all fixtures, provided the
prosthesis is sufficiently rigid.

B

C
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• Placement of implants in an offset manner has
been suggested as a more favorable orientation
because it is believed to increase the resistance
to loading

• Wider diameter implants placed in a straight line
minimize more stresses as compare to tripodiza-
tion of implants

• Load is greatest at the most distal fixture when
an anteriorly positioned cantilever prosthesis is

exists. Thus the distance between the most
terminal abutment and one directly adjacent to
it should be increased to reduce the stress and
strain induced within the most distal abutment

• An inaccurate fit will lead to a nonuniform
distribution of load with the unit closest to the
load bearing most of the forces

• The Branemark hybrid implants have been
designed with variable cantilever distances based
on number of implants available in the prosthesis.
Branemark recommended a maximum length of
three premolars. Others recommended a

15-20 mm separation in the mandible and 10 mm
in the maxilla because of poor bone quality. Any
cantilever length over 7 mm causes the largest
increases in microstrain within both framework
and bone

• As far as possible the attachment of implants to
natural teeth should be avoided and that having,
lone standing implants is a better restorative
option unless it is absolutely necessary to include
a natural tooth in the restoration. Although some
of previous studies suggest that the attachment
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of natural teeth to implants does not compromise
the prognosis of the prosthesis

• Several devices such as the IMZ intramobile
element have been developed to allow the implant
to accommodate the movement of the periodontal
ligament (Fig. 4.4).

Fig. 4.4: Intramobile element that is believed to act as
an internal shock absorber

CONCLUSION
The implant systems currently available are diverse.

Titanium and its alloys do wonders in the hands of
the dentist. Discovery of its properties for the usage
as dental implant materials has revolutionized the
implantology in world. Commercially pure titanium
(Cp Titanium) and Ti-6Al-4V are commonly used and
latest titanium niobium alloy is under study. Apart
from titanium, extensive research is going on
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towards the development of bioceramics and
synthetic polymers and other biomaterials. When
the mechanisms that ensure implant bioacceptance
and structural stabilization are fully understood,
implant failure will become a rare occurrence,
provided that they are used properly and placed in
sites for which they are indicated.
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The Goal of modern dentistry is to return patients
to oral health in a predictable fashion. The partial
and complete edentulous patient may be unable to
recover normal function, esthetics, comfort, or
speech with a traditional removable prosthesis.
Implant prosthesis often offer a more predictable
treatment option than traditional restorations.

REASONS FOR TOOTH LOSS
The reason for the loss of the tooth must be
ascertained, as this can be influence treatment
planning. The prognosis of dentition as a whole and
prognosis of the teeth adjacent to the space must be
determined. Depending on the nature of the dental
disease and ease of tooth extraction there will be a
variable degree of soft and hard tissue loss once the
teeth have been removed. With implants tissue loss
should be minimal, but in severe cases of tissue
loss a compromised result may occur unless some
form of augmentation is considered.

Main reasons for tooth loss or missing teeth are
as follows:

Periodontal Diseases
Patient having advanced type of periodontal diseases,
conventional tooth and implant abutments may be
equally at risk from future bone loss. With dental
implants some form of soft tissue or bone
augmentation is typically required (Fig. 5.1).

Dental Caries
Dental caries weakens tooth structure. Treatment
of dental caries with plastic or cast restorations
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results in further loss of tooth structure, and
progression of caries with further destruction may
be required endodontic treatment followed by the
need for auxiliary retention by means of pins or posts.
The potential for early failure of heavily restored
teeth makes treatment-planning uncertain.

Endodontic Failure
Endodontic treatment is generally successful. When
endodontic failure occurs repeat treatments may

Fig. 5.1: Localized, aggressive periodontitis (molars and incisiors)
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suffer limitations. It is useful to fully asses the
expected prognosis of such teeth and carry out a cost/
benefit analysis of retreating them. Often it may be
more appropriate to consider removal and replace-
ment of the tooth rather than attempting a repair
or replacement restoration.

Trauma
Severe trauma may lead to hard and soft tissue loss.
Teeth may be avulsed or fractured. It is often difficult
to predict the prognosis of traumatized teeth. A
significant proportion of such teeth lose their vitality
perhaps 5-10 years after the initial trauma. This
reduces their ability to perform as potential
abutments for bridges or dentures. Traumatized
teeth can be affected by internal and external
resorption.

Hypodontia
Approximately 6 percent of population is affected by
hypodontia or congenital absence of teeth, which
also includes patient with cleft lip and palate or other
craniofacial anomalies. Where teeth are missing,
the alveolar ridge is often narrow and wasted. This
complicates orthodontic treatment and subsequent
tooth replacement.

REPLACEMENT OF MISSING TEETH
The reasons for replacing teeth include:
• To improve appearance
• To improve function
• Maintenance of oral health.
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Following an extraction, there is always the
possibility of teeth tilting or drifting into edentulous
space within the same dental arch. Similarly, if
occlusion is unstable the opposing teeth may erupt
into the edentulous space. It has been observed that
food packing, dental caries, occlusal abnormalities
and temporomandibular joint (TMJ) dysfunction and
other dental conditions have ensued following
adverse tooth movements. Conversely, it has been
shown that, if such movements have not occurred
within 5 years of a tooth extraction, it is unlikely
they will occur in the future. Therefore, if it is
decided not to replace lost tooth immediately the
situation should be reviewed for periods of up to
5 years before the edentulous space can be consi-
dered stable.

Patients have their own individual smile. This
generally includes all anterior teeth and in some
extreme cases the molar teeth. If smile-line is
generous and there is an excessive show of gingiva,
dentist understandably becomes more concern about
providing a solution to missing teeth.

The enjoyment and efficiency of mastication is
severely reduced when multiple teeth are missing.
It is subjective decision by the patient as to whether
he or she has sufficient teeth to enjoy food. Both
the dentist and the patient must be convinced of
the need for tooth replacement before treatment
options are considered.

Options for Replacement of
Teeth for the Partially Dentate Case
It is important, that treatment with dental implants
viewed in the context of overall patient care, and as
one of a range of procedures that may be used to
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help the patient. Complex therapy is not inherently
superior and simpler procedures may, in many
situations be more appropriate. Various options
regarding various restorative procedures and wide
range of alternative approaches to the management
of tooth loss must be considered in the best interest
of the patient.

No Replacement
It should not be assumed that the absence of teeth
is an absolute indication for their replacement,
which should confer clear benefits.

Systemic Factors
A patient who has a very poor residual life expectancy
may have little wish to receive extensive dental
treatment, and prefer to have problems managed as
they arise. In these situations implant procedures
would be inappropriate—
• There is some patient for whom restoration of

missing teeth is a low priority
• When patient is unable to attend for a care for

reasons of ill health or family or work or commit-
ments then little treatment may be feasible

• Some patients suffer from systemic problems that
severely limit their ability to co-operate with
treatment.

Local Factors
These relate to oral status and the requirement to
prepare a long-term plan for oral health commen-
surate with patient's needs and wishes. This will
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involve an assessment of their oral status, the
function of the dentition and expected benefits of
any possible treatment.

Orthodontic Management
This is not available as an option owing to technical
problems or lack of suitable teeth to move into defect.
However, in appropriate cases it can be a valuable
method of eliminating a space in the arch. It has
also a role in facilitating implant treatment by
realigning teeth adjacent to potential implant sites,
so, as to make the space a more suitable size for
placing the implants supporting a suitable crown.
This is relevant not only for the edentulous span
but also for the alignment of the roots of adjacent
teeth.

Removable Partial Dentures
Treatment with removable partial dentures is an
extremely versatile procedure, which is widely used
in the management of partial tooth loss, both as an
interim measure and as the definitive treatment.
Correctly utilized and supported by thorough oral
hygiene and maintenance, it has minimal harmful
effects on the oral cavity.

Adhesive Bridges
The development of adhesive technique has made
it possible to restore many edentulous spaces with
resin bonded bridges, which can provide a very
satisfactory replacement with minimal tooth
preparation.
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Conventional Bridges
Prior to development of reliable adhesive techniques
in dentistry, conventional bridges were often
considered the ideal treatment for restoration of
partially dentate arch. Extensive tooth preparation
is one of the disadvantages.

Implant Stabilized Prosthesis
This is a complex technique, which can be used to
stabilize both fixed and removable prosthesis and
one which reduces the rate of resorption of alveolar
bone. One of the main advantages of using dental
implants is that they can replace teeth without
involving natural tooth abutments (Fig. 5.2). It is
technically demanding and unsuited to many
clinical situations.

General Considerations
1. Patient must be medically fit to undergo surgery

and complex prosthodontic treatment over
multiple visits (caution with uncontrolled
diabetics, irradiated bone, coagulation problems,
smokers have much higher failure rate, high
dose steroids).

2. The bony implant site should be of sufficient
height, width and quality for implant placement.

3. The implant site must not impinge on key
anatomical features such as maxillary sinus,
mental foramen, etc.

4. Implant must be placed in such a manner so that
they can be restored esthetically and functionally.

Dental Considerations
1. Patient should be able to maintain good oral

hygiene.
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2. Pre-existing periodontal disease and caries
should be controlled.

3. There should be enough inter ridge space for
implant superstructures and prosthesis (mini-
mum 7 mm).

4. There should be enough space between existing
teeth for implant placement without tooth damage
(7 mm).

Clinical examination of future implant site helps to
evaluate:
• Amount of attached mucosa
• Amount of bone
• Unfavorable frenum or high muscle attachment.

Dental implants may be treatment of choice in the
following situations:
• Unrestored dentition
• Heavily restored dentition (failed bridgework)
• Spaced dentition
• Lack of suitable abutments (microdont teeth and

lack of tooth structure)
• Problematic denture wearer (poor anatomy and

gag reflex).

Fig. 5.2: Implants placement for fixed prosthesis
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Similarly there are circumstances where, it is
difficult or inappropriate to consider dental implants.
• Poor prognosis dentition
• Lack of interdental space (lower anterior teeth)
• Lack of interocclusal space
• Young patient who have not completed growth.

SUMMARY
Dentures and bridges should always be considered
as alternative approach for tooth replacement.
Orthodontist can close some spaces. Implants are
the treatment of choice for most edentulous spaces.
Soft and hard tissue loss will compromise the
appearances unless augmentation is considered.
Prognosis of individual teeth and the whole dentition
needs to be estimated.
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Implant therapy can greatly improve the function
and esthetics of carefully selected partially or
completely edentulous patients. Before any form of
implant therapy is considered in any patient, the
medical history must be thoroughly reviewed and if
appropriate, a physical examination performed.  An
existing systemic disease or ongoing systemic
therapy may complicate or contraindicate implant
dentistry. An increased knowledge of the underlying
disease process has improved the management of
the patients suffering from bone metabolism
abnormalities, diabetes mellitus, xerostomia and
ectodermal dysplasias.

METABOLIC BONE DISEASE
Bone mass depends on the equilibrium between
bone formation and resorption within a remodeling
unit, as well as on the number of remodeling units
activated within a given period of time in a defined
area of bone.

When bone resorption exceeds bone formation,
that will results in decrease in bone mass or
osteoporosis (metabolic disease). Various case
reports given by various implantologists have
indicated that implants can be successfully placed
in osteoporotic patients.
• Prior to implant surgery, a careful assessment

of nutrition and systemic health in patients at
risk for metabolic bone disease is recommended

• Patients should undergo an endocrinologic,
orthopedic, or obstetric examination and be
treated, if necessary. Physiologic doses of
vitamin D (from 400 to 800 IU/day) and calcium
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are recommended during the postoperative period.
In all cases a balanced preoperative and post-
operative diet should be recommended

• Patient should attempt to give up smoking, since
smoking is an important risk factor for
osteoporosis and implant failure

• In cases of insufficient bone volume, the implant
sites should be augmented before or during
implant surgery

• The occlusal load should be properly distributed
throughout the dentition to avoid overloading the
implant which may contribute to implant loss.

• The healing period should be extended, before
construction of prosthodontic appliance

• Preference should be given to implant designs
that will have close bone-implant contact on
insertion to ensure primary stabilization in less
dense osteoporotic bone.
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DIABETES MELLITUS
Analysis of the epidemiological data regarding
diabetes mellitus indicates that all dentists will
encounter patients with diabetes mellitus and that
clinicians who perform intraoral surgery such as
implant placement should have a thorough
knowledge of this disease. In the oral cavity, diabetes
mellitus is associated with xerostomia, increased
levels of salivary glucose, swelling of parotid gland,
and an increased incidence of caries and
periodontitis as well as other infection of the oral
cavity. Although dental implant therapy seems to
be a helpful tool in restoring the dental status of
diabetic patients, it appears prudent for clinicians
to adhere to the following guidelines (Fig. 6.1).

Pre and Intraoperative Considerations
• Examination of causative factors for bone

disease and treatment
• Bone augmentation if necessary

Postoperative Considerations and
Maintenance

• Physiological doses of vitamin D (400-800 IU/
day) and calcium (1500 mg/day) during the
postoperative period

• The healing period should be increased by 2
months to 8 months in the maxilla and 6
months in the mandible

• Careful occlusal adjustment and careful
examination for signs of occlusal overload, e.g.
bruxism
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• Proper antibiotic prophylaxis is recommended
• To use chlorhexidine rinses peri and post-

operatively at the time of implant placement

Pre and Intraoperative Considerations
• Metabolic control should be analyzed and

optimized prior to implant surgery if not
sufficient. A glycosylated hemoglobin level
near 7 mg/percent is advisable

• Antibiotic prophylaxis is recommended
• Peri and postoperative rinse with 0.12 percent

chlorhexidine digluconate

Postoperative Considerations and
Maintenance

• Shorten recall intervals to detect intraoral
infectious disease

Fig. 6.1: Gingivitis in diabetic patients
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Hydroxyapatite plasma-spray-coated implants
have been found to have a higher survival rate than
titanium implants in diabetic patients. Poorly
controlled diabetic patients are more difficult to
manage, and delay in surgery is recommended until
better control is achieved. The placement of dental
implants in patient with metabolically controlled
diabetes appears to be successful as in the general
population.

XEROSTOMIA
There are numerous pathologic conditions, that are
accompanied by reduced salivary flow
• Therapeutic head and neck irradiation
• Autoimmune diseases (Sjögren's syndrome,

systemic lupus erythematosus, etc.)
• Infectious disease such as HIV and hepatitis C
• Diabetes mellitus
• Drugs-antihistamines diuretics, tricyclic anti-

depressants, etc.

Xerostomia or reduced salivary flow causes
bacterial infection, fungal infection and adverse
effect on successful prosthetic reconstruction
especially removable dentures.

Prior to implant placement, the underlying cause
of the xerostomia needs to be properly diagnosed and
treated. Any oral bacterial infections such as
periodontitis, caries, or fungal infections such as
candidiasis should be thoroughly treated prior to
implant placement. After implant placement,
maintenance interval should be shortened to
prevent the development of peri-implantitis due to
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the increased plaque formation in these patients.
Stimulation of salivary flow can be achieved by either
physiological (sugar free chewing gum) or
pharmacological (cholinergic agonist, e.g. pilocarpin
and cevimeline).

Pre and Intraoperative Considerations
• Treatment of bacterial or fungal intraoral

infections
• Increase salivary flow

Postoperative Considerations and
Maintenance

• Shorten recall intervals to detect infection

ECTODERMAL DYSPLASIA
Ectodermal dysplasia (ED) represent a rare group of
inherited disorders that occur in approximately 1 per
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100,000 live births. Ectodermal dysplasia is
characterized by the classical tried of hypodontia,
hypohydrosis and hypotrichosis and characteristic
features such as prominent supraorbital ridges,
frontal bossing, and a depressed nasal bridge
(Fig. 6.2).

Principal aims of dental treatment are to restore
missing teeth and bone, establish a normal vertical
dimension and provide support for the facial soft tis-
sues. Conventional prosthodontic treatment (com-
plete dentures, overdentures, or a combination of
bridge work and removable partial dentures) often
faces severe problems due to anatomical abnormali-
ties of existing teeth and alveolar ridges resulting
in poor retention and instability of prosthesis. The
short coming of removable prosthesis furthermore
includes dental hygiene problems, speech difficul-
ties, and dietary limitations. Moreover, progressive
resorption of basal bone when the edentulous ridge
is loaded at an early age may even aggravate the
problem.

Fig. 6.2: Hypodontia and cone shaped teeth in ectodermal dysplasia
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• Whenever possible postpone implantation until
skeletal and dental growth has been completed

• If implant therapy is necessary in the maxilla:
divide prosthetic bar attachments that cross the
maxillary midline

• If implant therapy is necessary in the mandible:
implant placement should be done in the anterior
mandible

• Shorten recall intervals to detect infectious
disease

• Careful examination for possible movements of
the implant placement due to growth of the jaws

• Adapt prosthesis to growth induced changes.

CARDIOVASCULAR DISORDERS
Hypertension
• Essential hypertension is treated with

medications, many of which have impact on

Pre and Intraoperative Considerations
• Whenever possible postpone implantation

until skeletal and dental growth has been
completed

• If implant therapy is necessary in the
maxilla: divide prosthetic bar attachments
that cross the maxillary midline

Postoperative Considerations and
Maintenance

• Shorten recall intervals to detect infectious
disease

• Careful examination for possible movements
of the implant due to growth of the jaws

• Adapt prosthetics to growth-induced changes
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implant therapy because of their numerous side
effects

• A medication such as flurazepam 30 mg or
diazepam 5 to 10 mg may be prescribed in the
evening to help the patient sleep quietly in the
night before the procedure

• Blood pressure above 160/100 should be referred
to a physician for medical management.

Angina Pectoris
Angina pectoris or chest pain in the cardiac muscle
is a form of coronary heart disease. Etiology is
transient myocardial oxygen demand in excess of
supply. Classical retrosternal pain develops due to
stress and physical exertion, radiates to shoulder,
left arm, mandible, neck, palate and tongue. These
symptoms are relieved by rest and duration of
episode is about 3 to 5 minutes.

Dental emergency kit should include
nitroglycerine tablets (0.3 to 0.4 mg) or a translingual
spray, which is to be replaced every 6 months. During
an attack all dental treatment is stopped imme-
diately, nitroglycerine is administered sublingually
with 100 percent oxygen at 6 lt/min. If patient is
not relieved within 8 to 10 minutes, patient is trans-
ported to a hospital.

Patients with mild angina attack (One attack/
month) can undergo most nonsurgical dental
procedure with normal protocol. Advanced
restorative procedures and minor implant surgery
is done with nitrous oxide sedation. Appointment
should be as short as possible; this may require more
than one surgical or restorative appointment. Use
of vasoconstrictors should be limited.
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Myocardial Infarction
Myocardial infarction is prolonged ischemia or lack
of oxygen that causes injury to the heart. The patient
usually complains of severe chest pain in pericardial
or substernal region. Dental evaluation should
include the dates of all episodes of MI, especially
the latest and any complications. Medical
consultation should preclude any extensive
restorative and surgical procedure. Longer
procedures should be segmented into several shorter
appointments. Elective implant should be at least
postponed for 12 months following MI.

Congestive Heart Failure (CHF)
Congestive heart failure is a chronic heart condition
in which heart is failing as a pump. Symptoms of
CHF include abnormal tiredness or shortness of
breadth (DYSPNEA) brought on by slight activity or
even occurring at rest(these symptoms are due to
excess fluid in lungs and partly due to excess work
required of the heart), wheezing caused by fluids in
lungs (pulmonary edema), peripheral edema or
swelling of the ankles (pedal edema) and lower legs,
frequent urination at night, jugular venous
distention sounds at auscultation, and paroxysmal
nocturnal dyspnea, sensation of unable to breathe,
which may interrupt sleep.

A lethal dose of digitalis is only twice the
treatment dose. The dentist who recognizes the
more common side effects should report them to
treating physician. Patients on digoxican and
diuretics should have serum electrolytes evaluated
before surgery to check imbalances.
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Subacute Bacterial Endocarditis (SABE)/
Valvular Heart Disease
Bacterial endocarditis is an infection of the heart
valves or endothelial surfaces of the heart. Dental
procedures causing transient bacterimia are a major
cause of bacterial endocarditis. Implant dentist
should be familiar with antibiotic regimens for heart
conditions requiring prophylaxis. In some patient
with a limited oral hygiene potential implant therapy
may be contraindicated because of high risk of
endocarditis.

THYROID DISORDERS
The major function of thyroid is production of
hormone thyroxin (T4). Thyroxin is responsible for
the regulation of carbohydrate, protein and lipid
metabolism. In addition hormone potentiates the
action of other hormone such as catecholamines
and growth hormones. Patients with hyperthy-
roidism are extremely sensitive to catecholamines
such as epinephrine in local anesthetics and
gingival retraction cords. When exposure to
catecholamines is coupled with stress (often related
with dental procedure) and tissue damage (Implant
surgery) an exacerbation of the symptoms of
hyperthyroidism can occur. Hypothyroid patient is
sensitive to CNS depressant drugs; such as
diazepam and barbiturates. The risk of respiratory
depression or cardiovascular depression or collapse,
must be considered.

ADRENAL GLAND DISORDERS
The adrenal glands are endocrine organs located just
above the kidneys. Epinephrine and norepinephrine
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are produced by glands, which is responsible for the
control of blood pressure, myocardial contractility
and excitability, and general metabolism.
Glucocorticosteriods secreted by these glands help
in decreasing swelling and pain. Addisons disease
shows decrease in adrenal function. These patients
show weakness, weight loss, orthostatic hypoten-
sion, nausea and vomiting. When these signs are
noted, implant dentist should require a medical con-
sultation. Cushing’s disease describes hyper func-
tion in adrenal glands; characteristics changes
associated with this disease are moon facies, trun-
cal obesity or buffalo hump, muscle wasting and
hirutism. These patients bruise easily, have poor
wound healing, experience osteoporosis, and are at
increased risk for infection.

Additional steroids are prescribed for the patient
just before stressful situation. Patient with known
adrenal disorder, physician should be consulted.

PREGNANCY
Implant surgery procedures are contraindicated for
the pregnant patient. All elective procedures with
the exception of oral prophylaxis should be deferred
after childbirth.

HEMATOLOGIC DISEASES
Patient suffering from anemia have bone matura-
tion problem and is impaired in long term anemic
patient, basically loss in trabecular pattern of bone
which is very important for implant stability.
Abnormal bleeding is also common problem of these
diseases.
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Treatment planning modifications should
towards more conservative approach, surgical
procedures should be delayed until infection or
disease is controlled or returned to a normal
condition.

CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASES
Two common forms of obstructive pulmonary
diseases are emphysema and chronic bronchitis.
The use of epinephrine should be limited. Drugs
that depress respiratory function such as sedatives
(including nitrous oxide), tranquilizers, and
narcotics should be discussed with physician.

LIVER CIRRHOSIS
It occurs as a result of injury to liver cells and
progressives scarring. Patient with liver diseases,
50 percent have prolonged PT time and clinical
bleeding. The inability to detoxify drugs may result
in oversedation or respiratory depression. The
laboratory evaluation of implant candidate gives
much insight to hepatic function. Elective implant
therapy is relative contraindicated in the patient
with symptoms of active alcoholism.

VITAMIN D DISORDERS
The deficiency of vitamin D leads to osteomalacia.
Implants are not contraindicated, although
treatment is same as osteoporotic patient.

HYPERPARATHYROIDISM
Clinical patients develop loose teeth, altered
trabecular pattern of bone with ground glass
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appearance. Implants are not contraindicated if no
bony lesions are present in the implant placement
region.

FIBROUS DYSPLASIA
Fibrous dysplasia is a disorder in which, fibrous
connective tissue replaces areas of normal bone.
Implants placement is contraindicated in the
regions of this disorder.

TOBACCO
Reports in the literature demonstrate lower success
rates for endosteal implants in smokers. Although
implants may be placed in patients that smoke,
failure rates are quite high in smokers the risk need
to be evaluated and carefully explained to the
patient. Ideally patient should be discouraged for
smoking.

PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
The suitability of patients having psychological
disorders must be assessed before any implant
placement.

SUMMARY
For appraisal of the limits and options of dental
implants in the medically compromised patient,
additional reliable, clinically relevant, information
is needed. Based on sound clinical evidence, more
detailed guidelines can be developed that may aid
in the improved predictability of dental implants in
the special-patient category.
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INTRODUCTION
A systemic approach to patient assessment is
required. It is carried out in a very similar way to
any assessment of a patient needing dental
treatment. It is important to obtain a detail medical
and clinical assessment before embarking on tooth
extraction and starting implant therapy. Suitable
patients' education about the benefits of dental
implants, motivation and also persuasion to undergo
implant therapy is important.  The protocol for a
successful implant is one that demonstrates
osseointegration, as well as optimal position of the
implant for the fabrication of an esthetic and
functional restoration. Ideal placement facilitates
the establishment of favorable forces on the implants
and prosthetic components while ensuring an
esthetic outcome. To increase the predictability of
success, it is essential that the implants are placed
in proper patients using proper treatment planning.
A well planned treatment planning is critical for
implant success. The clinician must determine all
the potential risks and the suitability of the patient
for an implant supported restoration.

Complete medical examination with detailed
history should be carried out to rule out the
presence of any systemic disorders. Systemic
diseases have a broad effect (details were discussed
in previous chapter). They may be categorized as
mild, moderate and severe. After patient selection,
thorough medical and dental history is taken and
examination is carried out.

The medical history includes
• Cardiac disorders
• Endocrine disorders
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• Blood disorders
• Bone disorders
• Hepatic disorders
• Allergic reaction to drugs.
It is important to pay particular attention to the
following:
• Smoking: Although implants may be placed in

patients that smoke, although failure rates are
quite high in smokers the risk need to be
evaluated and carefully explained to the patient.
It may disturb osseointegration. Ideally patient
should be discouraged for smoking

• Diabetes: Uncontrolled diabetes should be
stabilized before contemplating implant. Implants
can be placed in patients with diabetes if the
condition is controlled

• Facial pain or atypical neuralgia: The origin of any
facial pain needs to be carefully diagnosed.
Particular care must be taken with patient
suffering from atypical facial pain, as an implant
may become a focus for this pain

• Psychological problems: The suitability of patients
having psychological disorders must be assessed
before any implant placement.

Lab investigations to rule out any systemic diseases
or bleeding disorders
• Hemoglobin levels, erythrocyte sedimentation

rate (ESR)
• Total leukocyte count (TLC), differential leukocyte

count (DLC) and platelet count
• Clotting time, and bleeding time
• Bone density (if possible).
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Dental history and examination included
• Extraoral: It should be carried out, with particular

attention being paid to the following:
i. TMJ and Muscles of mastication are

examined for anatomical abnormalities,
signs of dysfunction and pathology.

ii. Facial profile and lip support, with and
without any existing denture, needs to be
carefully evaluated and atypical features
noted.

iii. Smile line: The smile line relates to the level
of upper and lower lips in relations to the
corresponding gingival margin. It is of
particularly importance in cases in which
gingival defects and long teeth are included
in the smile. A high lip line may be
demanding aesthetically.

• Intraoral:
– Recording of the cause and duration of tooth

loss
– Assessment of oral hygiene
– Oral health
– Prognosis of remaining teeth
– Ridge thickness and shape
– Occlusion
– Para functional habits
– Availability of bone
– Space-interdental and interocclusal.

• Dental investigations

ROLE OF STUDY MODELS
After medical and dental check-up, preoperative
treatment planning is done. First step is to articulate
the study models. This provides informations like
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• Occlusal centric relation; any premature occlusal
contact

• Edentulous ridge relationship to adjacent teeth
and opposing arches

• Interarch space
• Position of adjacent teeth including inclination,

rotation, extrusion, spacing, parallelism and
esthetic considerations

• Direction of forces in future implant sites
• Diagnostic wax-up is done on study models which

is used to fabricate radiographic templates and
surgical templates.

It is invariably necessary to obtain articulated
study casts to allow a well considered treatment plan
to be formulated. Study models should be articulated
to assess the occlusal scheme, individual tooth
relation, tooth morphology, arch relationship,
interarch space and direction of forces on the future
implant site. On the articulated study model,
diagnostic wax-up will be done.

Diagnostic/Surgical Stent
Diagnostic stent should be fabricated on it with clear
acrylic material. The planned implant site will be
filled with radiopaque material (for CT scan) and
steel sphere placed (for OPG). The diagnostic stents
must be worn by the patient during radiographic
examination (Figs 7.1A to E).

The purpose of diagnostic radiographic templates
is to incorporate the patient’s proposed treatment
plan into radiographic examination. Following are
requirements for radiographic diagnostic templates.
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1. Mounted diagnostic casts.
2. Diagnostic wax-up.
3. It is copied in clear acrylic.
4. Radiopaque material, barium sulphate, gutta-

percha or ball bearing inserts are placed at
selected areas and radiographs are taken in
mouth.

5. CT or OPG are taken with template in mouth.

Figs 7.1A to E: Diagnostic stents for recording panoramic radiograph
(A) For completely edentulous patient (B) For dentulous patient.
Panaromic radiograph with steel spheres at the proposed implant sites
(C) For completely edentulous patient (D) For dentulous patient (E)
Diagnostic stent converted into surgical stent by removing the steel
spheres

A B

C D

E
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Surgical Template
Usually radiographic templates are converted into
surgical template; which helps to decide probable
implant location and angulation. The diagnostic
stent was converted into surgical stent by making a
hollow space over planned implant site. This stent
helped in implant placement at exact location so as
to ensure the restoration of esthetics, speech and
function.

Radiographic Assessment of Implant Cases
Preoperative radiographic assessment remains one
of the most valuable diagnostic tools to develop a
surgical plan from perspective of function and
esthetic restoration.

Objectives of Preoperative Imaging
• To identify disease
• Determine bone quality
• Determine bone quantity
• Determine implant position
• Determine implant orientation.

Various imaging modalities are available such as
Computed Tomography (CT) Scan
Computed Tomography (CT) scans give a very
accurate view of anatomical structures. Direct
measurements can be made from it. It will be done
to evaluate jawbone at the future implant site.
Serial axial and coronal sections should be made
with slice thickness of 3.0 mm. Bone available in
vertical, mesiodistal and labiolingual directions were
measured by inbuilt distance cursor present in the
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CT machine. Exact position of adjacent vital
structures such as inferior alveolar canal, floor of
the nasal cavity, floor of the maxillary sinus can be
assessed. After the determination of the amount of
available bone (length, width and height) and density,
surgery for the placement of implants should be
planned.  The radiation dose to the patients is
relatively high so there must be clinical justification
for all scans.  Introduced in 1970s; it was used for
treatment planning in implant dentistry in late
1980s. For the first time, CT made it possible to
evaluate anatomy in axial plane. CT is capable of
producing 1.5 mm thick cross-section in few
minutes only. It can evaluate density of bone in
Hounsfield Units (Figs 7.2A to C).

Limitations
• CT produces oblique section
• Metal causes artifacts; so metallic restorations

severely compromise the dimensional accuracy
of image

• Radiation exposure many times higher than
conventional radiography.

Computer-Guided Technology (CAD/CAM)
Surgical planning software and computer-guided
implantology allows for the interactive use of CT data
combines the 3-dimensional accuracy of CT imaging
with computer-aided-design. It enables precise pre-
operative assessment. If an appropriate radiographic
orientation device has been used at the time of
scanning, surgical guides can be constructed by
CAD/CAM technology. This allows the operator to
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plan the case, place virtual implants and then
construct a surgical guide to aid implants placement.

Tomograms
Tomograms also provide 3-dimensional information
and cross-sectional views but are limited to short
sections of the mandible and maxilla. Tomograms
tend to be less accurate than CT scans and may be
distorted-in particular if positioning is not optimal.
The main use of tomograms is to provide cross-

Figs 7.2A to C: Preoperative radiographic evaluation using computed
tomographic scan (A) Scout of patient showing divisions of axial scan
(B) Axial scan of a patient with the radiopaque marker for measuring the
height of bone in the right mandibular first molar region (C) Coronal scan
of the patient for measuring the bone width available in the future
implant site (Maxillary anterior region)

A

B C
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sectional views of limited anatomical sections for
example, in inferior alveolar canal localization and
in the assessment of lingual concavities. The main
advantage of tomograms over CT scans is the
reliance on less expensive equipment. However,
when large areas are to be investigated and multiple
tomogram section required, CT scans are preferable
as exposure to ionizing radiation is reduced.
Conventional tomography produces cross sections
perpendicular to alveolar ridge and direct
measurements can be made from tomogram
(Fig. 7.3).

Limitations
• Image blurring
• Lack of cross referring with standard lateral,

frontal and panoramic radiographs
• Time consuming if large number of tomograms

are required.

Fig. 7.3: Spiral tomogram of posterior mandible showing inferior
dental canal and cortical bone
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Orthopantomagram (OPG)
OPG is used to observe the single image of maxilla
and mandible in frontal plane. It gives an excellent
overall view of the jaws and teeth and is usually the
first radiograph taken as part of an implant
assessment. As panoramic images suffer limitations
of accuracy, further radiographs may be indicated.
Diagnostic stents with metal spheres can be placed
intraorally during OPG examination.

Advantages
• Single image of maxilla and mandible in frontal

plane
• Vertical height of bone initially can be assessed
• Relatively low dose of exposure.

Limitations
• Non-uniform magnification, distortion and

overlapping images
• Different parts of radiograph have varying degree

of magnification with no single corrective factor
being applicable.

To overcome the limitation of the OPG such as
non-uniform magnification, distortion, etc. the
following formula helps in calculating the true
amount of clinically available vertical bone at the
planned implant site.

Actual height of available bone =

Radiographic height of available bone

Actual diameter of steel sphere

Radiographic diameter of steel sphere
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These diagnostic stents can be used both in
dentulous and edentulous patients; for exact
calculation of bone height. Bone width should be
calculated with the help of study models.

Intraoral Periapical Radiograph (IOPA)
Intraoral periapical Radiographs provides detailed
information regarding the dimensions in length and
height of available bone in small sections. These
are most commonly used being inexpensive and of
easy availability. These help to rule out any disease
at planned implant site. These also serve as part of
post-implantation follow up of implant cases for
assessment of crestal bone level changes and to
detect presence of radiolucent zones around
implants. IOPA radiographs can be used in extremely
poor patients and immediate implant placement in
extraction sites after verification of important
anatomical landmarks such as inferior alveolar
canal and floor of maxillary sinus. Periapical
radiograph provides image of limited region of the
mandibular or maxillary alveolus.

Advantages
• Rules out local bone or dental disease
• Common radiograph for postoperative follow up,

of implant cases, assessment of crestal bone level
changes and detect presence of radiolucent zones
around implant

• Inexpensive and easily available.

Limitations
• Distortion and magnification of image
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• Limited value in determining bone density or
mineralization

• Limited use in depicting the spatial relationship
between the structures and proposed implant site.

It is advisable to use a combination of radio-
graphic view to reduce the chance of error. The
combination of an OPG and periapical radiographs
may be advisable for certain implant procedures.

Occlusal Radiograph
Rarely indicated in implant dentistry because of
following reasons:
• Degree of mineralization of trabecular bone is not

determined
• Spatial relationship between critical structure

such as mandibular canal, mental foramen and
implant site is lost.

Lateral Cephalogram
Lateral cephalogram was suggested to be used as a
section of mid saggital region of maxilla and
mandible.
• It provides vertical height, width and angulation

of bone at midline
• Helps to evaluate loss of vertical dimension,

skeletal arch inter-relationship, anterior crown-
implant ratio, anterior tooth position in
prosthesis, etc.

Limitations
• It does not provide an image of exact region

anticipated for implant location
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• Magnification error was found to be between 6 to
15 percent.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
It is a quantitatively accurate technique with exact
tomographic sections and no distortion. It is used
as secondary imaging technique when CT fails. It
has no radiation exposure.

Limitations
• It is not useful to see bone mineralization, nor

a high-yield technique for identifying bone or
dental disease

• Expensive and limited availability.

Treatment Planning
Once the decision to provide an implant-supported
has been taken, the case must be planned in detail.
All options must be considered and presented to the
patient, together with details of the advantages,
disadvantages, risks, costs and anticipated success.
It is felt by some that implants should be last resort
and teeth should be maintained at all costs. The
high success rate of implant therapy questions this
opinion. An essential part of the planning stage is
to ensure that environment in which the prosthesis
is to be placed as favorable and stable as possible.
Treatment planning for the placement and
restoration of osseointegrated implants involves the
considerations of many variables; including
systemic and local host factors and design of
prosthesis.
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The role of clinician in treatment planning is:
1. To determine if the patient's symptoms would

benefit from implant treatment.
2. To decide provisionally what method of retention

to the fixtures should be employed.
3. To estimate likely tooth positions.
4. To assess likely occlusal possibilities.
5. To counsel the patient.
6. To make surgical guides and radiographic

templates.
Using the study casts and a diagnostic wax-up of

the proposed restorations, it is possible to predict
the final outcome before starting treatment. A
careful note should be made of the following.

• Proposed occlusal scheme: It requires for posterior
stability and controlled anterior guidance. The
aim of posterior stability to distribute axial loading
among a reasonable number of posterior teeth.
The aim of controlled anterior guidance is to
distribute non axial loading away from prosthesis
wherever possible. By this arrangement excess
load will be avoid to implants. Remaining teeth
should therefore be adjusted and restored, as
indicated clinically, to create the occlusal scheme
most favorable to the long term success of the
implants supported prosthesis. When an implant-
supported prosthesis is placed, allowance must
be made for the physiological movement of
remaining teeth and the implant being, in effect,
ankylosed. This usually means keeping implant
prosthesis and teeth separate

• The prognosis of teeth that are key to success to
must be assessed carefully by clinical and
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radiographic means. Where the prognosis is
suspect, steps should be taken to limit long term
uncertainties. For example, it may be appropriate
to place cast restorations on "key teeth" that have
a significant risk of fracture

• Contingency plans for the possible loss of “key teeth”
need to be formulated and recorded before starting
treatment. If the loss of a key tooth would
seriously jeopardize the success of the treatment,
and the prognosis of that key tooth is poor, its
removal and replacement should become part of
the treatment plan.

EXTRACTION OF TEETH
It is a difficult decision to extract or not the teeth
for proper placement of implant and prognosis of
implants. The final judgement of extraction of any
teeth especially for better placement of implants
should be decided by many factors such as

• Prognosis and strategic importance of remaining
tooth/teeth

• Outcome of implant prosthesis-whether leaving
the tooth will endanger adjacent implants or it
may jeopardize the case and reduces the chance
of extensive correction

• Tooth/teeth become detrimental to the overall
treatment goal, and complicate the treatment
process

• Tooth/teeth influence the site of implants
• Prognosis of implants justifies the sacrifice of

teeth/tooth.
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Timing of Extractions
When a tooth is to be extracted and replaced with
an implant, it is necessary to decide whether this
should happen immediately or following a period of
healing before the placement of the implant.
Generally the soft tissue healing occur in one month
and bone healing is in excess of four months. The
benefits and problems related to these alternative
approaches are as follow.

Immediate Implant Placement
into Extraction Site
The ideal implant site would be defined as one where
there is no hard or soft tissue loss with prosthetic
emergence profile identical to a natural tooth. The
only site that would come close to this definition is
the immediate extraction site. The concept of
immediate implantation with root analog implant
design and a custom healing abutment is important
factor to preserve hard and soft tissue leading to an
optimal esthetic result. Immediate post extraction
implantation can be predictably performed only in
cases where there is no active infection. In cases
of active endodontic/periodontal infections the
procedure is delayed/staged to 4-6 weeks after
extraction.

Advantages
• It reduces time between removal of teeth and

restoring the implant
• It preserves bone and soft tissue.
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Disadvantages
• Immediate placement may limit the possibility

of surgically modifying the soft tissue, as it is
sometimes necessary to achieve good esthetics

• It may be difficult to decide on the depth to which
to place the head of implant, as hard and soft
tissue remodeling varies as the site heals. This
may result in either the implant being placed
deeper than is ideal, or in exposure of an implant
that has been placed too superficially. Multiple
units placed in esthetic areas are particularly
vulnerable to these variations

• Although it is relatively easy process but some
times it needs more expertise and become difficult
procedures.

Delayed Placement

Advantages
• Initial remodeling of soft tissue and hard tissue

has occurred. This allows for predictable
placement of implants in relation to these tissues

• There is more soft tissue available to modify
gingival esthetics.

Disadvantages
• Increases treatment time
• If the bone ridge is just wide enough for implant

placement at the time of extraction then further
resorption may occur if placement is delayed,
making subsequent implant placement difficult
without tissue augmentation.
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The Number and Position of Implants
During formulating a treatment plan involving
implants, it is essential to be aware of the
dimensions required for implant placement.
• A minimum of 5 mm is required in terms of

interocclusal space
• The minimum mesiodistal space for the

placement of a single tooth implant is
approximately 6-7 mm

• For the replacement of some lower incisors and
other such situations thin, narrow implants exits.
The strength of such implants, however may be
cause of concern.

Planned number and positioning of implant is
determined by proposed restoration as:
• The quantity and quality of the bone
• Loads to which restoration will be subjected.

Full Maxillary Fixed Bridge
Typically 6 implants may be used possibly more
when available bone is not ideal, or occlusal loads
are expected to be more. Implants should be placed
at regular interval and correspond to the correct
tooth position for the proposed restoration. Limited
cantilevers may be considered.

Full Mandibular Fixed Bridge
Bone quality in the mandible is normally better than
that found in the maxilla, so fewer implant is
required than in the maxilla. Implants are typically
placed anterior to the mental foramina and if
required distal to the foramina, but clear of the
inferior alveolar canal.
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Partial Bridge
If three or more units or to be restored, and assuming
that the units are to be linked, it is desirable to
distribute loads by arranging the implants in a tripod
relationship to each other. If this is achieved it is
not necessary to place one implant for each missing
tooth.

Maxillary Overdentures
These are typically supported by four implants.
Various attachments, including bars and studs may
be used assuming good separation between
implants.

Mandibular Overdentures
Two implants are usually required to retain a
mandibular overdenture. If bar is to be used the
implants should be placed anteriorly so that a
straight bar can be provided. This has the additional
advantage of bar not encroaching on the lingual
space.

With all overdentures it is essential to have
adequate interocclusal space for the attachments.
Implants may need to be placed deeper into the bone
to obtain the space required. Failure to provide
adequate space results in overcontoured prosthesis
and thin acrylic, which is may be prone to fracture.

SUMMARY
• Medical and dental contraindications must be

fully considered before implant placement and
thorough clinical assessment should be made
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• Implants are placed in suitable sites in
appropriate patients. All treatment option must
be considered

• The most suitable radiographic procedures must
be selected to give required diagnostic and
treatment options. This has to take into account
an up-to-date evaluation of comparative radiation
dose

• Careful treatment planning using all available
technique, including study casts and mocks-up
of the final result, is required for a predictable
clinical outcome it should be properly done

• A risk assessment is made of various treatment
options taking into account the prognosis of all
remaining teeth. Extraction of compromised teeth
should be done to control these risk factors.
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INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of implant surgery is to establish
anchorage for an implant so that a prosthetics may
be most effectively secured in position. In some
circumstances, surgical and restorative procedures
will be carried out by the same operator, while in
others a team of surgeon and prosthodontist will
provide the overall clinical treatment. In either
situation careful planning of overall treatment is
essential if optimum result is obtained. To carry out
successful implant surgery thorough knowledge of
surgical anatomy and clear view of planned
prosthetic outcome is required.

Mandible
Main anatomical consideration when placing
implants in the mandible include the:

Inferior Alveolar Canal
The location of inferior alveolar (dental) canal can
be a major limiting factor for placement of implant
in posterior mandible, as it may influence length of
used implant. A clearance of at least 2 mm from the
top of the inferior dental nerve should be allowed for
the possibility of any surgical trauma. Location of
canal is essential for determination of optimal length
of implant to be placed (Fig. 8.1). High quality
radiographs are a necessary part of the preoperative
assessment, and supplementary views may be
required during the surgical procedure. Surgical
exposure and identification of the mental foramen
may be helpful in confirming the position of the canal
(Fig. 8.2).
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Mental Foramina
The inferior dental canal anteriorly opens on
mandible through the mental foramina. Anterior to
the mental foramina, it is usually possible to place
longer implant, given the amount of bone present.
If, however implants are to be placed close the
foramina, care must be taken to leave a section of

Fig. 8.2: Cross-section view of posterior mandible

Fig. 8.1: Relationship of teeth with inferior alveolar (dental) nerve
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the inferior dental nerve anterior to the foramina.
The incisive branch of the inferior alveolar nerve
which runs anterior to the mental foramina may be
damaged by implants being placed in the anterior
mandible. Patient may occasionally comments on
some altered sensation in the area. This is usually
transient.

Submandibular Fossa
The submandibular fossa is lingually positioned to
the body of the mandible below the mylohyoid line.
The fossa may limit the placement of implants,
mainly in posterior section of the mandible. The
anatomical shape of the mandible in the region of
the fossa varies considerably and in posterior region
may take the form of a thin lingual shelf through
which penetration may accidentally take place
during surgical procedure or implant placement. The
position of mylohyoid line can usually be palpated
with ease. Sometimes it is necessary to obtain a
3D scan of the area to define the exact shape of the
mandible in the region. Facial artery loops over the
submandibular gland in the region of the first
permanent molar and gives off a substantial
terminal branch in the form of submental artery.
This is at risk of damage in the anterior aspect of
the fossa, possibly as for forward as the canine
position.

MAXILLA
Maxillary Sinus
The maxillary antrum is often a major limiting factor
for the use of implants in the posterior maxilla,
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frequently making implant impossible without
resorting to the bone augmentation procedures. It
should be noted that if planning to extract maxillary
premolar and molar teeth before implant placement,
the removal of teeth may initiate pneumatization
of the antrum into the alveolar process. This results
in a reduction in the bone available for implant
placement (Fig. 8.3).

Incisive Canal
The neurovascular bundle contained within the
incisive canal is positioned in the midline, palatal
to the central incisor teeth. If implants encroach
on this canal, soft tissue rather than hard tissue
union can be expected in this area. Depending on
the extent to which an implant encroaches on the
incisive canal involvement of this anatomical
structure may adversely influence the success of
the implant placement.

Fig. 8.3: Surgical anatomy of maxilla showing sites where implant
placement may be restricted
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Bone Quality
Bone quality is important in implant success.
Typically, the ideal bone is of good vascularity with
an adequate cortex and medullary bone of
reasonable density. The anterior mandible is
considered is good site and posterior maxilla which
may have thin cortex and sparse medullary space
is generally considered to be least favourable site
implant placement. Bone quality has been classified
into four types. Type IV bone is worst possible bone
environment for implant placement because of
inadequate stability and poor bone quality.

Surgical Technique
The procedures is carried out after careful planning
and involves precise soft tissue handling and bone
preparation. To minimize thermal injury to the bone
technique requires intermittent drilling technique,
copious irrigation, fresh drop drills, and controlled
cutting speeds. It should be carried under sterile
conditions.

Implant Positioning
The position of implants is dictated by the intended
position of the final restoration, not solely by the
availability of bone. It is one of the major problems
regarding failures of implants. Following guidelines
are essentials in preoperative treatment planning
for surgical phase of treatment.

Radiographs
Presurgical radiographs must be used to assess
availability of bone. The use of tomograms, CT scans,
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axial tomograms (OPG), periapical radiographs will
be helpful to decide implant placement.

Study Casts
Articulated study casts are very valuable in
assessing tooth position, angulation and key
features of edentulous spaces. Measurement can
be made and proposed restoration and implant
position is defined. A diagnostic wax up on the cast
of the proposed restoration can be great value and
will allow the precise construction of a surgical
guide.  It is important to remember that study casts
show soft tissue shape rather than hard tissue
shape; this may be very misleading. The relationship
between bone and soft tissue can be assessed with
the aid of radiographs. However, sounding the bone
and transferring the information to a sectioned cast
is a helpful adjunct (Fig. 8.4).

Fig. 8.4: Using a straight probe to measure thickness of
soft tissue—‘ridge mapping’
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Surgical Planning Software
The interactive use of CT data allows for the virtual
placement of implants in precise relationship to the
proposed final restoration. The software may be used
to construct computer generated surgical guides
(Fig. 8.5).

PROCEDURE OF IMPLANT SURGERY
IN DENTAL CLINIC
Placement and restoration of implants are usually
performed in stages. The first stage involves the
surgical part where the actual implant is placed into
the bone. The implant is left alone for period of 4-6
months depending on the bone quality and allowed
to heal and to become osseointegrated. A second
surgery is required in which the implant is
uncovered and exposed through the oral environment
with a healing cap placed to ensure proper healing
of soft tissue around the site of the future abutment.
Restorative phase then follows with the placement
of abutments, either a fixed partial denture or a
removable denture (overdenture).

Fig. 8.5: CT scan of the mandible using interactive 3D planning and
simulated surgery
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There are some implant systems that require
only one surgical intervention, and implant is
immediately placed in contact with the oral
environment.

Preoperative Documentations
a. Dental Investigations

• Study models
• OPG
• Intraoral periapical X-rays
• Presurgical prosthetic mock-up
• Surgical stents [CT scan, etc.].

b. General Investigations
• Biochemical analysis
• Systemic medical problems
• Habits evaluation.

Presurgical Treatment
During presurgical treatment planning, oral health
and hygiene of patients should be improved. This
initial therapy besides scaling included restoration,
endodontic treatment, prosthetic rehabilitation, etc.
for full mouth before implant surgery.

Premedication
Patients should be premedicated with suitable
antibiotics, anti-anxiety drugs from the previous day
of proposed surgery. It may be oral or intravenous.
Patients will be also advised to use chlorhexidine
mouth wash 2-3 times daily, 3 days prior to surgery.

OT Preparations Included
• Scrubbing dental chair and unit with bactericidal

solution
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• Carbonization of floor
• Fumigation of the operating room with formalin

will be done a day prior to surgery
• All operative instruments, drills, drapes should

be autoclaved
• Sterilized implants should be used
• Disposable pre-sterilized syringes, needles,

gloves, Bard-parker blades No. 15, 11 black non-
absorbable 3-0 silk sutures, etc. should be used.

Preparation of the Patient
• Ensure that the patient fully understand the

surgical treatment
• Confirm that informed consent for the procedure

has been given and is documented
• Provide the patient with a head cover and

protective glasses
• Apply sterile draping with a complete or upper body

drape
• The surgeon should now scrub and grown-up
• Ensure that there is good illumination of the

operative site.

Basic Instrumentation
• Surgical drapes
• Surgical hoses
• Dental explorer
• Scalpel
• Needle holders for suture material
• Various retractors
• Gauge.
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Surgical Armamentarium Used for Implant
Placement (Figs 8.6A to D)
A saline coolant must be delivered during surgical
drill.

Principal of Incision Design
The site, size and form of the incision should be
planned to give the best possible access and ensure
the least damage to important structures. This will

A

B
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also ensure good wound closure, minimize the risk
of any possible nerve damage, and aid the
visualization of defects, concavities and perforations.

Flap reflection is usually best done with a
periosteal elevator or Mitchell's trimmer, to avoid
the tearing the flap.

Figs 8.6A to D: (A, B) Physiodispensor, torque control hand piece and
other surgical instruments (C) Finger keys, round bur and surgical drills
(D) Tissue punch and condensers of gradually increasing sizes

C

D
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An incision should:
• Provide good access and visibility of the operative

site
• Provide flexibility in positioning the surgical guide
• Allow identification of important anatomical

landmarks, e.g. the mental foramina and incisal
canal

• Facilitate the identification of contours of the
adjacent teeth, and concavities or protrusions on
the surface of the bone

• Have clean edges, which will facilitate primary
closure and optimize healing by primary intention

• Permit the raising of a full mucoperiosteal flap,
ensuring that it has a good vascular supply

• Minimize scarring and avoid vestibular flattening.

Maxilla
Crestal Incision
This may be with or without a relieving incision. A
relieving incision will:
• Provide the surgeon with increased visibility.

This particularly important when concavities are
present on the buccal aspect of the ridge

• Allow for good access for the surgical stent
• Result in less scarring
• Avoid vestibular reduction as a result of scar

formation.

Vestibular Incision
This incision was previously the standard
procedures for two stage implant placement,
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ensuring that the implant was completely covered
and protected during the healing phase. It is also
claimed to provide a superior vascular supply, and
there would be no contamination of implant from
the oral environment (Incision site distant to
implant). Disadvantages of this technique were that
it caused vestibular flattening and increased
scarring. Vestibular flattening made it difficult to
insert the denture after implant placement, unless
extensive reduction of buccal flanges of the denture
was carried out. Failure to reduce these sufficiently
resulted in the wound being open.

Comparative studies between crestal and
vestibular incisions have shown little difference in
the outcome of both incisions.

Mandible
Crestal Incision
This gives the same advantages as in the maxilla.
A careful blunt dissection is required to identify the
mental neurovascular bundle, and it is important
to expose the mental foramina to identify any
anterior loop. Tissue separation with a blunt
instrument will show if the inferior alveolar nerve
is approaching the mental foramina from a distal or
a mesial direction, and should confirm what is
already visible on radiographs. The use of metal
instruments when reflecting the mucoperiosteal
flap near the mental foramina should be avoided;
reflection is better carried out with a damp piece of
gauze.
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Drilling Equipment
Most implant systems provide a drilling unit with
variable speed and torque settings, however drilling
units are available that are not device specific.
The osteotomy site generally prepared at 1500-2000
rpm to prevent overheating. Following preparation
of the site, the insertion of the implant and/or
tapping of the site are carried out at about 25 rpm
and torque limit of up to 40 N cm, depending on bone
density.

FIRST STAGE SURGERY
The proposed surgical site will be anesthesized by
infiltration of 2 percent lignocaine with 1:100000
epinephrine. After anesthesia is effective, stent will
be placed in the mouth; point of entry should be
marked deep in the bone through the guiding hole
made in the stent using a sharp straight probe.
Incision parallel to the mid-crestal line, slightly
lingual was made using B.P. knife and buccal
mucoperiostal flap is raised. After raising the flap
on the surface of bone, point of entry is seen as
bleeding point. One can also simply take out a round
piece of tissue with help of tissue punch which
should be slightly bigger that implant size. Reflection
of flap deprives the bone from periosteal blood supply.
Drilling must be started at marked point in the
predecided direction.

Since bone is susceptible to heat, drilling efforts
must be made to control the temperature during the
process of drilling and maintain the temperature
below 47°C to prevent bone necrosis. Drilling is done
at low speed of 800 to 2000 rpm, without applying
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pressure. Drilling should be intermittent and a pause
of 5 seconds is given after every 5 seconds of drilling
to avoid overheating of bone. During the process of
drilling copious irrigation should be done throughout
the procedure with cool sterile saline solution. Initial
bone preparation to desired depth will be done with
pilot drill (diameter 1.25 mm) keeping the angulation
checked in buccal lingual and mesiodistal
directions. The graduated twist drills (diameters 2
mm, 2.2 mm, 2.8 mm and 3 mm) should be
consecutively used, to enlarge the diameter of the
osteotomy and maintaining the same orientation
of drills. The angulation as well as the depth of
drilling will be checked continuously. Drilling is done
gently in straight, deliberate, precise up and down
motion with low pressure, low speed. Copious
irrigation must be done to avoid overheating and
necrosis of the alveolar bone.

The implant is then placed into the osteotomy
preparation, the finger key is engaged to the head
of implant, and the implant will tightly screwed into
bone with gentle pressure till the neck of the implant
is in alignment with crest of bone. Depending on
different types of implant there is some time
osteotomy preparation is needed before insertion of
the implant. The implant should be never forced with
excessive pressure to avoid micro-cracking of the
bone. The flap is repositioned and sutured carefully
with 3-0 black non-absorbable silk suture, without
creating any undue pressure on the suture line.
Accurate repositioning and suturing contribute
considerably to fast and undisturbed wound healing
and integration of the implant.
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As a general recommendation, whenever
possible implant should be inserted in such way that
they engage two cortical plates to facilitate better
primary anchorage of the implant. This is normally
achieved by engaging the plates in the coronal and
apical regions: however buccal and lingual plates
can also be used. This is particularly the case when
working above the inferior dental nerve, where
engagement of the inferior border of the mandible
could be very hazardous (Figs 8.7A to I).
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In the maxilla it is often possible to establish
bicortical stability using the sinus or nasal floor.
Only the apical tip of the implant should engage the
cortical plate.

Manufactures supply various drilling systems
with facility to provide irrigation to operative site
(Fig. 8.8).

After completion of suturing, a bolus of moist
gauze (pressure pack) is applied over surgical site
for compression. This helps in homeostasis thereby
reducing the possibility of formation of hematoma.

Patient was advised to follow post-surgical regime
which included:

Figs 8.7A to I: Various steps involved in the process of single piece
implant placement in single stage surgery (A) Patient in implant clinic
(B) Panoramic radiograph with steel spheres at proposed implant sites
(C) Intraoral pre-implantation view (D) Infiltration of anesthetic (E) Incision
parallel and slightly lingual to midcrestal line (F) Surgical stent in place
(G) Osteotomy preparation using drills (H) Implants after surgical fixation
(I) Implants after healing
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• Removal of pressure pack after one hour
• Not to spit or rinse vigorously
• Cold packs for 8 hours
• Not to smoke, drink or use tobacco in any form
• Not to touch sutures and wounds
• Soft nutritious diet for 3-4 days
• Maintain oral hygiene.

Patient should be called after 24 hours for post-
operative check-up. Sutures will be removed after
7 days. IOPA X-ray was taken to examine the initial
level of bone.

Abutment Selection
While abutments may be selected at time of implant
insertion, which can have logistic advantages, this
better done after second stage surgery, either in
laboratory using a cast prepared from a fixture head
impression or by direct measurement at chair side.

Single or Two-stage Surgery
If it is intended to bury the implant during healing
period, a short cover screw or healing abutment is
attached. This approach necessitates a second
surgical procedure. If second surgical procedure is
to be avoided then along healing  abutment that

Fig. 8.8: Figure showing drilling sequence using different drills and
placement of implant as well as final cover screw
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protrudes through the soft tissue is fitted. This
single stage procedure is not indicated in all
situation, in particular, if there is risk of denture
pressing integrating implant or, if the implant is
short  or located in less than ideal bone. If long
healing abutment is placed the soft tissue must be
carefully adapted around it.

SECOND STAGE SURGERY
The aim of second stage surgery is to uncover the
implants and place healing abutments, which will:
• Facilitate gingival healing
• Allow easy access to the implants following

healing.

Second stage surgery is required to uncover a
buried implant following osteointegration. This may
be done using a tissue punch or more typically by
raising a mucoperiosteal flap. Healing abutment
designed to protrude through the soft tissues are
attached to the implants during this period.

Surgical Procedures
Edentulous maxilla; placement of four implants
for retaining an overdenture:
• Crestal second premolar to second premolar. This

is necessary to enable dissection to expose the
incisive foramen. A buccal relieving incision is
often needed to expose any buccal concavities.

Implant placement:
• Canine and central incisor regions. Where there

is lack of bone in the incisor region then implant
may sometimes be placed in the premolar regions.
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Suggested prosthesis:
• Bar retained complete overdenture.

Edentulous maxilla; placement of six implants to
retain a fixed prosthesis:

Suggested incision:
• Crestal first molar to first molar, necessary to

dissect to expose incisal foramen. Buccal
relieving incision to expose any buccal
concavities.

Implant placement:
• Depending on floor of maxillary sinus, and bone

volume in second premolar, canine and incisor
regions.

Suggested prosthesis:
• Fixed, with cantilever extension approximately

one and half times the distance between the most
anterior and distal implants, up to a maximum
of 15 mm, depending on the lengths of the
implants and bone quality.

Edentulous mandible; placement of two implants
to retain an overdenture:

Suggested incision:
• Crestal first premolar to first premolar, not

necessary to dissect down to expose mental
foramina.

Implant placement:
• Canine region approximately 2 cm apart. Where

the form of edentulous ridge is curved, then it
may not be possible to link the implants rigidly
without encroaching on the lingual space. In
these circumstances it is usually necessary to
use individual ball attachments.
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Suggested abutments:
• Either ball or bar retained prosthesis.

Edentulous mandible; placement of five implants
to retain a fixed prosthesis:

Suggested incision:
• Crestal first molar to first molar relieving incision

anteriorly, if necessary blunt dissection to expose
both mental foramina.

Implant placement:
• Suggested locations 3 mm in front of mental

foramina, minimum distance between implants
7 mm (centre to centre) following the curve of
anterior mandible, with access through, or slightly
lingual to, the cingulam of the lower teeth.

Suggested prosthesis:
• Fixed with cantilever extension approximately

twice the distance between the most anterior and
distal implants, up to maximum of 15 mm from
the distal aspect of the abutment.

Posterior Mandible
Suggested incision:
• Crestal, with relieving incision anteriorly to

mental foramina and blunt dissection to expose
these as necessary.

Implant placement:
• Suggesting spacing 3 mm distal to the natural

abutment directly medial to the edentulous
region. Optimum separation between implants
7 mm (center to center) using surgical guide.

Posterior Maxilla
Suggested incision:
• Crestal with relieving incision anteriorly.
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Implant placement:
• Suggested 3 mm distal to the direct medial

abutment. Optimum separation between implants
7 mm using surgical guide.

Single tooth:
• Suggested incision: Crestal with relieving incision

if necessary.

Immediate Placement
It refers to placement of implant into extraction site
immediately following removal of the teeth/tooth
(Figs 8.9A to E).

Figs 8.9A to E: (A) Tooth has been extracted (B) Osteotomy has been
prepared in palatel aspect of extraction socket (C) Implant has been
inserted (D) Graft material is placed between mucosal tissue and
abutment, (E) Tissue sutured
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• As the implants is unlikely to fit extraction socket
perfectly especially if the implant is cylindrical
design, it usually necessary to extend the
implants apical to the socket to provide this
fixation. Immediate implants should be placed in
molar sites with extreme precaution because the
inferior dental canal or maxillary sinus and root
shape of molar teeth tends to make the socket
shape unsuitable for immediate implant
placement

• As the buccal aspect of many tooth roots tends
to be covered by very thin bone, great care must
be taken during extraction to keep the bony socket
intact

• The ideal position for implant is rarely the same
as the position of the root socket

• Care should be taken for proper axial position and
proper placement in bony socket to avoid
unfavourably positioned and inappropriately
exposed.
– Osteotomes should be used to minimize the

trauma associated with extraction.
– Following extraction of tooth, careful

debridement of the extraction socket should
be carried out to remove any remnants of
tissue.

– It is preferable to engage bone on the palatal
aspect of the socket (to avoid the risk to
penetrate buccal concavity).

– Following the insertion of implant, it is often
preferable to follow a single stage surgical
protocol and place a healing abutment.

– In suturing the socket, primary closure of the
soft tissue wound should not be attempted.
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Immediate Loading
It may be possible to restore implants immediately
upon placement, however, in certain situations this
may lead to an increased risk of failure. This method
may be considered in specific cases, such as the
anterior mandible, which normally has a good
quantity and quality of bone. Use in single tooth case
may also be considered, however it is extremely
important to avoid any functional loading of the
temporary crown in all mandibular movements.

Reasons for Failed Integration
• Poor surgical site
• Inexperienced operator
• Failure to achieve primary stability
• Early loading
• Poor surgical technique
• Infection
• Heavy tobacco—smoking habit.

SUMMARY
Insertion of implant—a surgical template is
fabricated, which is used as a guide during drilling
(Figs 8.10A and B).

Following steps are carried out in the insertion
phase of two stage implant
A. Incision—for one tooth replacement small crestal

incision is given, and minimal flap retraction is
done. For full arch implant surgery incision can
be designed as the situation demands.

B. 0steotomy preparation (drilling)—drilling can be
either sequential (starting from the smallest drill
and gradually increasing drill diameter and
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usually up to 0.25 mm less than the implant
diameter or only using the same diameter drill
as the diameter  of the implant (press fit implant).

Drilling is done intermittently to avoid
necrosis, speed should be 800-1000 rpm and the
torque 30-45 ncm, (threshold temperature for
osteocytes is 43-47 degree centigrade).  Preferably
copious internal irrigation should be done.

C. Insertion of screw—after osteotomy completion
implant is inserted and tightened with the help
of wrench. Paralleling pins are used if another
implant is inserted in the vicinity of the first
implant to maintain the parallelism between the
two implants.

D. Cover screw—in two stages implant system
inserted screw is covered by a cap, made up of
metal or plastic, known as the cover screw or
healing cap.

Figs 8.10A and B: (A) Typical relationships and distances between
adjacent teeth and implants. (B) Opposing tooth position is a very good
guide to implant position (the long axis of implant should approximate
with the incisal edge of the lower incisor)
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E. Suturing—suturing is done with catgut or silk
(interrupted mattress sutures are preferred). The
cover screw is either left open in the oral cavity
or submerged in the flap.

After 3-4 months, at second stage surgery the
implant site is re-opened and the cover screw is
taken out. Gingival former is fitted on the implant
screw for one week.

In one stage implants, cover screw and gingival
former are not required, as we directly go for
prosthetic work just after the insertion of the
implant in the bone.

Keys to Successful Surgical Placement of Implants
• A precise knowledge of surgical anatomy is

required before implants placement
• A careful technique during preparation of bone

is essential to avoid overheating and subsequent
damage to the bone

• The use of surgical guide is often recommended
for exact positioning of implant

• Careful manipulation of the soft tissues is
required for a good aesthetic result

• Placement of implants immediately into
extraction socket is successful procedure (except
molar teeth) if implants can be rigidly fixed into
bone.
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Prosthodontic Procedure:
Single Tooth Implant
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INTRODUCTION
Before implant surgery is contemplated the team
must have agreed with the patient on detail
treatment objectives. Implant treatment must be
based on a comprehensive history, through clinical
examination, careful diagnosis and agreed
treatment plan. Effective and close teamwork is
therefore, essential between those providing the
surgery and those responsible for the construction
of prosthesis, which of course, includes the dental
technician.

Prosthodontic procedure related to implants is
similar to other conventional crown and bridge
procedures in many ways. The ease of restoration
depends on the position of the implant. Ideal implant
placement is sometimes difficult to achieve, and a
functional or aesthetic compromise usually ensues
(Figs 9.1A to C). Vast majority of implants treatments
provide satisfactory functional and aesthetic results.
If we are critical of the outcome of implant
treatments, the main criticism would relate to the
preservation and management of soft tissues,
namely the interdental papillae. Sometimes when
multiple implants are placed there is some
reduction of the papillae, referred to as “blunting”.
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RESTORATION OF SINGLE TOOTH IMPLANTS
When aesthetics are important, notably in anterior
part of mouth healing period should be allowed to
the gingival tissues to take up a stable position.
Implant should be aligned in such way that the long
axis is in line with incisal edges of the adjacent
teeth.

When providing posterior restorations, the
healing time is not so critical. Some recession of
gingival margin may, however be anticipated when
prosthodontic procedures are started within 3-4
weeks of time for posterior crowns, the long axis of
the implant should be aligned so that the screw
access comes through the central fossa of the
premolar or molar tooth.

Figs 9.1A to C: Ideal placement of single implant and multiple
posterior implants
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Minimum requirements for the single tooth implant
• Standard implants—3.75 mm diameter: Ideally

suited for replacement of upper central incisors,
upper and lower canines and upper and lower
premolars

• Narrow implants—3.3 mm diameter: This
implant is well suited for replacement of upper
lateral incisors and lower incisors

• Wide implants—5 or 5.5 mm diameter: This
diameter is ideally suited for replacement of
single molar teeth.

Basic principles related to implant placement for single
teeth as follows:
• Use the longest implant that is possible without

interfering with key anatomical structures
• Have an implant length to crown height ratio of

greater than one
• Loads are best directed down the long axis of the

implants and should be aligned with the overlying
crowns

• Single implants should not be used to support
cantilevers.

PROSTHETIC STAGES OF TREATMENT WITH
SINGLE TOOTH IMPLANTS
Timing of Prosthetic Treatment
It is better to leave the healing abutments in place
until the gingival tissue around them has matured.

Type of Restoration
There are two types of restoration:
• A screw retained prosthesis secured direct to the

implant
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• A cement retained prosthesis secured direct to
an abutment.

Abutment Selection
The role of abutment is to connect the final
prosthesis to the implant body. Most manufacturers
provide a range of designs; however, these are
usually product specific. These abutments are
following three types:

Manufactured Precision Abutments
(Machined abutments)

Material of Manufacture
• Titanium

Advantages
• Simple to use
• Minimal chair side and laboratory time
• Predictable fit with implant prosthesis compo-

nents
• Good retention.

Prepable Abutment

Material of Manufacture
• Titanium
• Gold alloy
• Ceramic.

Advantages
• Suitable for all cases
• Allows for angulation changes
• Modification allows for good gingival contour.
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Disadvantages
• Increases clinical and laboratory time

Customized Abutments

Material of Manufacture
• Gold alloy
• Titanium
• Zirconium
• Ceramic.

Advantages
• Suitable for all cases
• Allow for angulation changes
• Modification allows for good gingival contour.

Disadvantages
• Increases clinical and laboratory time
• Material choice influenced by occlusal loads.

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR TREATMENT WITH
A SINGLE TOOTH MACHINED ABUTMENT
• Removal of healing abutments and placement of

machined abutment
• Radiographic confirmation of abutment place-

ment
• Tightening of abutment screw with a torque

wrench
• Impression procedures using an impression

coping
• Jaw registration
• Shade taking
• Temporization
• Try-in and cementation or screw retention.

It is generally recommended that wherever, it
possible, it is better to leave the healing abutments
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in place until the gingival tissue around them has
matured. A minimum of approximately 4 weeks from
the time of second stage surgery is recommended.
Where the implant has been inserted with a surgical
phase sufficient time should pass to allow the
gingival tissue to mature. If there is poor positioning
of the implant, the use of a customized abutment
may be appropriate.

It is important to follow the manufacturer’s
protocol and guidelines for each abutment system.

Impression Procedure
Most implant systems provide a premachined
impression coping for recording an impression of
the head of implant. This is usually made up of two
pieces: the impression coping and guide pin. With a
machined abutment it is necessary to use a
preformed plastic or metal impression coping (Figs
9.2A to D).

Figs 9.2A to D: (A) Intraoral view of transfer impression coping in
place (B) Transfer impression-analogue assembly placed into
elastormeric impression (C) Cast of implant analogue with soft tissue
cast removed (D) Completed restoration in occlusion and working casts
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A polyvinyl silicone or polyether impression
material may be used. Following complete setting of
the impression material the tray is removed from
the mouth. Impression coping is incorporated within
the impression. Careful inspection of the impression
will confirm stability of the impression coping and
accurate recording of the relevant hard and soft
tissues. Impression should be washed and
disinfected before being dispatched to the dental
laboratory.

Occlusal Registration
The maxillary cast should be mounted in a semi
adjustable articulator with a face-bow transfer.

If a sufficient number of occluding teeth are
present, the cast may be mounted in the intercuspal
position without the aid of a wax jaw registration.

In replacing an anterior tooth there should be
light occlusal contacts in the intercuspal position,
while in protrusive movements these should be
smooth and similar to those on remaining anterior
teeth.

If the intercuspal position is not precise or there
are multiple missing teeth, then the use of an
occlusal rim or jaw registration with acrylic bonnets
will help facilitate the mounting the casts. It is
recommended that wherever possible a mutually
protected occlusion should be provided. That is
scheme in which there are stable occlusal contacts
in the posterior part of mouth in intercuspal position
(ICP), and where possible no working or nonworking
contacts on the implant retained prosthesis. Canine
guidance, if present on the natural teeth, should be
provided on the implant stabilized prosthesis.
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Shade Taking
Shade taking and completion of the laboratory
prescription is same as other fixed prosthodontic
procedure. All ceramic crowns may be preferred in
anterior teeth according to there indication but most
of time porcelain fused to metal crown is preferred
due to its durability and occlusal or incisal guidance
and occlusal forces.

Prescription should be send to laboratory with
specification whether a metal framework or ceramic
coping is required.

Temporization
Temporization at the end of the impression
procedures usually takes the form of protective
silicone cap. If temporary tooth replacement has
been provided in the form of a partial denture or a
resin bonded bridge, these restoration needs to be
adjusted to fit the new abutment surface.
Alternatively, a temporary crown or bridge may be
made at this stage, using techniques similar to
those used in conventional bridgework. Advantage
of using temporary crowns or bridges are that
appearance and function can be assessed before
making a definitive restoration. The soft tissues can
also be supported and to an extent moulded to
improve contours.

Customized Abutments
The indication for use of customized abutment is in
those types of cases where dental implants have
been placed inappropriately, for facilitation of
prosthodontic procedures. With some implant
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systems angulated abutments are able to overcome
certain problems. It is more common, however for
customized abutments to be produced in the
laboratory. Impression procedures differ slightly in
that fixture-head impression is required.

Impression coping is attached directly to the
implant fixture head.

An open tray technique is required whereby the
impression coping can protrude through an opening

in the impression tray. After impression has been
taken the impression coping is unscrewed to allow
withdrawal of the impression from the mouth. Some
implant system include a push-fit attachment for
impression coping. In the laboratory fixture head -
working cast is produced. This allows a customized
abutment is produced, reangulating the retaining
core to favorable position. Such customized
abutment can be made of gold alloy, titanium or
ceramic. It is good practice to make a temporary
crown at this stage. Once the abutment is placed,
further working impression is required. Success

rate of cemented crowns appears to be good. Initially
there were concerns as to whether cemented crowns
and abutments would loosen and there would be
some need to employ a retrievable system.
Alternatively single crowns can be made a screw
retained crowns, which incorporate the abutment
attach directly on to the implant, avoiding the need
for intermediate abutments. Such crown may on
occasion be more bulky than cemented crowns but
preferred by some clinicians.
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CAD/CAM-derived Abutments
This is relatively new development is likely to
assume increasing importance as manufactures
develop the technique. These abutments have
advantage that the design is carried out using
specialist software. It has disadvantage that at
present it has no three dimensional orientation
with the opposing or adjacent teeth. It is possible to
make abutments in titanium or a ceramic, which
is considered to be more biocompatible material.

Fitting the Completed Restoration
On the day of fitting the completed restoration, the
temporary prosthesis should be removed. The new
crowns may then be seated with finger pressure.
The contact points are checked with dental floss as
for conventional crowns.

Occlusal contacts should be checked prior to
cementation and should follow the occlusal pattern
on the master cast. There should be light contacts
as the patient goes gently into intercuspal position.
The crowns should be checked for lateral, working,
nonworking and protrusive movements.

Cementation with temporary cement may be
prudent when placing the final restoration. This will
give time for the soft tissues to adapt, while
simplifying removal and modification of implant
crown if required. In cases where abutments have
been used the abutments screws should be tightened
to manufacture’s recommended values before the
final cementation.
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Following cementation an IOPA radiograph is
taken to:
• Verify the seating of the restoration
• Check for excess cement
• Record a base line marginal bone height
• Prosthesis should be reviewed after regular

interval
Danger signs at review appointment:
• Cement failure
• Loosening of abutment screws
• Fracture of veneering material, ceramic or resin
• Fracture of abutment screws
• Increased bone loss around an implant
• Fracture of implant.

If any of above has occurred a careful diagnosis
should be made of the cause. Repeated failure to
diagnosis the problem will lead ultimately to failure
of prosthesis or implant.

The most common causes of these problems are:
• Occlusal overload; careful review of all occlusal

contacts in all patterns of mandibular movement
and their refinement may be needed

• Failure to use a nocturnal occlusal guard espe-
cially in patients having evidence of para-
functional activity

• Faulty construction
• Off-axis loading of an implant.

SUMMARY
Fabrication of prosthesis—following steps are
performed in this stage:
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A. Attach the impression post on the implant in
patient’s mouth.

B. Make impression of the implant with the post
attached in patient’s mouth.

C. Remove the post from the implant, and fix this
post in the impression in the inverted manner
and fix the implant analog on this post.

D. Now, pour the impression with the impression
post and analog assembly.

E. Analog will be in the cast.
F. Remove the impression post from the analog.
G. Fix the abutment on the analog.
H. Fabricate crown on this abutment (on the cast).
I. Fix the abutment on the implant in patient

mouth.

Fig. 9.3: Pre-op photograph
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Fig. 9.5: Radiograph (immediate post-op)

Fig. 9.6: Removed cover screw (after 2nd stage surgery)

Fig. 9.4: Diagnostic casts
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Fig. 9.7: Analog in the cast

Fig. 9.8: Abutment is fixed on the implant

Fig. 9.9: Crown fabricated
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Fig. 9.11: Post-op radiograph 6 months after loading

Fig. 9.10: Crown cemented

J. Fix the crown on the abutment either by cement
or a screw, after establishing proper occlusion
(Figs 9.3 to 9.11, single tooth implant case).
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Prosthodontic Procedure:
Partial Replacement Case
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The provision of dental implants for the partially
dentate patients may be preferred option where:
• Certain key teeth have been extracted from the

arch;
• A traditional dental bridge abutment has failed

and cannot be replaced by another natural tooth;
• A localized fixed structure would reduce the

coverage of a removable partial denture.

Methods for Replacement for
Edentulous Spaces in the Arch
• Observation
• Removable partial denture
• Adhesive bridgework (Resin retained bridges)
• Conventional bridgework
• Implant stabilized prosthesis.

All remaining teeth should be assessed for their
restorative, endodontic and periodontal status. A
decision on their individual prognosis may influence
the overall plan and decisions regarding planning
for future implants.

Where implant treatment is contemplated the
diagnostic casts may be used for:
• A general occlusal examination over the full range

of mandibular movements and their effects on
an implant retained prosthesis

• Diagnostic wax-up or tooth set-up
• Construction of a radiographic stent

• Sectioned casts in conjunction with ridge mapping
• Construction of a surgical stent.
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Radiographic Stent/Template
Various forms of radiographic templates have been
described using acrylic stents incorporating metal
markers, coated with metal foil or made from a radio-
opaque resin. The ideal form should be one which,
in combination with a suitable radiograph such as
a spiral or computed tomography (CT) will show ideal
final tooth position and its relationship to remaining
bone.

Surgical Stent
A surgical stent that fit correctly on natural teeth
adjacent to the edentulous space is an essential aid
to position the implants.

Mechanical Consideration for Implant Placement
• Longer implants are to be preferred to shorter

ones, provided that excessive heat is not
generated during their insertion

• Bicortical fixation is to be preferred
• Implant placement in denser, but not highly

dense, bone is to be preferred
• High occlusal loads indicate the use of more

implants. History and examination can provide
information related to this, e.g. tooth wear, a
history of bruxism or tooth clenching, bulky
masticatory muscles and fractured restorations
or teeth

• Loads are best directed down the long axis of
implants

• Cantilevers should normally be shorter than the
separation of the closest two implants.
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• Implants should not be angulated towards each
other to the extent where restoration is precluded.

Aesthetic Considerations
• Implants should be in alignment with the

overlying crowns
• Implants should not be closure than 3 mm, where

they are parallel
• Implants and their projected connecting

components should be contained within the
prosthetic envelope

• Implants and their projected connecting
components should not prevent oral hygiene.
In partial replacement cases, prosthodontic

procedures are very similar to those for restoring a
single tooth implant. As the span increases there
are more indications for additional prosthodontic
procedures to ascertain accuracy of fit and jaw
registration. Procedures tend to be as follows:
• Abutment selection
• Radiographic confirmation of abutment fit and
use of torque wrench
• Impression procedures
• Verification of accuracy of working cast
• Jaw registration
• Tooth try-in
• Metal try-in
• Try-in of final restoration placement.

In certain circumstances some of these stages
can be undertaken during same appointment.
Temporization at this stage may be patient
continuing to wear partial dentures, a temporary
conventional bridge or resin-bonded bridge. This may
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be made at the chair side, but tends to be more
durable if made in the laboratory. The use of such
temporary bridges can allow the clinician to assess
the initial aesthetics, the occlusion and soft tissue
response to the proposed long-term restoration. In
partial replacement cases, it is usual to provide a
fixed bridge restoration. Occasionally, if implant
abutment are limited, or there has been failure
during surgical stage, the use of removable partial
overdenture may be considered as an interim or
rescue prosthesis.

Abutment Selection for Fixed Partial Prosthesis

Pre-machined Manufactured Titanium Abutments
• Simple to use
• Minimal chair side and laboratory time
• Predictable fit.

Customized Abutments
• Gold/titanium/ceramic
• Suitable for all cases
• Can allow for angulation changes
• Modifications promote good gingival contours
• Increase in clinical and laboratory time needed.

Impression Procedures
Impression procedures for dental implants usually
make use of manufactured impression transfer
copings. These are designed to fit on either the
implant body, sometimes called fixture head copings
(impression procedures are known as fixture head
impressions) or the implant abutment, sometimes
called abutment copings (impression procedures are
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known as abutment impressions). The copings may
remain in the impression when it is removed, being
secured to the implant or abutment with a screw so
that they may be disengaged before the impression
is removed. These are often called pick-up copings
and the impression is called a pick-up impression.
When abutments have been individually prepared,
then impression procedures similar to those used
in conventional fixed prosthodontic techniques may
be employed (Figs 10.1A to E).

Figs 10.1A to E: (A)  Healing abutments in place (B) Conical impression
copings in place (C) Working impression (D) Working cast with surgical
template in place (E) Splinted crowns in place
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Primary Impressions
Following second stage surgery primary impression
may be recorded by an alginate impression material.
After primary cast can be constructed and special
tray may be made.

Special tray may be constructed with an open
window where the impression copings are to remain
in impression or in a closed design if they are to be
reseated in the impression after its removal from
the mouth.

Selection of Impression Material
An elastomeric impression material polyether or
polyvinylsiloxane impression materials should be
used for better accuracy.

Impression Recorded at the Level of the
Top of the Implant
It should be done for following reasons:
• To decide the type and size of abutments in

laboratory after construction of a master cast
• To provide a master impression for constructing

one piece prosthesis designed to fit directly on
the implants

• To construct a master cast for the use of prepable
abutments or custom-made abutments.

Abutments-level Impressions
Impressions may be recorded following abutment
selection and placement. Measurement from the
head of the implant to the margin of mucosal cuff
will aid in determining the height of necessary
abutments to be used.
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Occlusal Registration
It is recommended that the casts for all partially
dentate cases should be mounted on a semi-
adjustable articulator. This will require appropriate
occlusal records and a face-bow transfer for mounting
the maxillary cast. Where there is an insufficient
number of occluding teeth to permit freehand
location, then records suitable for mounting the
casts in the intercuspal position (ICP) will be needed.
A fluid interocclusal recording material is placed
between the opposing teeth to get desired jaw
relationship.

Temporary Prostheses
It may be help in aesthetics or phonetics and func-
tion. This may be adjusted clinically by addition and
removal of material to provide the optimum con-
tours, and can help in achieving the optimum shape
for prosthesis before making final version. Such
temporary prosthesis are frequently made using
manufactured polymeric components. Some pat-
terns of which can be placed directly on the head of
implant. It is recommended that these should be
screw retained, since this permits repeated removal
and replacement, which can facilitate incremental
modification. This can be valuable where it is
desired to gradually modify the contours of adjacent
soft tissues. If the prosthesis is made of acrylic resin
it is frequently necessary to incorporate a strength-
ening device.

Occlusion
The design of occlusion in the partial dentate case
requires careful consideration. As we know that the
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physiologic mobility of natural teeth is absent in the
implant, we should avoids transfer of excessive
forces to the implants by adjustment of occlusion.

To minimize lateral loads on posterior implant
prosthesis, disclusion should occur in lateral and
protrusive movements. This may not be possible
when a natural canine is to be replaced with
prosthesis; however it is recommended that there
should be shallow disclusion, and group function
should be avoided.

Posterior implant-stabilized prosthesis where a
canine is not to be replaced, the occlusion should
be arranged to provide:
• Contact of opposing natural teeth
• Multiple light contacts in intercuspal position
• No working or non working interferences.

When canine is to be presents, the occlusion
should be arranged to provide:
• Multiple light contacts in intercuspal position,
• Opposing natural teeth,
• Shallow canine disclusion,
• No working or non working interferences.

For anterior bridgework in these situations the
occlusion should be arranged where possible to
provide,
• Multiple light contacts in intercuspal position,
• Shallow anterior disclusion shared by the
prosthetic teeth.

Choice of Materials
The occlusal surface for the prosthesis may be made
of:
• Porcelain
• Acrylic resin
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• Composite resin
• Metal.

Choice of Materials are Depends
by Following Factors
Space Restrictions
Limited interocclusal space between the head of
implant and the opposing arch may require the use
of a metallic occlusal surface.

Number of Implants in the Construction
In a large reconstruction using more than four
implants, the use of a polymeric material would
make repair and maintenance simpler instead of
prosthesis having porcelain veneer.

Amount of Hard and Soft Tissue
to be Replaced by Prosthesis
A large, bulky prosthesis replacing both hard and
soft tissue become difficult to fabricate using
porcelain, veneering with modified acrylic resin is
to be preferred.

Evidence of Parafunctional Activity
A more resilient material such as acrylic resin may
be preferred.

Insertion of Prosthesis
In many cases, the patient has significant hard and
soft tissue loss. If patient is not willing to consider
tissue grafting, the use of acrylic flange or pink
porcelain on a porcelain-fused to metal super-
structure can produce an acceptable result.

Complexity of the prosthodontic phase treatment
increases with the number of implants. If screw
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retained restorations is planned, the ideal
positioning of dental implants allows the screw
access to be lingual to the labial face of the
replacement teeth. This is less critical if a cemented

A

B
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Radiographic Follow Up

bridge is planned, in a particular if it involved the
use of customized abutment. If the implant is placed
deeply, it is possible to use machined angulated
abutments to reposition the screw access channels
into a more favorable position (Figs 10.2A to F Case
Report).

Figs 10.2A to F: (A) Implants placed in 14, 15 region (B) Implant
supported temporary crowns (C) Pre-implantation radiograph (D)
3 months post-implantation (E) 1-year post-implantation (F) 1.5 years
post-implantation

C D

E F
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Prosthodontic Procedure:
Edentulous Case
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Restoration of one or both edentulous jaws with
prosthesis stabilized by dental implants is
appropriate in two situations.
• First and more commonly, when a conventional

complete denture is found to be unsuccessful.
• Second situation, is the desirability of promoting

the retention of alveolar bone and avoiding
resorption and future atrophy of edentulous jaw.

In the restoration of complete dental arch by
means of implants, two options are available to the
practitioner, namely:
1. Fixed-implant retained prosthesis.
2. Implant-supported overdenture.

FIXED-IMPLANT RETAINED PROSTHESIS
Followings factors are determining factor to decide
complete implant-stabilized fixed prosthesis(es) as
influencing factors;
• Number of implants: Adequate quality/volume of

bone for minimum 5-6 implants in the maxilla
and 4 implants in the mandible

• Total retention and stability of prosthesis
• Reduced volume/mucosal coverage improving

tolerance
• Optimal masticatory function
• Where resorption has created inadequate height

and width to the jaw, autogenous grafting may
be used in the form of an inlay or onlay

• Cantilevering limits occlusal table
• Risks destabilizing an opposing complete denture,
• More difficult to clean and achieve good oral

hygiene.
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• Presence of periodontally compromised natural
teeth may compromise implant support

• Initials casts greater than overdenture.

A fixed prosthesis may be choosen to oppose an
intact or partially dentate arch of natural teeth. If
entire length of the occlusion is to be restored either
sufficient bone must exist above the maxillary
antrum or inferior dental canal to accommodate
implants at least 6-7 mm length and 5-6 mm
diameter. If not, then an auxillary surgical
procedure must be considered, e.g. a maxillary sinus
lift, in order to create an increased volume of bone.
A fixed mandibular prosthesis occupying a reduced
prosthetic space may be provided to oppose a
complete maxillary denture, if upper foundation
offers good support and retention. As for occlusion is
concerned, loads should be spread widely, avoiding
local high concentration. Optimizes the number and
position of implants with heavy loads, provide
biteguards for night wear. Canine guidance should
be avoided. Modified acrylic resin material for
artificial teeth or composite veneering most
commonly used (porcelain teeth may be used for
overdentures).

IMPLANT-SUPPORTED OVERDENTURE
This procedure is mainly determined by the number
of implants present and need for flange. Following
are influencing factors (Figs 11.1A and B):
• Number of Implants for overdenture in

maxilla-4 implants and mandible-2 implants
• Enhanced stability and retention by anchorage

from implants in a resorbed jaw
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• Improved resistance permitting improved tooth
positions in the dental arch

• Facial support provided by denture flange
• Occlusal table may oppose an intact natural arch
• Complete denture occlusion favors stability of an

opposing denture having limited support from the
jaw

• Easy cleaning for oral hygiene
• Higher maintenance requirements.

Completed dentures may be successfully
stabilized by a limited number of implants sited in
the edentulous jaw. A sufficient volume of bone for
implantation is usually present in the canine
eminence and anterior to antrum in the maxilla
and canine/first premolar area of mandible
(although the central incisor site may also be
available). Generally, standard implants of
approximately 4 mm diameter and at least 10 mm
length are considered adequate to sustain load in
the maxilla, whereas even 7 mm is a sufficient
length to engage the more dense basal bone of the
anterior mandible. The longer the implant, the better

Figs 11.1A and B: (A) OPG view of implant supported denture
(B) Artificial denture on implants
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are the prospects for osseointegration and the
reaction to loading. Essential features for planning
an implant-supported complete denture are to be
maintained. Occlusion relation against natural arch
should to avoid canine guidance, and against
complete denture should be balanced occlusion.

Prosthodontic stages for a full arch restoration is as
follows:
• Primary impression for special tray
• Secondary impression with an open-tray

technique and impression copings
• Verification of the cast if multiple implants are

used
• Jaw registration, which is most likely to require

an occlusal rim
• Wax try-in
• Metal try-in for framework
• Wax and metal try-in or metal/porcelain try-in
• Finish.

With a complete arch restoration much of the
planning of tooth position equates to the standard
prosthetic techniques for complete dentures.
Assessment of the occlusal vertical dimension,
occlusal plane, tooth position, centerline, smile line
and retruded contact position (RCP) are all important
to the success of the case.

Abutment Selection for Complete
Fixed-Implant Prosthesis

Premachined
Standard abutments:
• Appropriate for oil rig design, typically in mandible
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• Aesthetics not significant
• Minimum of 4 mm spacing between each one
• Easy to clean.

Wide platform abutments:
• Meet criteria for standard abutments
• Enhance loading potential in molar areas of jaws.

Multi-unit abutments:
• Alternative to standard abutment
• Appropriate for optimal emergence profile from

good ridges forms, e.g. maxilla.
• Facilitate sitting of cylinder component in the

‘prosthetic envelope’.
Angulated abutment:

• Necessary where long axis of implant body and
tooth crown are divergent, e.g. Class II div 2
incisor pattern

• Compensate for differences in implant/
posterior arch alignment

• Avoid perforating buccal/labial tooth face
with a channel for access to the prosthesis
screw.

Customized
Individually fabricated by casting onto a gold alloy
abutment post, milling a precision abutment (clinic/
laboratory)/CAD/CAM produced by scanning,
milling/spark erosion of a titanium block.
• Optimize emergence profile of the unit
• Optimize superstructure form in relation to the

restored arch.
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Overdenture can be retained in the following ways
(Figs 11.2A to E):
• Bar and clip
• Ball attachment
• Magnets.

Tissue bar constructed for removable prosthesis,
sometimes attachment can be placed distal to last
attachment.

A bar and clip design is the most popular, as it
gives the patient confidence with minimal
maintenance. Ball attachments are simple and

Figs 11.2A to E: Different attachment of overdenture
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allow the patient to clean effectively. It is suggested
that the ball abutments be used in the mandible
and not in the maxilla. Magnets have certain
advantages, but are less commonly used, as they
are bulky in design and may corrode in clinical
service (Figs 11.3A to H - Case report).

A

B
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C

D

E
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Figs 11.3A to H: (A) Pre-implantation extraoral view (B) Pre-implantation
intraoral view showing atrophic mandibular ridge (C) Implant placed in
premental region (D) Cast metal bar placed over implants (E) Mandibular
denture maximally extended to reduce stresses over implants (F) Patient
wearing implant supported overdenture (G) Pre-implantation panaromic
radiograph (H) Post-implantation panaromic radiograph

F

G

H
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In case of overdenture, abutment is attached to
the denture base by certain attachments. In ball
and ring type of attachment ball like head of the
implant is protruded in the oral cavity (male part)
and inserted into a socket housing on the tissue
surface of denture, called “o” ring (female part). In a
bar attachment bar is fabricated on 2 or 4 implants
inserted in the jaw and a clip is housed in the tissue
surface of the denture, which fits on this bar which
ultimately improves retention and stability of the
denture.

LABORATORY CONSIDERATIONS
The clinician's responsibility is to provide work of
the highest possible quality. This should be mirrored
in the dental laboratory with accurate and skilled
manipulation of materials. Communications and
good relationship between clinicians and dental
technicians reduce the chance of errors. Ultimately,
the responsibility for the finished prosthesis lies
with the clinicians.

Laboratory stages will be familiar to most readers
as:
• Production of working cast
• Selection of component and design
• Wax-up to full contour
• Casting of metal superstructure
• Veneering with porcelain, acrylic or composite.

Dental materials are constantly evolving to
enhance clinical performance and appearance. All
porcelain restorations have been introduced for
single tooth restorations. A strengthened core is cast
or milled to fit the fixture head or implant abutment.
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Surface abutment is then fired to produce the
desired contour and shade.

CAD/CAM
Computer aided design/computer aided manu-
facture (CAD/CAM) has recently been developed for
use in implantology. Various procedures have been
employed utilizing laser scanning, sparked erosion
and milling techniques. In this way a single
abutment or frameworks can be produced.

SUMMARY (PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PROSTHESIS)
Healing period of 4-6 months is allowed before
loading the implant with final restoration.
Progressive loading should be given by initial
placement of transitional prosthesis of acrylic
material, with no occlusal contact. After rigid
fixation of the implant the acrylic transitional
prosthesis should be given occlusal contact.
Subsequently, it mut be followed by permanent
restoration.
The permanent restorations can be made of:
a. Gold/Gold alloys
b. Metal ceramic crown
c. Ni-Cr alloys

Resinous occlusal surfaces are preferred to
prevent traumatic shock-type forces from affecting
the health and longevity of the osseointegrated
interface.

In complete edentulous patient, initially
provisional denture should be provided which had
been relieved in the regions of the implants for 3
months. Implants loaded, placing resilient material
between the implant and the denture. Patient should
be recalled for follow-up:
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• Ideal surgical implant placement allows the use
of standard components and impression pro-
cedures

• Fixture level impressions and use of custom
abutments, as is standard practice with some
implant systems allow restoration of difficult
cases

• Cemented implant crowns and superstructures
give the best appearance occlusally, whereas
screw retained prosthesis allow easier
maintenance

• Temporary prostheses give the clinicians and the
patient the opportunity to assess the appearance
and function prior to completing the laboratory
prescription.
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INTRODUCTION
Good implant therapy results should be expected in
those type of cases in which single tooth or a small
number of teeth that have been removed
atraumatically are to be replaced. The prosthetic
management conforms to the existing dentition and
supporting tissue.

As the number of teeth to be replaced increases
so does the complexity of planning and the method
of treatment. More time will be required in more
complexes and extensive cases for both the clinical
as well as laboratory stages. If the dental arch is
edentulous, multiple fixtures will be required. It may
be that a number of teeth can be saved. In such
cases a decision has to be made as to whether to
link the implants to the teeth or to provide a number
of independent implant retained units.

Aesthetics
It is simpler to achieve a good aesthetic result if a
full arch superstructure is totally implant supported.
The most predictable way of achieving a good
aesthetic result in such situation is by means of an
implant-retained overdenture. There is good
opportunity to control the aesthetics at the wax try
in stage of treatment. The dental surgeon and
technician have full control over the position and
arrangement of the teeth, together with the gingival
margins and contours of the prosthetic soft tissues.
If there have been limited alveolar resorption, there
will be problems accommodating the bulk of an
overdenture.
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When implant-retained fixed bridges are
provided, there is less room for adjustment, as the
fixture dictates the shape of the superstructure. If
there has been minimal alveolar resorption, it can
be difficult to create ideal gingival margins, contours
and emergence profiles, unless the implants have
been placed in an ideal position. With further
alveolar resorption, pink porcelain is required to
simulate gingival tissues. Some fluting is important
to allow effective cleaning of the implants and
mucosa.

When teeth and implants are used to support a
superstructure, it becomes particularly difficult to
provide a continuous gingival margin and uniform
emergence profile for the teeth included in the
prosthesis. If very few teeth remain and they have
dubious prognosis, a case can be made for their
removal to simplify implant treatment, improve the
aesthetic outcome and enhance long-term success.

Temporary Superstructure
The use of temporary superstructure in full arch
cases can be considerable assistance in developing
an acceptable aesthetic outcome. As it is difficult to
make durable all acrylic temporary superstructure,
there period of placement should be limited to a
certain periods. If the time required for refining the
temporary superstructures needs to be longer than
this, it is prudent to consider some form of metal or
glass fiber-reinforced temporary superstructure.
Such superstructures involved more laboratory work
and costs, but sometimes essential.
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Impression Procedures
Impression procedures are complicated if prepared
teeth and implants are included in a single
impression. Often multiple impression procedures
are required, involving the use of impression
copings. The aim of pick-up impression is to locate
dies of teeth and implant analogues within a single
master working impression from which a master
working cast can be produced. It is good practice, to
verify the accuracy of a working cast. This will
reduce the risk of errors in fit and occlusion at later
stages. Verification bars to link implants abutments
can be made on the working cast, which can then
be checked in the mouth. These are important
measures to avoid errors being compounded during
the laboratory phase of treatment.

In the past it was difficult to provide large gold
alloy casting of appropriate accuracy for implant
superstructures. Casting difficulties are reduced if
small units are planned. Various soldering and
laser-welding techniques have been developed to
join small castings to form large full-arch units, and
casting techniques have also improved to
accommodate the fine tolerances required. More
recently titanium-milled castings have been provided
good fit when used with a fixture head impression
technique.

Maintenance of a full mouth reconstruction is
simplified if small units have been employed. A
porcelain fracture in a three units components much
easier to deal with than the same fracture in a 12-
14 unit full arch reconstruction. Back up dentures
or temporary fixed bridges are always useful when
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the replacement or maintenance of such
superstructures is required. It therefore follows that
the construction and maintenance of full arch
reconstruction, using two fixtures in the mandible
and an implant-retained overdentures, is simpler
than a full arch fixed bridge supported by 8-10
implants.

Traditional teaching has advocated avoiding the
joining of implants and natural teeth. It is known
that teeth have some three dimensional physio-
logical mobility, but implants have none. It had been
thought that joining implants to teeth might result
in the early failure of implant screws or the cement
lute. Joining implants to teeth can however be
successful. A stress broken design using a fixed
movable joint has also been employed successfully.
Another combination is to use conventional
cementation of the retainer on the tooth and screw
retention only on the implant. It is not known which
arrangement will perform best in the long-term, but
clinical experiences indicate that these combina-
tions are not as problematic as first thought.

Dental Implants and Periodontal Disease
There are two main problems when considering the
placement of dental implants that have or have had
periodontal disease:
1. Remaining teeth have poor prognosis.
2. Persistent pathogenic periodontal bacterial flora

may adversely affect some dental implants,
leading to a loss of osseointegration.
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In common with all sound treatment planning,
primary dental treatment needs should be met
before definitive treatment is carried out. In a
patient who has severe periodontal disease, with
many teeth having a poor prognosis it is
unreasonable to consider implant therapy. It is
considered not good to place dental implants in a
patient who has advanced uncontrolled periodontal
disease. There are however a number of case reports
showing the successful placement of dental
implants in a patients who have been successfully
treated for periodontal disease.

Severe periodontal diseases increase the
mobility of natural teeth and are associated with
increased recession of the soft tissues and in many
cases, drifting of the teeth. Such presenting feature
makes it very difficult to achieve a good aesthetic
result.

Immediate Implant Placement
All extractions of teeth are accompanied by some
alveolar resorption and gingival recession. This is
accelerated if a mucosal-born denture is used to
replace the lost teeth. Alveolar resorption may be
greatly reduced if the tooth roots are retained as
overdenture abutments. Similarly, if dental implants
are placed into an extraction socket, alveolar
resorption may be reduced. Immediate implant
replacement is worthy of consideration when single-
rooted tooth extraction are planned. Primary stability
of the implants can be achieved, if the implant site
preparation is deeper and wider than the tooth
socket. The use of conical root form implants may
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be considered an advantage. If the labial alveolar
plate is lost during difficult extractions, primary
implant stability is difficult to achieve. There are
numerous descriptions of using autogenous bone
or bone substitutes to fill dead space in extraction
socket. The use of such materials may not be
necessary if small space exists between the implant
and wall of socket. The technique is generally
contraindicated if there is any bony pathology, such
as a periapical lesion or following a vertical root
fracture. It is also difficult to apply the technique in
the sites of multirooted tooth extractions. In such
situation, it is preferable to allow healing over three
to four months before placement of an implant.

Tissue Augmentation
Substantial loss of hard and soft tissue may occur
with trauma, periodontal disease and the treatment
of neoplastic disease. In patients with hypodontia
the alveolar ridges are underdeveloped, given the
absence of permanent teeth. In cases in which the
tissue loss occurred some months or years
previously, a number of techniques may be used to
augment the tissues, namely:
• Bone graft
• Soft tissue graft
• Guided tissue regeneration (GTR).

Grafting Material

Important Properties
It should be:
• Sterile,
• Non-toxic
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• Non antigenic
• Biocompatible
• Osseoconductive
• Osseoinductive
• Easy to use.

Sources of Autogenous Bone Grafts
Intraoral:
• From the drilling site
• Local to the implant site
• From the mandible anterior to the premolars
• Retromolar region of mandible.

Extraoral:
• From the iliac crest
• From the cranium
• From the radius of maxillomandibular reconstruc-

tion.
The gold standard for augmentation technique

is the use of the patients own bone.

Common sites for bone grafts are as follows:
• Chin or retromolar area (when small amount of

bone is required)
• Hips or ribs (when more extensive bone grafting

is required)
• A number of novel techniques have involved

harvesting bone from lower leg and the skull.

Scientific research over recent years has been
aimed at providing bone substitutes to reduce risk
to the patient. In case of sever bone loss
corticocancellous bone blocks are required from the
hip or ribs to restore whole arches in the form of
onlay or inlay bone grafts. These are most commonly
placed over maxilla or into the maxillary sinus or
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nasal apertures. Usually large bone grafts are
supplemented by packing particular bone or bone
substitutes into the recipient site to create smooth
contours. A careful, meticulously planned technique
is essential to avoid postoperative complications.

In anterior mandible there is usually sufficient
bone to place implants even in the presence of
severe resorption. In the posterior mandible inferior
alveolar nerve can preclude simple implant
placement. It is often preferable to consider nerve
repositioning or lateralization of the inferior alveolar
nerve in preference to extensive bone grafting in
this area. This is often associated with some altered
sensation, which can be permanent.

Factors Affecting Prognosis of Bone Grafting
• Asepsis
• Soft tissue closure
• Defect size and topography
• Autogenous bone
• Space maintenance
• Healing time
• Graft immobilization
• Blood vessels-host bone, soft tissue
• Growth factors
• Collagen
• Calcium phosphate.

Layered Approach to Bone Grafting
The host site includes both hard and soft tissue is
prepared before the placement of the graft. The bone
site is prepared by eliminating any soft tissue on
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the bone ensuring no infection is present. The soft
tissue is prepared by raising the periosteum near
the depth of reflection only and attempting to
maintain the blood supply from muscles to the
periosteum. The soft tissue is expanded to ensure
tension free closure.

The autogenous bone is placed directly on the
host site and immobilized by fixation and/or tent
screws. Blood vessels from the bone must grow into
the site rapidly if the portion of the bone graft is to
remain vital.

The intermediate layer of the graft, when
autogenously bone is not readily available is bone
substitutes, which is covered with a barrier
membrane. Advantage of the layered approach is
that most keys to bone grafting are incorporated.

Soft Tissue Grafting
Connective tissue grafts are able to improve gingival
or mucosal contours. Although they do not contribute
to bone volume which does not facilitate implant
placement if the bone is insufficient. They may
however be used as a supplementary measure if
severe tissue loss has occurred. A number of
periodontal plastic-surgical techniques exist to
regenerate lost interdental or interimplant papillae.

Guided Tissue Regeneration (GTR)
Guided tissue regeneration has been used in
periodontal treatment for many years. Its use in
implantology is more recent. The same principle of
bone healing is applies. Epithelial and connective
tissues are excluded from the healing site and bone
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allowed to grow preferentially around the implant. It
is important for the membrane to cover the whole
defect and to be held rigidly in place. It is common
to use particular autogenous bone or bone
substitutes as a part of GTR technique to enhance
bone healing. Bone tacks are usually used to secure
the membrane.

Graft Materials
At present there are four principal categories of
material used to augment the bone which will form
the floor of the maxillary sinus:
• Intraoral or extraoral autographs: Readily available

and is the first choice of bone grafting material
used to augment the bone for many clinicians.

• Allografts: These are graft material derived from
the same species, i.e. bone derived from cadavers
and have been used widely in orthopedic and
periodontal surgery. The graft may be freeze dried
or decalcified freeze dried material. It may be
harvested from donors with well documented
medical histories and is tested for all common
antigens during production. It is therefore
considered a relatively safe source of grafting
material.

• Xenografts: Xenografts are made from bovine bone
from which the proteins have been removed are
purely mineral grafts but have been found to be
effective when mixed with the patients blood and
packed with sinus.

• Alloplastic Grafts: Synthetic alloplastic grafting
materials have reduced risk of cross conta-
mination and may well act as a good framework
for bone formation.
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Advantage of Tissue Augmentation
• Facilitate implant and aesthetics.

Disadvantage
• Increase treatment times
• Complexity of treatment
• Cost.

Sinus Lift/Elevation Procedures
The maxillary posterior quadrant poses special
challenges to the successful use of implant
prostheses. Loss of alveolar ridge, particularly where
there has been pneumatization of edentulous
posterior maxilla, means that there is frequently a
lack of bone height for implant placement (Figs 12.1A
and B). This problem can often be managed by
surgically augmenting the maxillary sinus floor. In
the classic approach, access to the sinus is gained
via a bony window created in its buccal wall.

Contraindications
• There must be no sinus pathology
• Patients with acute sinusitis

Figs 12.1A and B: (A) Inadequate space for placement of implants in
the posterior maxilla (B) Maxillary sinus augmentation for placement of
implants
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• Tobacco smokers
• Patient with excessive interarch distance.

Procedures
Careful radiographic analysis will indicate the
proposed crown to implant ratio of the prosthesis.

It should be carried out under local anesthesia.
Good access is obtained through a wide based soft

tissue flap; usually the sinus wall is thin and can
be seen as a bluish-grey bony surface.

Using a large rose head burr and copious saline
spray, a window can be gently removed in the bone,
care being taken not to perforate the underlying
sinus membrane.

The inferior and lateral cuts are carried
completely through the bone, while superior cut
should only perforate the bone. Once the cuts are
completed it is possible to move the window upward
with gentle pressure. This effect will gradually
elevate the sinus membrane, which should be gently
lifted of the surrounding bone.

It is important to keep the sinus membrane
intact throughout the procedure; perforation is
difficult to repair but may sometimes be
accomplished with collagen strips. Elevation is
continued until the desired size of void has been
created.

Other Applications for Osseointegrated Implants
Intraoral:
• Immediate implantation of anterior mandible

(teeth in a day)
• Assisting orthodontics
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• Rehabilitation of the resected mandible
• Rehabilitation of the resected maxilla.

Intraoral and facial skeleton
• Zygomatic implantation for atrophic maxilla.

Extraoral/facial
• Ear, eye, nose prostheses
• Bone anchored hearing aid (BAHA)
• Linked or stabilized prostheses for maxillofacial

rehabilitation.

Immediate Loading
Dentist and patients would like to see the healing
times required for the implant treatment reduced
to a minimum. It is considered reasonable to load
implants in the mandible 3 months after placement
and 5-6 months after placement in maxilla. Many
patients would like to have ‘same day teeth’.

For single tooth or small span bridges it may also
be possible to consider immediate loading. Once
implants have been surgically placed, appropriate
abutments can be placed on the fixtures as long as
they have good stabilization. While surgical field is
still open, temporary crowns or bridges can be made
and cemented or screwed onto the abutments.
Thereafter the soft tissue can be replaced with
careful suturing technique. It is important that the
temporary crown or bridge is relieved partially or
totally from occlusion in the intercuspal position and
lateral excursions.

Sitting of Dental Implants in Resected Mandible
Partial rim resection or a full-thickness defect of
mandible has a major impact upon the masticatory
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function and quite often the appearance of the
patient. Appropriate recovery may demand a bone
graft to provide continuity to the jaw, and result will
be dependent on the restoring part of the dental arch
with a fixed prosthesis stabilized by dental implants.
The equivalent result is rarely if ever achieved with
conventional denture, which lacks the support,
stability and retention provided by dental implants.
• Sufficient good quality bone should be there.
• Allowing emergence of abutments through

accessible, immobile soft tissue
• Appropriate to the prosthetic space
• Offering support to the planned arch in occlusion.

Assessment of Resected/Reconstructed Mandible
• Does the jaw articulate satisfactorily with the

skull without limited gape, deviation on closing
and impaired dental occlusion?

• Do the tongue, lips and cheeks function
satisfactorily during deglutition, chewing and
speaking?

• Is there access to the site of resection,
unimpaired by the tissue contraction/grafts?

• Is there sufficient bone, appropriately aligned
with the maxillary/dental arch?

Maxillary Defects
Defects of the facial skeleton can arise as a result
of developmental anomalies, surgery or trauma
where possible, these are often best managed by
surgical correction; however this is not always
feasible or capable of providing a satisfactory
outcome. In these circumstances, patient may be
best helped using a removable obturator.
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Development of osseointegrated dental implants
and those specifically intended for insertion into the
facial skeleton, has made it possible to improve
obturator stability dramatically.
Suitable sites are:
• Edentulous ridges
• Zygomatic buttress
• Bony orbital rims
• Dorsal aspect of maxilla where it articulates with

pterygoids plates
• Occasionally the palatal processes of the maxilla.

Obturators may be linked to implants using
either magnets or precision attachments.

Zygomatic Implants
While original Branemark implant was designed as
a tooth analogue to be placed partly or totally within
the remnants of the alveolar processes, integration
can equally occur in other locations. This potential
has been used to help the patients for whom
conventional implant is restricted. The zygomatic
implant represents one such development and is
intended for use in upper jaw, where there is
inadequate alveolar bone for placing sufficient dental
implants (Fig. 12.2).
• The device is much longer (typically 30-50 mm)

than standard design
• Inserted into the zygomatic process of the maxilla

through the palatal aspect of the residual alveolar
ridge.

Indications
It should not be considered as a first line of
treatment when treating the edentulous maxilla or
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one with missing molar teeth, but rather a procedure
that may be potentially of value in a small number
of cases.
• Can be indicated in edentulous and partially

dentate maxillae
• Rarely used on their own, typically combined with

other implants/natural teeth
• May enable implantation without bone grafting
• Used with fixed/removable superstructure in the

edentulous case
• Can assist in managing the distal extension

saddle.

Fig. 12.2: Diagram showing a zygomatic implant engaging the palate
and zygomatic bones of the skull lateral to the maxillary sinus and the
orbit
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Patient Assessment
• Same basic criteria as for conventional implants
• Special consideration is needed due to potential

problems with;
• Access
• Anatomy of surgical site
• Length of implant body
• Location; the head of the implant usually lies

palatal to the residual alveolar ridge and is
oriented laterally.

Problems
• Same problems as for conventional implants.
• Length, location and orientation pose further

potential difficulties.

Facial Prostheses
Facial prostheses that disguise disfigurement
resulting from the loss or absence of the eye, nose,
ear and lip/cheek can obtain significant stability
from specially designed skull implants. In extreme
cases, where the defect involves dental, extraoral
and facial tissues, a combination of dental and skull
implants positioned in accessible bony sites may be
used to support and stabilize a combination of
prosthesis (e.g. fixed mandibular prosthesis,
removable maxillary overdenture or an intraoral and
facial prosthesis) (Fig. 12.3).

Treatment Planning for Facial Prosthesis
• Estimation of useful implant sites to provide

retention/support for the prosthesis
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• Consideration of surface contours identifying
redundant tissue and penetration by the
abutments of unfavorable skin or mucosa

• Determination of the desirable form and border
shape of prosthesis.

Radiographic Examination
• CT scan to determine suitable sites for

implantation.

Laboratory Assessment
• Download data to analyze the computer image of

defect site/selected normal facial tissues
• Construct rapid process model of defect and model

of exactly fitting prosthesis
• Construct computer generated template for

locating implant sites or
• Produce diagnostic laboratory model for

preparation of trial prosthesis
• Prepare preliminary prosthesis, mark implant

sites.

Fig. 12.3: A flanged implant body manufactured for use in the skull
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Surgical Preparation
• Select likely number, type, position, angulations

and relation of implants
• Select one or two stage procedure
• Select likely abutments

– Penetration of skin ensuring fixed, hair-free
site or creating thin grafted site

– Penetration of mucosa creating thin immobile
cuffs within prosthetic space or

– Replacing skin graft
• Confirm fit of surgical template/mark on facial

planes.

Prosthesis Design
• Determine perimeter in relation to fixed or mobile

tissue and external form
• Choose retention mechanism, separate or linked

abutments using bar, magnets or precision
attachment

• Identify space for ventilation
• Consider characteristics (coloration, eyebrows,

moustache, hairstyle, spectacles)
• Confirm alignment with normal facial tissues

(e.g. eye level, ear prominence).

Bone Anchored Hearing Aids (BAHAs)
Bone anchored hearing aids connected to implants
in the mastoid bone of the skull receive direct
stimulation and bypass that normally produced in
the middle ear. This aid is one alternative to resolve
the problems of hearing loss, others being traditional
air conducting hearing aids, cochlear implants and
surgical procedures such as stapedectomy.
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Connection to the implant is simply is achieved
by the patient inserting the BAHA linkage into a
specialized abutment that is screw retained on the
top of the skull implant. A single implant is located
within the hairline of the patient, sufficiently
posterior to the external ear to avoid direct content
with helix (Fig. 12.4).

Indications
• Bilateral hearing loss

– Discharging ears, preventing wearing of air
conducting aids.

– Congenital malformation (atresia) of the outer
or middle ear.

Contraindications
• Poor hearing thresholds
• Unilateral otosclerosis
• Mild impairment.

Fig. 12.4: The ear prosthesis and BAHA are slightly separated
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There have been several long standing debates about
what is considered successful in implant dentistry.
It was originally believed that the encapsulation of
an implant with a pseudoperiodontium was
successful implant until the fixture loosened itself
out of the bone. Clinical success is no longer a game
of chance. With progress achieved by Branemark in
studying osseointegration, a more scientific
approach to implant dentistry has emerged.

INTRODUCTION
Several parameters have been suggested in
literature for the evaluation of implant's success.
The oldest concept being whether the implant is
physically retained or removed from the mouth. An
implant may be retained in the mouth in situations
where prosthetic rehabilitation is not possible,
however such implant cannot be considered
successful.

Schintmann and Shulman in 1979 suggested
that:
• The bone loss up to one third of the height of

implant is acceptable
• Dental implant should provide functional service

for 5 years at least in 75 percent of cases.
In 1986, Albrektsson et al redefined the success

of implants, in terms of mobility, bone resorption,
tissue health and retention time. Success rate of
85 percent at the end of 5-year observation period
and 80 percent at the end of 10-year period was con-
sidered to be the minimum requirement. Interest-
ingly orthopedic implants are less predictable than
dental implants with below 75 percent of 10-year
survival rate.
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Later in 1989, Zarb and Schmitt put four different
parameters, for evaluation of long-term effectiveness
of osseointegrated dental implants in function, based
on the criteria traditionally used in periodontic and
prosthodontic clinical evaluation. These measures
include:
• Immobile individual implant after removal of

prosthesis
• No radiographic evidence of peri-implant

radioluscency
• Minimal vertical bone loss around implant as

demonstrated by serial periapical radiographs
that shows maximum area of bone-implant
interface where feasible

• Surgical retrievability of system with minimal
morbidity permitting easy resolution of prosthetic
problem.
Considering the earlier studies, commonly

chosen parameters to assess the implants survival
include pain, mobility, gingival health, peri-implant
radiolucency and marginal bone loss. These
parameters are in accordance with those suggested
by Albrektsson et al, Zarb and Schmitt and several
others.

PAIN
According to Misch absence of pain under vertical
or horizontal forces is the primary criteria for the
evaluation of dental implants. Usually, pain does not
occur unless the implant is mobile and surrounded
by inflamed tissue or has rigid fixation but impinges
on a nerve. Tenderness during function or
percussion usually implies healing in the proximity
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of a nerve or bone stressed beyond the physiological
limits. Osteotomy preparation and implant
placement should be done according to available
bone density, height and width to avoid pain.

Pain recorded as occurrence of pain (P/Absence
of pain (A) under vertical/horizontal forces/
spontaneously.

MOBILITY
Albrektsson, Misch and several others proposed
clinical mobility test and stated that implant mobility
is a definite evidence of non-integration.
Unfortunately, simply the rigid fixation does not
guarantee a direct bone-implant interface.
According to Misch, a horizontally mobile implant
with less than 0.5 mm movement may return to

rigid fixation and zero mobility. However, the
implants with greater than 1 mm horizontal mobility
or any vertical mobility should be removed to avoid
continued bone loss.

Implant Mobility (IM) as suggested by Misch
recorded as:
• IM0 – Absence of clinical mobility with 500 g

in any direction.
• IM1 – Slight detectable horizontal movement
• IM2 – Moderate visible horizontal mobility up

to 0.5 mm.
• IM3 – Severe horizontal movement greater

than 0.5 mm.
• IM4 – Visible moderate to severe horizontal

and any visible vertical movement.
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GINGIVAL HEALTH
The marginal peri-implant tissues constitute a
functional barrier between the oral environment and
the host bone by sealing off the osseous fixture site
from noxious agents, and also thermal and
mechanical trauma. The ultimate function of soft
tissue barrier is reflected in long-term changes of
marginal bone height. The inflammation in soft
tissue around the implant is more commonly plaque
associated however; there could also be acute
necrotizing, hormonal, drug induced or spontaneous
effects (Figs 13.1A and B).

Quigley and Hein Plaque Index for oral hygiene
and Loe and Silness Gingival Index for the
assessment of the health of soft tissues around
implants are commonly used. The patients are given
oral health instructions such as brushing after
every meal and use of chlorhexidine mouthwash
twice daily for a better prognosis of implant.

Plaque Index
Recorded as suggested by Quigley and Hein

Figs 13.1A and B: Gingival health around the implant (A) Prior to
restoration (B) After restoration with gold crown
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Grade 0: No plaque
Grade 1: Plaque within apical third of crown
Grade 2: Plaque within middle third of crown
Grade 3: Plaque within coronal third of crown

Gingival Index
Health of the gingiva was assessed as suggested by
Loe and Silness.
Grade 0: No inflammation
Grade 1: Mild inflammation with slight changes in

color and surface; bleeding on probing
Grade 2: Moderate inflammation with redness and

hyperplasia of gingiva, bleeding on probing
Grade 3: Severe inflammation with highly red and

hyperplastic gingiva, tendency to spontane-
ously bleed and ulcerate.

PERI-IMPLANT RADIOLUCENCY (FIG. 13.2)
The union of implant can be through bone as
osseointegration or soft tissue as fibrous union.
Osseointegration is always preferred over fibrous
union of implant. However achievement for
100 percent bony union is not possible and generally
only 60-70 percent of implant surface is in direct
contact of bone. The following could be reasons for
fibrous union.
1. Absence of initial stability of implant.
2. Excessive pressure during implant fixation.
3. Overheating of bone (>47°C).
4. Improper occlusion/parafunctional habits.
5. Improper fitting of the implant in the prepared

osteotomy site.
6. Unsterilized implant having surface impurities.
7. Apical bone necrosis due to overheating.
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Peri-implant Radiolucency: Recorded as: Present (P)/
Absent (A)

MARGINAL BONE LOSS
The level of crestal bone around an endosteal
implant should be compared to initial placement
position of the implant to find out the marginal bone
loss may be primarily attributed to direct surgical
invasion and non-infectious tissue reaction
immediately after surgery. Amount of marginal bone
loss is variable in different cases depending upon
the different factors such as initial surgical trauma,
infection, improper occlusal contacts and oral
hygiene maintenance.

The initial bone loss around the implant is always
more than in the following years. Bone loss during
the 1st year was approximately 1 mm and after the
1st year the bone loss was 0.1mm/year has been
observed by. It should be concluded as an unavoidable
change associated with surgical invasion but not
always as a result of infection. Exact marginal bone

Fig. 13.2: IOPA showing peri-implant radiolucency
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loss can not be calculated from radiographs because
it is always difficult to obtained complete consistent
conditions of radiographs and because of difficulty
in 2-dimensional evaluation of 3-dimensional
changes. Under ideal conditions a tooth or implant
should loose minimum bone. However, it is not
possible to determine precisely the extent of bone
loss to indicate success or failure of the implant.
Some researchers determined that after first year
an average of 0.1 mm bone loss was observed in each
following year. According to some study bone loss
should be less than 0.2 mm annually following the
first year of service. A comparative amount of mean
bone loss of 0.1 mm to 0.13 mm per year was
observed after the first year of prosthesis function
by some study (Fig. 13.3).

Presence of peri-implant radiolucency is non-
integration, i.e. implant failure. Radiographs
demonstrating a seemingly direct contact between
bone and implant are considered evidence of

Fig. 13.3: IOPA of a 5-year-old functioning implant-arrow indicates
crestal bone loss
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osseointegration. Radiolucent zones around the
implant are clear indication of implant being
anchored by fibrous tissue.

Each implant was assessed by periapical
radiographic examination during follow up visits of
the patient post-implantation. The level of crestal
bone around implant was compared to initial
placement position of implant to find out the
marginal bone loss.

FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE IMPLANTS PROGNOSIS
Performing a risk assessment analysis of the
patient and minimizing the risk factors involved can
maximize clinical survival.

Subject risk includes factors such as cigarette
smoking, osteopenia, osteoporosis, diabetes, patient
debilitation, and polypharmacy. The presence of
these conditions has been known to compromise
the success of osseointegration.

The reasons for tooth loss and presence of
uncontrolled periodontal disease and infections
have also been implicated in the success or failure
of implant. Peri-implantitis, which causes
inflammation of supportive tissues around the
implants, has been linked to the same bacteria
prevalent in periodontal disease.

There are also more internal factors specific to
the site of placement, including bone height, bone
density, and the amount of attached mucosa.
Minimum bone height indicates the need of shorter
implants, which has relatively poorer prognosis.

Movable tissue around an implant has also been
implicated in inducing the onset of peri-implantitis,
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which lower the prognosis. The choice of implant
type or material plays a role in clinical success.
Implant failure has also been associated with
immediate loading of the implants as well as implant
staging (two-stage versus one-stage).

Other critical factors include implant proximity
to the natural teeth and other existing implants.

SUMMARY
Dental implant is the predictable modality for the
replacement of lost tooth. However, its prognosis is
dependent on the clinician as well as the patient;
thus, successful osseointegration is dependent upon
proper treatment planning and surgical protocol.
Long-term survival on integrated implants needs
minimum marginal bone loss, which affected by oral
health, hygiene maintenance and external loads on
the implants. These loads may be pathological or
physiological. Thus, implant's success is multi-
factorial and unpredictable. However, proper surgical
and prosthodontic protocol in addition to patient
compliance may result in long lasting implants.
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After successful surgical and prosthetic rehabili-
tation of patient, stresses and loads applied to the
implant and surrounding tissues will become a
determining factor for success or failure. Compli-
cations (prosthetic and/or bony support) may arise
because of underlying occlusion. Final factor is the
development of an occlusal scheme that minimizes
risk factors and allows the restoration to function
in harmony with rest of the stomatognathic system.

NATURAL TOOTH VS IMPLANT MOBILITY
The presence of a periodontal membrane around
natural teeth significantly reduces the amount of
stress transmitted to the bone, especially at the
crestal region, and acts as a viscoelastic “shock
absorber”. It also extend the time in which the load
is dissipated.  Compared with tooth the direct bone
interface with an implant is not as resilient, so that
energy imparted by an occlusal force is not partially
dissipated. But rather transmits a higher intensity
to the contiguous bone.

The mobility of a natural tooth can increase with
occlusal trauma. After the occlusal trauma is
eliminated, the tooth can return to its original
condition with respect to the magnitude of
movement. Mobility of an implant can also develop
under occlusal trauma. However, after the offending
element is eliminated, an implant rarely returns to
its original rigid condition. Instead its health is
compromised, and failure is usually eminent.

The width of almost every natural tooth is greater
than the width of the implant used to replace the
tooth so that lesser magnitude of stress transmitted
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to the surrounding bone. Implant is less effective in
resisting lateral (bucco-lingual) bending loads which
can concentrate in the crestal region in the jaw.
Under similar mechanical loading conditions,
implants generate greater stresses and strains at
the crest of bone compared with a tooth.

The tooth can show clinical signs of increased
stress such as enamel wear facets, stress lines, pits
on the cusps of teeth, etc. An implant crown rarely
shows clinical signs other than fatigue fracture
resulting in significant increases in stress and
higher incidence of failure for the other implants
in the associated prosthesis.

Teeth benefit from increased occlusal awareness,
e.g. premature contact, compare with implants.
Implants and teeth also have different proprioceptive
information. When implants are subjected to
repeated occlusal loads, microscopic stress fractures,
work hardening, and fatigue may result.

The natural tooth, with its modulus of elasticity
similar to the bone, periodontal ligament, and
unique cross sections and dimensions constitutes
a near perfect optimization system to handle the
stress. An implant handles stress very poorly.

Occlusion on Natural Teeth and Implants
In the implant-tooth fixed prosthesis, four important
components may contribute movements to the
system: implant, bone, tooth, and prosthesis. The
existing occlusion is evaluated and occlusal
prematurities are ideally eliminated before implant
reconstruction. Unlike teeth, implants do not
extrude, rotate, or migrate under occlusal forces.
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As such, the restoring dentist may vary the intensity
of the force, applied to an implant without causing
the implant to readily change its position in bone.
On the contrary, natural teeth do exhibit mesial drift,
and slight changes in occlusal position do occur over
time. The proposed occlusal adjustment does not
encourage additional tooth movement because
regular occlusal contacts occur. The teeth opposing
implants are not taken out of occlusion. Brief
occlusal contacts on a daily basis maintain the tooth
in its original position.

Implant Orientation and Influence of Load Direction
Implants are designed for a long axis load to the
implant body. Stress contours were primarily
concentrated at the transosteal (crestal) region. An
axial load over the long axis of an implant body
generates a greater proportion of compressive stress
than tension or shear forces. The greater the angle
of load to the implant long axis, the greater the
compressive, tensile, and shear stresses. The
amount of stress increased with angled load and also
type of stress converts to more dangerous shear
component, which is conducive to bone loss and has
shown to impair successful bone regrowth.

Bone Mechanics and Occlusion
Cortical bone of human long bones has been reported
as strongest in compression, 30 percent weaker in
tension, and 65 percent weaker in shear. The
reported strength of cortical bone decreases with an
increasing angle of applied load. The primary
component of the occlusal force should therefore be
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directed along the long axis of the implant body not
on angle or following an angled abutment post. Angled
abutments are only used only to improve the path of
insertion of the prosthesis or the final esthetic
result.

Angled load increases the amount of crestal
stresses around the implant body, transforms a
greater percentage of the force to tensile and shear
force, and reduces bone strength in compression and
tension. In contrast the surrounding implant body
stress magnitude is least and strength of bone is
greatest under a load axial to the implant body. All
three of these factors mandate the elimination of
lateral forces.

Occlusion evaluation and adjustment in partially
edentulous implant patients are more important
than in natural dentition because the premature
contacts can result in more damaging consequences
on implants compared with teeth.

Implant Protective Occlusion

Occlusal Table Width
A wide occlusal table favors offset contacts during
mastication or parafunction. Wider root form
implants can accept a broader range of vertical
occlusal contacts while still transmitting lesser
forces at the permucosal site under offset loads.
Therefore in Implant protected occlusion the width
of the occlusal table is directly related to the width
of the implant body.

During the mastication, the amount of force used
to penetrate the food bolus is also related to the
occlusal table width. The wider occlusal table, the
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greater the force developed by the biologic system to
penetrate the bolus of food.  Posterior narrow occlusal
table combined with reduced buccal contour (in
posterior mandible) permits easier sulcular oral
hygiene (facilitate daily home care) in a manner
similar to a tooth and improves axial loading as well
as reduces the risk of porcelain fracture. As a result
in nonesthetic regions of the mouth, the occlusal
table should be reduced in width compared with
natural teeth.

Crown Contour
Whenever possible the portions of an implant crown
that are not supported by an axially positioned
implant should be recontoured so they do not receive
occlusal loads. Alternatively several additional
implants should be used to dissipate the force
(Figs 14.1 to 14.5).

Fig. 14.1: If implant for a molar restoration is placed too close to the
adjacent tooth, compromised contours and occlusal table may results
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Fig. 14.2: When esthetics are not a concern the distal one-half of the
first molar and/or the entire second molar is often resorted in crossbite
to improve the direction of forces

Fig. 14.3: Contours of opposing crown are reduced in width to
minimize the occlusal table width and axially load the implants
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Fig. 14.5: The implants should be placed so that the projection of the
fixture is contained within the anticipated crown form

Fig. 14.4: Maxillary implant opposing mandibular natural teeth, the
mandibular buccal cusp acts as the primary tooth contact
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Influence of Surface Area
The adequate surface area should be to sustain the
load transmitted to the prosthesis.

Occlusal Materials
Materials selected for the occlusal surface of the
prosthesis affect the transmission of forces and the
maintenance of occlusal contacts. Occlusal
materials may be evaluated by esthetics, impact
force, a static load, chewing efficiency, fracture,
wear, interarch space requirements and accuracy
of castings (Table 14.1).

Table 41.1: Characteristics of three most common
groups of occlusal materials are porcelain, acrylic,
and metal

Porcelain Gold Resin

Esthetics √ × √
Impact force × √ √
Static load √ × √ × √ ×
Chewing √ √ ×
efficiency
Interarch space × √ ×
Wear √ √ ×
Fracture × √ ×

Accuracy × √ ×

SUMMARY

Occlusion Features in Designing a
Fixed Implant-Supported Prosthesis
• Loads should be spread widely, avoiding local high

concentration
• We should avoids canine guidance
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• With heavy loads optimize the number and
position of implants and provide biteguard for
night wear.

Occlusion Feature in an Implant
Supported Complete Overdenture
• In complete denture there should be balanced

occlusion
• Against natural arch we should avoid canine

guidance.

Occlusion Feature in the Partially Dentate Patient
The design of occlusion in the partial dentate case
requires careful consideration. As we know that the
physiologic mobility of natural teeth is absent in the
implant, we should avoid transfer of excessive forces
to the implants by adjustment of occlusion.

To minimize lateral loads on posterior implant
prosthesis, disclusion should occur in lateral and
protrusive movements. This may not be possible
when a natural canine is to be replaced with
prosthesis; however it is recommended that there
should be shallow disclusion, and group function
should be avoided.

Posterior implant-stabilized prosthesis where a
canine is not to be replaced, the occlusion should
be arranged to provide:
• Contact of opposing natural teeth
• Multiple light contacts in intercuspal position
• No working or non working interferences.

When canine is to be presents, the occlusion
should be arranged to provide:
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• Multiple light contacts in intercuspal position
• Opposing natural teeth
• Shallow canine disclusion
• No working or non working interferences.

For anterior bridgework-in these situations the
occlusion should be arranged where possible to
provide:
• Multiple light contacts in intercuspal position,
• Shallow anterior disclusion shared by the

prosthetic teeth.

Occlusion Feature in Single Tooth Implants
In replacing an anterior tooth there should be light
occlusal contacts in the intercuspal position, while
in protrusive movements these should be smooth,
and similar to those on remaining anterior teeth.

If the intercuspal position is not precise or there
are multiple missing teeth, then the use of an
occlusal rim or jaw registration with acrylic bonnets

Figs 14.6A and B: (A) When designing on implant crown opposing a
natural dentition, light contact in the intercuspal position is preferred
while maintaining heavy contact between the adjacent natural dentition.
(B) If implant crowns oppose implant crowns, it is preferred that there
is little or no contact of these crowns when the patient is in the intercuspal
position

BA
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will help facilitate the mounting the casts. It is
recommended that wherever possible a mutually
protected occlusion should be provided. That is
scheme in which there are stable occlusal contacts
in the posterior part of mouth in intercuspal position
(ICP), and where possible no working or nonworking
contacts on the implant retained prosthesis. Canine
guidance, if present on the natural teeth, should
be provided on the implant-stabilized prosthesis
(Figs 14.6A and B).
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Orthodontic Microimplant
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Anchorage management has been a great challenge
for orthodontists in every orthodontic treatment.
Clinicians continue to need anchorage that displays
a high resistance to displacement. Earlier,
orthodontists used extraoral traction to reinforce
intraoral anchorage. To prevent unwanted tooth
displacements in the event of inadequate anchorage
potential, orthodontic implants as well as implants
serving as prosthetic abutments are used.
Prosthetic or endosseous implants have been used
successfully for orthodontic anchorage, their clinical
applications are still limited in edentulous or
retromolar areas because of their size and
complicated fixture designs. Other disadvantages
include a long waiting period (2-6 months) for bone
healing and osseointegration, comprehensive
clinical and laboratory work, difficult removal after
treatment and high cost. Orthodontic titanium
microimplants with specially designed heads that
have helped to solve the problems of anchorage
control.

INTRODUCTION
The growing demand for orthodontic treatment
methods that require minimal compliance and
provide maximal anchorage control, particularly by
adults has lead to the expansion of implant
technology in orthodontics. The ideal intraoral
anchorage would not displace, and would require a
source devoid of periodontal membrane, which tends
to respond to tension and pressure allowing
movement through bone. Recently prosthetic
osseointregrated implants have been used as
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intraoral orthodontic anchorage (Fig. 15.1), but their
bulky size, complicated fixture designs, long waiting
period (4-6 months) for bone healing and
osseointegration, comprehensive and clinical as
well as laboratory work, difficult removal after
treatment, cost and invasiveness have limited their
orthodontic application.

The development of small diameters titanium
microimplants with specially designed heads that
accepts ligatures, coil springs and elastics have
helped to solve main objection to previous implants.
The titanium microimplant has been designed
specifically for orthodontic use and has a button and
bracket like head with a small hole that accepts
ligatures and elastics. Smaller diameter of 1.2 to
1.8 mm allows its insertion in to many areas of the
maxilla and mandible.

Types of Microimplants
Microimplant anchorage are thin, so could be placed
intraradicular between the roots, immediate loading

Fig. 15.1: Implant used as a anchorage
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with durable mechanical attachment in the cortical
bone without the need of osseointegration and
important cost friendly. Microimplants are a stable
anchorage for orthodontic tooth movement. The
microimplant remained stationary under
orthodontic loading. Although the screw head was
tipped forward significantly 0.4 mm on an average,
the displacement would be clinically insignificant.
Types of microimplant as follow:
1. Small head (SH) type: For maxillary and mandibular

attached gingiva including palate.
2. No head (NH) type: Maxillary and mandibular soft

tissue.
3. Long head (LH) type: Mandibular attached gingiva

and mucosa border area.
4. Circle head (CH) type: Mandibular and maxillary

attached gingiva including palate.
5. Fixation head (FH) type: Maxillary and mandibular

buccal area for intermaxillary fixations.

Types of Surgical Procedures
1. Open method: When the head of microimplant is

exposed in oral cavity (Fig. 15.2).
2. Closed method: When the head of microimplant

is embedded under soft tissue, the soft tissue will
grow up and embed the microimplant head during
treatment. So, in this situation it is better to
embed the microimplant under the soft tissue
from very beginning of treatment (Fig. 15.3).

3. Diagonal insertion: The microimplant is inserted
in to the bone in an oblique direction to the bony
surface. Microimplant sites need to have a
30-60° angulation to the long axis of teeth both
buccally and lingually (Fig. 15.4).
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4. Perpendicular insertion: Here the microimplant is
inserted in the bone in almost perpendicular
direction to the bony surface (Fig. 15.5).

Fig. 15.2: Open method

Fig. 15.3: Closed method
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Fig. 15.4: Diagonal insertion

Fig. 15.5: Perpendicular insertion

Selection of Microimplant
1. Length of microimplant: A general rule of thumb

should be, to use longest possible microimplant,
without jeopardizing the health of adjacent
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tissues. Recommended size is more than 6 mm
in maxilla and 5 mm in mandible.

2. Diameter of microimplant: Microimplant with
diameter 1.2 mm and 1.3 mm can be used to
withstand forces up to 300 g. Microimplant with
diameter 1.4 mm, 1.5 mm and 1.6 mm are used
when force amount is greater than 300 g. The
microimplants with diameter 1.7 mm and 1.8 mm
are designed specially for intermaxillary fixation
after orthognathic surgery.

Implant Driving Methods
1. Self-tapping method: In this method the

microimplant is driven into the tunnel of bone
formed by drilling, making it tap during implants
driving (Fig. 15.6).

2. Self-drilling method: In this method the
microimplant is driven directly into bone without
drilling. This method is used in case of larger
diameter implant (Fig. 15.7).

Fig. 15.6: Self-tapping method
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Installation Procedures
In most of the buccal/labial applications preference
is given to tapered screws -1.3 mm at the head and
1.2 at the tip of varying length depending upon the
quality of cortical bone at the site 6-8 mm. They do
fat in perfectly between the roots, ideally about a
millimeter away from the adjacent roots. Usually
achieved by slanting the insertion path of the screws
(as the roots taper apically) 30-40 degrees in maxilla
and 20-30 degrees in the mandible to the long axis
of the teeth. But when it is inserted more apically
(in cases where we need intrusion in addition to
retraction) in maxillary buccal segments it requires
a small vertical stab incision as we encounter free
gingival and insertion path has to be more
horizontal to avoid the maxillary sinus.

Small amount of local anesthesia is required just
to get the numbness of soft tissues only. While
anesthetizing palatal mucosa, needle can probe and

Fig. 15.7: Self-drilling method
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measure mucosal thickness and help determining
microimplant length necessary for anchorage.

A speed reduction contra-angle hand piece is
used to make original entry into bone. Make a
vertical incision in movable soft tissue, then make
a small indentation on bony surface, after this a
pilot drill that should be 0.2/0.3 mm smaller than
microimplant. A slow drill speed (400-500 rpm) with
water irrigation reduces the heat and keeps the
surgical site lubricated. Do not use excessive force
with the drill. For implant driving both hand and
engine drivers are available. Recently to prevent
breakage of microimplants during driving a hand
driver with built-in torque restrain has been
developed.

Force Application
Theoretically we have to wait 2-3 months for osseo-
integration between titanium surface and bones.
But actually there was no clinical difference in
failure rates between immediate loading and delayed
loading, if we keep the applied force to less than
300 g.

Palatal Implant
Orthodontic implants have a diameter of 3.3 mm
and a length of 4.0 or 6.0 mm is used as palatal
implants. Best insertion region in children and
adolescent is 4.0 mm distal from the incisive papilla
and 3 mm lateral from the palatal midline. Known
rare complications include perforation of the nasal
cavity and loss through bone resorption, which could
be reduced or avoided by correct positioning and
sophisticated surgical techniques. The loss rate is
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less than 15% within the first 3 months. 3-4 month
period for integration is recommended. After a period
of 6 months for retention, the implant can be
removed with stencil drill (Figs 15.8A to C).

Advantage
• Easy to place and remove,
• Orthodontic implants permit maximum

anchorage, as well as tooth movements that

Figs 15.8A to C: (A) Premolar mesialization with pressure springs.
(B) Anchorage of the premolars is enhanced by the implant through the
transpalatal arch. (C) Lateral cephalogram obtained immediately after
insertion of the implant
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were previously feasible only with extraoral
appliances

• Other advantage of this type of appliance is that
it is minimal invasive and

• Duration of treatment of time is shortened.

Disadvantage
• A complex presurgical diagnosis is necessary in

some case even before implantation
• Cost of treatment becomes higher
• Some implants should not be inserted under age

of 14 years (Especially palatal implant).
The type of implant and anchorage appliance to

be used has to be decided after weighting the pros
and cons for each individual case. Since
osseointegrated implants cannot be loaded until a
good interface has formed between implant surface
and a bone, a healing period and break in the
treatment are involved.

Implant Removal
As with all implant insertions, there is risk of
failure, which in case of orthodontic implants, can
result from loosening or premature loss of the
implant during healing phase or while being used
for anchorage purposes. Fortunately strong osseo-
integration does not occur between microimplant
and bone; this simplifies the removal of these
in-vivo screws.

Reasons of Failure
Failure of implants is very much a part of this
modality- the most common causes are two:
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• Root proximity (the jiggling of roots during
mastication unseats implant)

• Poor quality of cortical bone at the site, leading
to loosening in a few days after insertion. In these
instances it is good not to withdraw the implant
completely (if that happens it requires anesthesia
for new entry). It is good to withdraw partially by
few turns, and the reinsert changing the insertion
line away from the offending root.

Limitations
• Clinician's skill
• Patient's physical condition
• Site selection
• Patient oral hygiene.

Indications in Orthodontics
Placing microscrew (microimplants) in patients
mostly for anchorage conservation whilst retraction
and combined with intrusion of anterior teeth when
needed. Occasionally it has been used for exclusive
intrusion of anterior or posterior teeth, as well as
correction buccal crossbites without disturbing the
occlusal cant (compared to crossbite elastics). They
do remarkable job of distal driving buccal segments-
especially when the third molars are missing or
extracted. These microimplants anchors seem to
have done wonders in terms of sheer amount
retraction, in those severe bialveolar/bidental
protrusion cases leading to exceptional facial
skeletal corrections. More so there is a favorable
anticlockwise rotation of mandible even in non
growing adults enhancing facial improvements.
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SUMMARY
Orthodontic microimplant or miniscrews are cost
effective, waiting period for osseointegration not
required and they are a stable anchorage for
orthodontic tooth movement but do not remain
absolutely stationary like an endosseous or
prosthetic implant throughout orthodontic loading.
Therefore, miniscrews should not be placed at a site
adjacent to any vital organ. A suitable implant site
for miniscrews could be non-tooth bearing area that
has no foramen or pathway for any major nerves
and blood vessels. When miniscrews are placed in a
tooth bearing area, clearance of 3 mm between the
miniscrew and the dental root is recommended. If a
prosthetic appliance is to be inserted on completion
of orthodontic therapy, interdisciplinary co-operation
must start during planning phase.
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Complications may occur in both the surgical and
prosthodontic phase of implants treatments. Most
of failures may occur soon after surgical placement
or before loading. Failure of osseointegration is
relatively rare in well planned cases. It is essential
to warn patient of the possibility of surgical and
postoperative problems. In most cases complications
may be avoidable by careful attention to diagnosis
and treatment planning and good surgical and
prosthodontic planning.

SURGICAL COMPLICATIONS
It is possible to complications related to surgery may
occur e.g. swelling, bruising and discomfort. All
patients should be warn of these complications and
anticipated extent of them before surgery is
undertaken.

As with all minor surgical procedures can be
minimized by preoperative, operative and
postoperative procedures. Adequate anesthesia,
gentle surgical manipulation of both hard and soft
tissues, pre and postoperative analgesia, and careful
postoperative wound management, including the use
of pressure and ice packs to reduce swelling should
be properly monitored.

Hemorrhage may occur at the time of surgery if
there is excessive trauma to soft tissue or damage
to aberrant vessels within the bony cortex. Failure
to establish good primary stability at the time of
implant placement may result in early failure.

Incorrect positioning of implants at the time of
surgery, as a consequence of a poor planning or lack
of necessary skills, knowledge and understanding
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may result in considerable difficulty during the
restorative phase of treatment. It is essential to use
surgical guides and templates for proper positioning
of implants. Use of an appropriate sequence of drills
will provide for optimum bone-implant contact,
neither too tight nor too loose, and therefore
optimize implant location and the achievement of
good primary fixation.

Unanticipated Bone Cavities and Indentations
Despite careful radiographic assessment, it may
found at surgery that the bone contours are not as
anticipated. It may then be necessary to reorient
the direction of the implant, and hence that of drills,
bearing in mind the type of final restoration. If it is
retrievable system, or a screw retained prosthesis,
then access hole need to be located in the cingulum
or occlusal surface of the prosthetic tooth. Careful
knowledge of the selection of abutments available,
e.g. angled abutments is important for the surgeon,
so that an unanticipated change in implant
orientation does not compromise the restorative
outcome.

Buccal concavities in the bone can result in some
implant threads being exposed. In poor quality of bone
the operator may find that the long axis of the site
of preparation may veer latterly and it is therefore
necessary to use a secure finger rest to avoid this
happening. Sometimes we can face problems during
seating the implant due to dense bone and is
managed by removing the implant and widening the
hole with larger diameter drill.  Excessive heat can
be generated by attempting to fully seat an implant
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that is proving resistant to placement, and it has
been suggested that compression necrosis of the
bone may occur as a result.

Failure to achieve primary stability at the time
of placement results in a high probability of failure,
since initial stability is a virtual prerequisite for
osseointegration. The situation may be retrieved
by removing the implant and placing one of the
slightly larger diameters.

Postoperative Pain
Mild postoperative pain is to be expected. If there
are severe pain following surgery (although very
rare), patient should be monitored for signs of
infection, bleeding and other complications. In such
situations there may well be an increased risk of

implant failure. The routine use of antibiotics pre
and postoperatively will decrease the possibility of
infection.

Wound Dehiscence
In the two stage surgical technique, breakdown of
the soft tissue following implant placement may lead

to the exposure of the implant and cover screw (Fig.
16.1). This may be the result of poor soft tissue
coverage of the implant or trauma from prosthesis
covering the surgical site. With careful flap design
and considerate tissue handling this is rare
complication. In all cases the surgical sites must
be kept clean with antiseptic mouthwash used as
indicated clinically.
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Paresthesia
Paresthesia may arise following trauma to nerves
in the region of the implant site. The trauma may
be direct from drilling through, or at least into a
structure or indirect as a result of excess heat
generation. Trauma to the sensory nerves may lead
to the loss of sensation to the lower lip. Transient
loss of sensation in the lower lip may occur from
bruising and swelling of soft tissue around the
mental foramina. If paresthesia is still present after
2 days, appropriate radiographs may be taken to
check for evidence of potential damage to the
mandibular or mental nerves. If radiograph do not
suggest such a possibility, paresthesia may be
associated with the injection of a local anesthetic.
This is usually transient, but may last for up to 6-9
months. Damage to the mandibular nerve due to
osteotomy preparation or implant placement may
be permanent, and specialist advice should be
sought.

Fig. 16.1: Wound breakdown around implants
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Mandibular Fractures
In severely resorbed mandibles multiple implants
may weaken the jaw with resultant fracture. This

is, however, very rare in suitably planned cases.

Complications Following Second Stage Surgery
Second stage surgery involves uncovering of
implant, removal of the cover screw, replacing it with
a healing abutment and careful suturing of the soft
tissues around the abutment. Following

complications may occur
• Failure to integrate: Mobility of an exposed

implant is indicative of failure of the implant to
integrate. The implant and any associated soft
tissue should be removed. Either we place larger
diameter implant or to leave the site to heal with
time to replan treatment

• Excessive bone over the cover screw: Occasionally
the cover screw can be partially covered by bone.
This bone needs to be cleared away before
attempting to remove the cover screw. Most
implant systems supply a bone mill for this

procedure
• Bone growth between the cover screw and implant:

If cover screw has not been placed directly on the
implant head at the time of first-stage surgery,
Bone may grow into any gap left between implant
head and cover screws. Implant systems include
a bone mill for the careful removal of bone from
the implant head and thereby provide a clear path
of insertion for the abutment.
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PROSTHETIC COMPLICATIONS
Implant prosthodontics can be relatively uncomp-
licated when angulation and positioning is ideal. In
most cases it can be avoided by means of careful
preoperative treatment planning and meticulous
attention to detail both clinically and Laboratory.

Biomechanical problems may include:
Fracture of prosthesis (Fig. 16.2A and B)
Fracture of a fixed implant superstructure is often
the result of:
• Improper space
• Thin section of material
• Errors in technical procedures
• Generation of excessive stresses in poorly placed

prosthesis
• Bond and fatigue failure.

Tooth fracture may be promoted by deterioration
in the occlusion. Partial loss of acrylic or porcelain
and fracture of the metal framework is more often
than the result of excessive loading or poor design
of the framework. Long cantilevers can lead to both
fracture of the prosthesis and screw loosening. As
the fracture of any restoration, cause of the failure

Figs 16.2A and B: (A) Fractured fixed prosthesis (B) Possible
causes include mechanical overload, design and fabrication error
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must be diagnosed before planning remedial
treatment.

Loosening or Fracturing Screws
Overload, poor fit of framework or component and
excess or inadequate tightening and poor primary
stability in poor quality bone are all reasons for the
loosening or fracturing of the screws. Proper protocols
must be followed to retrieve and replace fractured
screws successfully.

Lute Failure in a Cement-retained Prosthesis
This may happen because of excessive loading and
poor fit of the superstructure are the most common
cause for this type of failure. Remedial treatment
may include repositioning the superstructure to
improve fit. Repeated cement failure may
necessitate a remark of the prosthesis.

Fracture or Loss of Implants
Bone loss may continue to a level at which inherent
weakness in the implant result in fracture. Excessive
loading may result in loss of integration. Further
treatment under such circumstances is highly
dependent on the particulars of the case. Removal
of a fracture implant may be problematical.

Physiological problems

• Appearance: Problems often reflect bone resorption
and resultant disparity in the relationship of the
implant to the prosthesis. Soft tissue contours
can be difficult to reconstruct, for example as a
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result of local resorption of alveolar bone. In
removable prosthesis problems can arise where
implants are inappropriately located

• Soft tissue inflammation: Peri-implant mucositis
and peri-implantitis

• Bone loss resulting in implant thread exposure:
Depending on severity of bone loss which may
necessitate implant replacement

• Loss of integration: Implant removal and perhaps
replacement.
A regular programme of monitoring patient

complaints of new implant-supported prosthesis is
required in order to avoid unexpected difficulties
arising from mechanical failure or patient neglect.
Patients may complain of new implant prosthesis
in a following way.
• Looseness/instability of removable prosthesis,

– Ensure correct fit and retention of anchorage
– Assess base extension,
– Confirm correct jaw relation and occlusion.

• Difficulty with oral hygiene,
– Disclose and demonstrate plaque accumu-

lation.
– Observe cleaning/brushing techniques of the

patient.
– Arrange repeated hygiene instruction.

• Food accumulation
– Encourage patient to rinse after meal,
– Use water jet.

• Speech impairment
– Speech problems may be associated with

changed contours and dead space below fixed
prosthesis required for oral hygiene.
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– Persistent complain may be solved with flexible
obturator inferior to fixed prosthesis, or
adjustment of prosthetic space for overdenture.

• Mastication problems
– Masticatory problems are unusual but can

arise with occlusal wear when using implant
stabilized fixed prostheses.

CONCLUSIONS
Surgical and prosthodontic complications should be
carefully assessed diagnosed and rectified; patient
should be informed accordingly for any possible
complications prior to treatment. The cause of
prosthodontic complications should be carefully
monitored.
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A prerequisite to a successful endosteal dental
implant should be obtaining a premucosal seal of
the soft tissue to the implant surface, as the
junctional epithelium provides a seal at the base of
sulcus against the penetration of chemical and
bacterial substances in natural dentition.

THE PROSTHESIS
Clinical examination of the prosthesis should in
addition to checking fit, stability, occlusal
relationship and patient acceptability-focus on the
status of the patient oral hygiene. Failure or inability
of patients to maintain and look after their implant
retained prosthesis may lead to many varied
problems (Fig. 17.1), including failure in clinical
service. The prosthesis and implant abutments
should be cleaned by numerous aids. These range
from conventional to electric toothbrushes, floss and

Fig. 17.1: Poor and hygiene. Calculus deposits on the inner
surface of prosthesis
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superfloss and various interdental brushes and
related devices. The patient should be encouraged
to maintained a high level of oral hygiene around
prosthesis and receive detailed oral hygiene
instructions.

Evaluation and maintenance of soft tissue
surrounding implant abutments should be both
systemic and detailed. Gentle probing should not
result in bleeding or exudates. A standard periodontal
probe may be used to evaluate probing depths. Most
inflammatory conditions can be managed by careful
attention to the oral hygiene, aided and supported
by professional advice and assistance.

Soft tissue inflammation (mucositis) is
sometimes seen around poorly maintained and loose
prostheses. Inflamed tissue can be painful,
exacerbate the difficulties of oral hygiene, produce
an unsightly appearance and result in deepened
pockets around the implants. If prosthesis is loose
it will be necessary to remove it, clean and replace
it in mouth.

Soft tissue proliferation is sometimes seen
around poorly designed and ill-fitting super-
structures. If such proliferation does not respond to
local oral hygiene measures it may be necessary to
excise the unwanted tissue, possibly as a part of
remedial treatment to replace the superstructure
with an appropriately designed, well fitting
prosthesis.

Peri-implantitis a peri-implant inflammatory
condition resulting in progressive bone loss caused
by inappropriate occlusal force in the presence of
pathologic bacteria in an unfavorable environment.
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A periodontitis like process, peri-implantitis can
affect dental implants, and because untreated
periondontitis may ultimately lead to the loss of
natural teeth, peri-implantitis can result in the loss
of dental implants. At this time, substantial
evidence supports bacterial plaque as the primary
etiologic factor in the loss of both teeth and implants.
As in periodontitis around natural teeth, clinical
findings around failing implant include marked
gingival inflammation, deep pocket formation and
progressive bone loss. In well executed and
maintained cases peri-implantitis is rarely occurred.
Management of peri-implantitis involves;
• Careful assessment of the occlusion in the

intercuspal position and eccentric movements
• Examination and cleaning of exposed implant

surfaces. If there has been tissue proliferation
around implant, this may be needed to remove

• Removal, cleaning and servicing of the
restorations may be indicated clinically

• Instruction of the patient in effective oral hygiene
procedures

• Monitoring and further oral hygiene and
prosthesis maintenance instruction as
necessary.
If peri-implantitis persists and progresses despite

the above measures, the case should be critically
reviewed and, if required, the patient referred for
specialist care.

Antimicrobial Treatment
To ensure optimum health around the implant, the
following must be accomplished:
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• Plaque must be inhibited
• Early microbial population on the tooth/implant

surface must be negated
• All existing plaque must be eliminated
• The existing plaque must be altered from

pathogenic to nonpathogenic microorganism.
The maintenance of dental implant treatment

and the management of problems are linked to-
gether, however they are separated in this book in
different chapter. Maintenance is started by involv-
ing routine checks on integrity of osseointegration
and avoidance of any condition that threaten it. Clini-
cal methods for confirming osseointegration is based
principally upon following;
• Radiography: It provides image in two dimensional

but is used routinely to assess bone level around
implant and indicate crestal bone loss (normally
it should not be more than 0.1 mm per year after
first year). Radiographs can also indicates lack
of bone implant contact, and more extensive bone
loss

• Probing depths: These indicate the height of the
crestal bone-implant contact and changes will
reflect loss of its extent (probing depth of
3-4 mm is often found)

• Implant mobility: Currently it has limited routine
clinical value for assessing prognosis; marked
mobility is diagnostic failure

• Soft tissues: It is important to maintain soft tissue
health around implants.

Maintenance of Superstructure

Fixed-Tooth Wear
Causes of wear of occlusal surfaces are multiple and
relate to material from which the surface has been
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made, masticatory frequency and loads, dietary
habits and chemical damage. Patients with implant
stabilized prosthesis can usually generate
significantly higher forces on their teeth than occur
with conventional removable devices, and as a result
tooth wear can be in some cases be very rapid and
troublesome. It should be regularly monitored and
is to be refurbished.

Removable Superstructure
Maintenance of these is usually confined to rebasing
the denture, and/or replacement of the teeth, and
adjusting or replacing retainers.

Screws-loosening
Screws should normally need little maintenance;
however it is prudent where feasible to check their
tightness. It may be loosen due to poor super-
structure fit, interaction between joints, excessive
off-axis loads. Where the repeated loosening is
caused by poor fit then superstructure may need to
be remade or modified by sectioning and resoldering.

Cemented Joints
It normally requires no maintenance. Inflammation
in the adjacent soft tissues may reflect poor fit or
excess cement. Loosening has similar causes to
screwed joints plus cement failure possibly as a
result of incorrect technique.

ROLES IN IMPLANT MAINTENANCE

Patient Role
• Proper use of brushes (interdental, hand and

motorized brushes)
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• Use of mouth washes
• Use of flosses, yarns, tapes dipped in chlori-

hexidine.

Clinical Role
• Check plaque control effectiveness
• Check for inflammatory changes
• Check patient every 3 to 4 months
• Expose radiograph every 12 to 18 months if no

pathology is present and is needed if pathology
is present

• If superstructure is retrievable, remove and clean
every 18 to 24 months (remove and clean
abutment also).

SUMMARY
To avoid failure and proper functioning of implant it
is essential to maintain the implant prosthesis
properly. Maintenance of implant patients should
include regular reviews involving radiographic
examinations. Patient should be familiar by treating
Implant Dentist for the possible consequences
related to non cooperation of implants.
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INTRODUCTION
The future of implant dentistry is very encouraging.
With continued development of different techno-
logically advancement related to implants it may be
anticipated to have a major impact in different
branches of dentistry. Some keys area as follows:

Orthodontics
Resistance of dental implants to movement by the
application of orthodontic forces has led to use as
anchorage for fixed orthodontic therapy, and special
implant designs are used for this.

Implants and orthodontics is related in following
ways:
1. In space creation-Orthodontist must be fully

aware of the room required to place an implants
and can create space for placement of implants.

2. Implants including microimplants may be used
as anchorage for fixed orthodontics.

Pedodontics
The role of dental implants in the management of
younger patient is limited because implants should
not be placed until the cessation of growth. Aspect
of pediatric dentistry can do a great deal to facilitate
implant treatment in patient reaching adulthood,
for example.
• Space maintenance
• Retention of traumatized teeth with poor

prognosis through to adulthood.

Prosthodontics
Dental implants mainly developed for replacement
of missing teeth. The high rate of success achieved
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with osseointegrated dental implants allowed patient
to enjoy the benefits of fixed rather than removable
restorations/prosthesis (Figs 18.1A and B).

Periodontics
The relationship between susceptibility to
periodontal disease and implants failure remains
to be resolved. For placement of implants, it is
necessary to maintain proper bone level.

Endodontics
Implants offer a further treatment option to
endodontist in managing teeth of poor prognosis.
High level of success can be achieved with present
day instrumentation and endodontic techniques.

Maxillofacial Surgery
The treatment of maxillofacial defects has been
transformed by developments in implantology.
Applications for implants in this field continue to
expand.

Advances in Implant Dentistry
As concepts of implant dentistry have evolved, there
has been an increased emphasis on placing the

Figs 18.1A and B: (A) Osseointegrated dental implants (B) Fixed
prosthesis

BA
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implant in the correct position relative to the final
restoration. Our first advance in refining this
process was the use of a surgical template. This
device originally was used in conjunction with two-
dimensional radiographs. A step forward, but not a
perfect answer.

This approach was next fused with computerized
tomograms. Specialized software makes it possible
to manipulate digitized images of computerized axial
tomography (CAT scans) in a computer. It is then
possible to plan implant placement digitally.
Individual implant can be created, dropped into
place, and moved to the appropriate position.
Complete digital inventories of most currently
available implant systems are stored in the software.
This allows those planning the case to see images
of the proposed implants and study their relation to
each other, the available bone, and contiguous
structures.

The advantage of this combined approach is that
the case can be preplanned before the case is
operated, and in selected situations, the plan can
be transmitted to a specialized laboratory that
fabricates the surgical template based on the digital
plan. There are usually several templates for each
case starting with the smallest drill and ending with
the largest, thus allowing the operator to be more
precise in implant placement.

There are, however, drawbacks, including the
time and expense to purchase the software, learning
its application, as well as the time needed to plan
the case. Technical concerns include making sure
that the original tomogram is taken in the correct
plane and in a form that is compatible with the
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software of the planning system. Another serious
drawback is found in individuals with metallic
restorations, which can create scatter on the
tomograms sufficient to make the fabrication of
surgical templates using the computer impossible.
But the most serious drawback is the operator's
inability to “see” the drill inside the osteotomy site.

Thus, even in those cases planned using the
software, the surgery is still done blindly. One way
of overcoming this problem is the use of real-time
imaging technology. This technology, currently in
its infancy in dentistry, involves the use of a
reference plate that is attached to the patient
(usually the arch not receiving surgery) and a second
reference plate attached to the implant handpiece.
These two reference plates are detected by a
“camera” that uses laser technology to relate the
position of the patient to the position of the drill.
This information is then fed back into a central
processing unit that contains a copy of the patient's
computerized tomogram. These tomograms are
similar to those described above with the exception
that a specific reference plate is worn by the patient
while the tomogram is taken. This reference plate
contains markers that will be used to relate the
position of the patient's head and handpiece to the
appropriate cut of the patient's CAT scan. It is then
possible to see a real-time digital image of the
relation of the bur to the patient's osteotomy site
during surgery.

RESEARCH
Recent developments in implants have included
modifications to surfaces to enhance osseointe-
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gration. Efforts will be continue to make the osteo-
integration process quicker and even more
predictable. Based on sound clinical evidence, more
detailed guidelines can be developed that may aid
in the improved predictability of dental implants in
the special-patient category.  Research is ongoing
for alternatives to the use of autogenous bone taken
from donor sites in the patient. The area includes
enhancing bone growth with plasma rich platelets,
the use of morphogenic proteins. Further research
into other implants materials (e.g. ceramic and
ceramic coated implants, polymers, etc.), implants
design, implants longevity and cost benefits is set
to continue. When the mechanism that ensure
implant bioacceptance and structural stabilization
are fully understood, implant failure will become a
rare occurrence, provided that they are used properly
and placed in sites for which they are indicated.
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Artificial replacement of missing teeth is historical.
However, earlier artificial teeth used for substituting
the missing natural teeth were extremely poor in
appearance and other functions. Humans kept on
trying to bring the artificial teeth at par with
naturals. Endosseous dental implants are recent
attempt for the same. Previous to successful
endosseous implants, transmucosal implants and
sub-periosteal implants were also attempted.

As per the literature gold was used in the year
1809 in the form of tooth root by Maggiolo. Teeth
made of porcelain with lead-coated platinum posts
were fitted by Harris in 1887. In the early 1900s’
Lambotte fabricated implants of aluminum, silver,
brass, red copper, magnesium, gold and soft steel
plated with gold and nickel and also characterized
corrosion behavior of these metals in body tissues.

The first root form design that differed
significantly from the shape of a tooth root was the
latticed cage design of Greenfield in 1909, made of
iridioplatinum. The surgical cobalt-chromium-
molybdenum alloy was introduced in oral
implantology in 1938 by Strock.

In 1940, Bothe and his co-workers first reported
bone fusing to titanium. Dahl of Sweden proposed
the original sub-periosteal implant design and
insertion protocol. The first sub-periosteal implant
was placed in a patient in US by Gershoff and
Goldberg.

Many types of implants were invented by the
early-1960s’. Checheve designed a double helical
spiral implant made of cobalt-chromium. Clarke and
Hickman worked on many metallic biomaterials and
found that titanium had maximum passivity. The
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local tissue response to stainless steel and cobalt-
chromium-molybdenum alloys was studied by Mears
in 1966. They were found to undergo galvanic
corrosion and release metal ions in tissues.
Titanium blade implant was introduced in 1968 by
Linkow. In the same year a crystalline bone screw
was developed by Sandhaus.

In a study on dogs, the use of titanium implants
to support the dental prosthesis was first described
in 1969 by Branemark et al. Based on his studies,
on animals Babbush reported formation of
connective tissue around endosseous bladevent
implants in 1972. Intramucosal inserts were
popularized for the retention of removable maxillary
prosthesis in 1974 by Weiss and Judy.

The formation of connective tissue around blade
form implants was stated also by Smithloff et al in
1975. Titanium passivates upon contact with air,
at room temperature and normal tissue fluids. This
is an important property for the consideration of
titanium as material for dental implants. Its
passivity was reported by Lemons in 1975. Lemons
et al studied biocompatibility of surgical grade
titanium, cobalt and iron based alloys and selected
titanium as the material of choice because of its
inert and biocompatible nature paired with excellent
resistance to corrosion. Other investigators,
including Schroeder in Switzerland, started
experiments with titanium endosseous dental
implants during the same period of time.

Studies in humans began in 1965 and were
followed for 10 years and reported in 1977 by
Branemark et al. Sollar and Pollack tested corrosion
properties of CP-Ti, Ti-6Al-4V and nitrided Ti-6Al-
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4V in Ringer’s solution, changing its pH from 1.5 to
9.0, under simulated physiological conditions
created by aeration with O2, N2 and CO2, at 37°C,
the body temperature. It was inferred from the
results that under the most reducing acidic
conditions (pH 1.5-1.7, PO2~0) as might exist in a
crevice, Ti-6Al-4V remained passive.

The root form implants were found to be used by
ancient Chinese 4000 years ago, Egyptians 2000
years ago, Incas 1500 years ago as per the report of
Anjard in 1981. The reactions of bone, connective
tissue and epithelium to endosteal implants with
titanium sprayed surfaces were studied by Schroeder
et al in 1981. The surface modification of titanium
was found to have a positive influence on living
tissues.

Adell et al published their 15 years clinical case
report in 1981 on the use of implants in completely
edentulous jaws. 90 percent of the reported anterior
mandibular region implants survived 5-12 years
later. Lower survival rates were observed in maxilla.
They determined that after the first year on average
0.1 mm bone loss was observed in each following
year. The use of stainless steel was discontinued
because they had galvanic potentials and corrosion
tendency (Lucas et al). Cobalt-chromium alloys were
discontinued because they exhibited least ductility
of all the alloy systems used for dental surgical
implants (Lucas et al).

In the anterior mandible non-submerged implant
placement and immediate loading of implants was
suggested by Ledermann et al in 1982. In a
theoretical model, Skalak convincingly demon-
strated in 1983 that resinous occlusal surfaces were
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indicated to prevent traumatic shock-type forces
from affecting the health and longevity of the
osseointegrated interface. In that model it was
postulated that metallic or ceramic occlusal surfaces
could transmit substantial impact forces to the
osseointegrated interface, putting it at risk for
damage and eventual failure. This was the rationale
against the use of ceramic occlusal materials for
implant supported prostheses.

It was observed by Blomberg and Linquist in 1983
that the osseointegrated implants had a positive
effect on the well-being of patients. Yue et al
observed in 1984 in a study on porous coated Ti alloy
that the porous surface layer was only 70 percent
dense in comparison to bulk of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V,
and thus its modulus of elasticity was reduced to
approximately 30 percent, that of the full density
alloy. Lee and Welsch in 1984 recorded variation of
young's modulus of Ti-6Al-4V in the range of 108 to
118 GPa, depending on the heat treatment and
oxygen concentration.

Roberts et al found in 1983 that strain will not
dissipate to the surrounding bone on subsequent
orthodontic shifting or relaxation of implants and
could negatively affect the survival of dental
implants. As reported by Rams et al in the year 1984,
the microflora in an implant sulcus is similar that
of a natural tooth.

Lundquist et al in a report in 1984 on occlusal
perception, stated that implant patient can
determine 50 μm differences with rigid implant
bridges, compared with 100 μm in those with
complete dentures and 20 μm between natural teeth.
Lang et al reviewed the possible influences of
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aluminum and vanadium biodegradation products
on local and systemic tissue responses for the
perspectives of basic sciences and clinical
applications. As per the teachings of Branemark
submerged, undisturbed healing was a prerequisite
for successful osseointegration. The success of
osseointegration in the management of completely
edentulous jaws, on long-term effects of chewing on
mandibular fixed prostheses is well studied and
documented by Lindquist et al in 1985.

The first instance of the dental implant has been
recorded in 1565, when the repair of developmental
defect of a palate was done using gold, as quoted by
Lemons et al in the year 1986. The core vent
implant, a hollow basket implant with threaded
components to engage bone, was introduced by
Niznic in 1986. Babbush gave a protocol in 1986 for
the blade form implants which included fabrication
of interim implant supported prosthesis on the day
of surgery.

Success criteria for endosteal implants were
proposed in 1986 by Albrektsson et al. According to
him, a successful individual, unattached implant
is immobile when tested clinically, a radiograph does
not demonstrate any evidence of peri-implant
radiolucency and vertical bone loss is less than 0.2
mm annually following the first year of service of
implants. Individual implant performance is
characterized by absence of persistent and/or
irreversible signs and symptoms such as pain,
infection, neuropathies, paresthesia, or violation of
the mandibular canal. Success rates of 85 percent
at the end of 5 years period of observation and
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80 percent at the end of 10 years period of
observation have been given as minimum criteria
for the success.

Steflik did clinical trials in 1986 on single crystal
sapphire endosteal implants and clinically observed
that rigid fixation needs atleast a portion of implant
in direct contact with bone, although the percentage
of bone contact cannot be specified. In a study of
patient's reactions to jaw bone anchored prosthesis
by Albrektsson et al in 1987, 80 percent of the
patients judged that their overall psychologic health
improved compared with their previous state of
wearing traditional, removable prosthodontic
devices, and perceived the implant supported
prosthesis as an integral part of their body. It was
stated by Smithloff et al in 1987 on the basis of their
15 years of study on the use of blade implants that
blade implants have low survival rates.

Tatum introduced Omni implant system in 1988.
Omni-R is a titanium alloy root form implant with
horizontal pins designed to be placed into prepared
or expanded endosseous reception site. Another
implant introduced by Tatum was Omni-S. The soft
tissue interface of dental implants was studied by
Meffert in 1988. He found that there was a close
adaptation of circular fibers encircling the implant
neck. The response of bone to the unloaded and
occlusally loaded Core vent and Biotes implants at
the light microscopic level, by using non human
primate model, was studied by Lum et al in 1988.
Histologic examination revealed that both implants
achieved osseointegration and maintained the
direct contact with bone after 5 months of occlusal
loading.
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One of the most important innovations in custom
implant abutment design was ULCA abutment,
created by Lewis et al in 1988. It allows fabrication
of custom abutments for use in difficult situations
when space is tight or when implant angulation is
less than ideal. In the same year, Stefani gave a
report on the care and maintenance of the dental
implant patient.

Koth et al made a 5 year clinical study on
aluminium oxide endosteal dental implant. They
found that implants had compatibility with
associated bone and soft tissues which correlated
with biocompatibility of animal studies. Statistically
77.7 percent of all implants placed, 99.5 percent of
these implants were used to support prosthesis. An
interesting case report by using custom cast
titanium implants to correct alveolar ridge
deformities was given by Block et al in 1988. In the
year 1989, Schmitt and Zarb gave the criteria for
the success of osseointegrated endosteal implants.
They suggested patient comfort, sulcus depth,
gingival status, damage to adjacent teeth, violation
of the maxillary sinus, mandibular canal, or floor of
the nasal cavity to consider as criterion.

Van Steenberghe in 1989 evaluated the prognosis
of the osseointegration technique applied for the
rehabilitation of partially edentulous jaws in a
multicenter retrospective study. The observation
time varied from 6 to 36 months after prosthetic
reconstruction. The success rate for the individual
implants in the maxilla and mandible were
87 percent and 92 percent respectively.

In a preliminary study on 876 consecutively
placed implants Jemt et al in 1989 reported a
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successful survival rate in partially edentulous
patients. Several authors such as Lundgren et al,
Falk et al made empirical recommendations for the
length of cantilever extensions of the implant
supported full arch fixed prosthesis and the number
of teeth that could be cantilevered posterior to the
terminal implant. The IMZ concept was introduced
by Kirsch and Ackermann in 1989 and was presumed
to provide protective, force dampening abutment or
"intermobile element" beneath the restoration.

In clinical report of 1989, Zarb and Schmitt stated
that 49 dental arches were successfully treated with
44 implants supported fixed partial dentures and 5
implant supported overdentures. The 89.5 percent
longitudinal success of individual implants was
accompanied by a 100 percent success rate of
comfortable and ongoing prosthetic wear.

The role played by forces and strains on the long-
term stability and success of the osseointegrated
implants has been reported by Rangert et al in 1989.
A review by Bruggenkate et al in 1990 stated that
the most common clinical criterion reported is the
survival rate or whether the implant is still
physically in the mouth or has been removed. In a
study by Zarb and Schmitt in 1990, 257 implants
were placed in 49 dental arches - 43 mandibles and
6 maxillae. After 4-9 years of insertion of implants,
244 or 89.05 percent remained osseointegrated. Of
262 implants in the place more than 5 years, 232 or
88.5 percent were still integrated. Component
loosening and fracture have been found to be the
common complications of functional loading and
overloading of implants (Zarb and Schmitt 1990).
From observations of a number of HA coated
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cylindrical integral implants exhibiting morbidity,
Block and Kent in 1990 made recommendations  to
reduce complications including (i) caution in placing
implants in thin bone or extraction sites without
adequate bone coverage or grafting and  (ii) primary
closure to prevent premature exposure and possible
bone loss.

Misch stated in 1990 that implant dentistry is
expanding. It will continue until every restorative
practice uses implants for abutment support of both
fixed and removable prosthesis. Ahlquist et al studied
osseointegrated implants in 50 edentulous jaws
during 2 years of observation period. The implant
survival rate was found to be 89 percent in maxilla
and 97 percent in mandible. A study by Gammage
et al was done on the probing depths between
healthy implants with and without coronal collars
in 1990. They did not find any significant difference
between the implants with and without collars.
Studies on osseous healing around the implant were
done by Pilliar et al in 1991. They suggested that
crestal remodeling is limited to smooth region of
the collar.

Kapur in 1991 compared treatment assessment
made by two groups of patients. They were fixed
partial denture patients supported by bladevent
implants and removable partial denture patients.
He found that fixed partial denture patients had
greater patient satisfaction than the removable
partial denture patients.

The periotest is a computerized mechanical
device developed by Schulte in 1985. It measures
the dampening effect or degree of attenuation against
objects by developing a force of 12-18 Newton. The
recordings range from –8 to +50, which helps to
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evaluate the slight changes in rigidity of implant
fixation. It was given by Berglundh et al. Teerlinck
et al in 1991 found that the bone density around the
implant could be correlated with these numbers.

Heimke et al in 1992 discussed the engineering
aspects of isoelasticity. They state that, if a close
bone contact has to be achieved and maintained,
the bond at the bone-implant interface must be strong
to withstand all shear forces. Isoelasticity results
in similar deformation patterns on loading,
preventing shear fracture at implant-host tissue
“osseointegrated” interface. Andersson et al in 1992
observed 100 percent survival rate in a prospective
study of 37 implants, restored with single crowns.
However, once the crowns were loaded, the survival
rate was reduced to 94.6 percent after one year.
Kononen et al in 1992 reported the effect of surface
modification of titanium on the attachment of
human gingival fibroblasts (HGF). The cell shape
orientation and proliferation of HGF appear to depend
on the oxide layer and adjacent bulk material.

The American Dental Association Council on
Dental Materials, Instruments and Equipment (1993)
has given criteria for the evaluation of implants as
(i) durability (ii) bone loss (iii) gingival health
(iv) pocket depth (v) effect on adjacent teeth
(vi) function (vii) esthetics (viii) presence of infection,
discomfort, paresthesia or anesthesia (ix) intrusion
on the mandibular canal and (x) patient emotional
and psychological attitude and satisfaction.

Removable implant overdenture was found to be
suitable for treatment of edentulous maxilla.
However fixed or fixed detachable prosthesis was
successful in the mandible. It was reported by Boer
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in 1993. In the same year, Prestipino et al reported
the use of high strength ceramic abutments to
support crowns. It increased the possibility of
esthetic restoration of dental implants. Implant
prosthesis components have many complications.
In 1993, Kohavi evaluated mechanically and
clinically the complications of these implant
prostheses components. Loosening of components
and their fracture was found on functional loading.
In 1993 Wehrbein et al have concluded based on
experimental study in dog, that static load does not
have adverse effect on osseointegrated implants,
when they are used for orthodontic anchorage.

In 1993, Zarb and Schmitt studied prospective
results of osseointegrated implants placed in
partially edentulous areas in the posterior zones.
105 implants were placed in 46 edentulous areas in
35 patients. After a period of loaded service ranging
from 2.6 to 7.4 years (mean 5.2 years), of the 41
implants placed in the maxilla, 40 (97.6%) remained
in function, and of the 64 placed in mandible, 59
(92.2%) remained in function. The overall survival
rate was 94.3 percent.  Also, Zarb and Schmitt
reported in 1993 an average success rate of 91.5
percent for implants in anterior part of the partially
edentulous mouths both in the maxilla and
mandible.

Breme in 1995, in a review on metallic
biomaterials, reproduced values for young's modulus,
percentage elongation, 0.2 percent offset yield
strength, fatigue strength and hardness. He
observed that titanium and its alloys possessed the
best combination of all these properties. Engquist
et al have reported in 1995 after a 1-5 years
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retrospective study of 82 single tooth endosseous
implants, that two implants were best before loading
with an overall surgical survival rate of 97 percent.
The bone loss averaged 0.9 mm in the first year and
then 0.1 mm in each consecutive year. Benson
stated in 1995 that the use of dental implants to
replace the form and function of the lost natural
dentition has become a significant treatment option
after dental implant assessment.

Reiser et al stated in 1995, "implant periapical
lesion" as implant associated osteolysis occurring
after the overheating of bone, implant contami-
nation, or adjacent tooth associated peri-apical
infection. In a prospective study Zarb and Schmitt
stated that an endosteal implant can maintain bone
width and height so long as the implant remains
healthy. Preliminary outcomes of the treatment with
Branemark single tooth implant supported
prostheses, inserted at the University of Toronto,
were reported in 1996 by Avivi-Arber et al. A similar
study by Henry et al in 1996 indicated promising
performance in different jaw locations with a survival
rate of 96.6 percent in the maxilla and 100 percent
in the mandible. Breeding et al in 1996 evaluated
initial retention of Hader clips on an implant bar.
They suggested that the greatest changes in initial
retention occurred within the first pull separation
of the bar-clip retained removable prostheses.
Engelman in 1996 stated that the implants should
provide improved retention, and support, against
displacement. It will reduce the necessity for palatal
tissue coverage, while planning for implant
supported removable prosthesis.

Tarnow et al and Schintmann et al have reported
promising results with implants after immediate
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loading. Petropoulous et al in 1997 evaluated
relationship between the degree of retention and
time of release of implant overdenture retention.
They compared two implant mandibular
overdentures with bar and clip, direct ball
attachment, zest attachment, or magnet and keeper.
Sauberlich et al in 1998 have done in vitro
biocompatibility studies. They have reported that
differentially modified titanium surfaces enhance
biocompatibility.

The surface microtexture was found to influence
the attachment and growth of human gingival
fibroblasts (HGF). Surface microstructures were
created on titanium surfaces blasting with TiO2

particles and fibroblasts grown were studied by
Mustafa et al in 1998. There was found to be
promotion of growth and attachment of HGF.

An overdenture prosthesis supported by two
implants was studied by Bergendal and Engquist in
1998. They reported the clinical function and long-
term prognosis of overdentures.

Kuboki et al in 1999 compared the quality of life
(QOL) level among implant denture, removable
partial denture, and no restoration patients with
distal extension type unilateral mandibular
edentulism. QOL of dental implant patients were
higher than those of removable partial denture or
no restoration patients. The QOL levels of removable
partial dentures patients were almost identical to
those of no restoration patients.

Zitzmann et al in their report in 1999 introduced
the criteria for planning implant treatment. They
included the crucial factors involved in deciding
whether a fixed or removable prosthesis should be
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placed in the edentulous maxilla. In a clinical report
Drago in 1990, described the treatment of
malocclusion of 49 years old patient, using
osseointegrated implants for orthodontic anchorage.
Titanium implants were placed in the posterior
mandibular edentulous segments. After osseo-
integration of implants, standard orthodontic
brackets were cemented on to the two-piece
temporary healing abutments and were used as
anchorage. A study by Koele et al  in 1991 assessed,
whether dental general practitioners attach to
psychosocial patient characteristics during the
judgement of suitability of these patients for dental
implant treatment. There was a substantial
disagreement between what dentists say to be
important characteristics and the characteristics
they actually used to judge.

Longitudinal peri-implant clinical responses in
the mandible were monitored by Richard et al in
1994. They found that peri-implant mucogingival
cuffs with relatively deep pocket probing depths
inconsequential to the maintenance of bone support
around the tested implants. Almog et al in 1999
analyzed the amount of deviation between the
planned prosthetic trajectory and residual bone
trajectory in different areas of the maxillary and
mandibular dental arches. It was done using a
tomographic survey in conjunction with imaging/
surgical guides. The discrepancies were greater in
the mandibular molar area and other sites were not
significantly different. Binon in his article in 2000
indicated that more than 90 root form implants are
available “in a variety of diameters, lengths,
surfaces, platforms, interfaces and body designs”.
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The analysis of various implant surfaces was done
by Orsini et al in 2000. According to them, osteoblast
like cells adhering to the machined implants
present very flat configuration. The same cells
adhering to the sandblasted and acid-etched surfaces
show an irregular morphology and pseudopodi. These
morphologic irregularities are found to improve
initial cell anchorage. This provides better
osseointegration for sandblasted and acid-etched
implants.

Laser treated titanium surface was studied by
Gaggl et al in 2000. The optimal surface structure
with least contamination was obtained after laser
treatment. A 5 year retrospective study was done by
Vigolo et al in 2000 using mini-implants (3i implant
innovation, Inc). They reported a survival rate of
94.2 percent. The mini implants for single tooth
restorations are found to be suitable in limited
spaces where the standard or wide diameter
implants are difficult to use. Becker and Kaiser have
given in 2000 the indications for the implants to
support cantilevered fixed partial dentures.
According to them in clinical situations such as
implant alignment problems, treatment requiring
extensive bone grafting, restricted esthetics, to
bypass a deficient site and in location of a failed
implant, implant can be cantilevered. A pilot study
was made by Gartner et al in 2000, on masticatory
muscle coordination between partially edentulous
patients restored with implant supported fixed
prostheses and control patients. During the maximal
occluding force measurement, EMG was done. The
masticatory muscle coordination pattern in the
implant group showed a tendency to activate the
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working and non-working side muscles simul-
taneously. They concluded that patients with
implant supported prostheses are well adapted to
perform habitual masticatory functions. They also
found that on non-habitual function such as maximal
occluding force, there was a less coordinated muscle
activity.

Certain principles for splinting of implants were
given by Becker et al in 2000. They suggested
avoiding splinting of implants as far as possible.
Splinting of implants to natural tooth was advised
when the teeth need support such as a periodontally
compromised tooth. They should be provided with
an interface attachment in a keyway style, tube
locks or A-splints. If splinting is desirable for cross-
arch stabilization, not more than 2 to 4 units are
advised. Perizzolo et al reported in 2001 that
hydroxyapatite and titanium coated micro-machined
surfaces accelerate osseous healing. An overall
improvement in the bone-implant interface was
found producing better osteogenesis. In addition, an
interaction between the chemistry and topography
was reported. Gross et al examined in 2000 the
stress distribution around the implants in a
2-dimensional photoelastic anatomic model. The
highest principal stress concentration was seen at
the buccal concavity of the maxillary implant. They
suggested preservation of the buccal supporting bone
volume. It helps to obtain a physiological modeling
response to enhance the facial plate.

Cruz et al described in 2001, implant induced
bone expansion procedure. It was found to facilitate
the placement of implants in atrophic alveolar ridges.
Bone expansion was done using wedge-shaped
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(Bioform) implants. Kuphasuk et al studied the
corrosion behavior of titanium and titanium based
alloys at 37°C in Ringer's solution in 2001. They
found that all samples showed good corrosion
resistance to electrochemical corrosion over the
potential of relevance for intraoral conditions. All
titanium alloys were covered mainly with rutile type
oxide (TiO2) after corrosion tests. A prospective study
was done by Hwan et al in 2001 using Sargon
implants, the expandable implant design. Overall
survival rate was 96.0 percent in maxilla and 94.8
percent in mandible. Implants placed in fresh
extraction sockets showed 98.9 percent survival rate.
Healed sites showed 93.9 percent survival rate.
Immediate loading of 52 fresh extraction socket
implants in the maxilla showed a 100 percent
survival rate during the evaluation period of 40
months.

Sadowsky analyzed in 2001, the existing
mandibular overdenture literature. It was in
relation to bone preservation, effect on antagonist
jaw, number of implants required, anchorage
systems, maintenance and patient satisfaction.
Twelve treatment concepts were elucidated by him
in his review. Abron et al studied implant surfaces
with ideal pit morphology in 2001. They were found
to possess a calculated biomechanical significance.
It was found to enhance bone formation in early
periods after placement in rat tibia model.

Finite element analysis is commonly used now-
a-days. Geng et al has reviewed in 2001, the use of
it in relation to the bone-implant interface, the
implant prosthesis connection, and multiple implant
prostheses. It is found to be used in prediction of
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biomechanical performance of dental implant
systems.

Correction of implant position was given in a
clinical report by Poggio et al in 2001. The unesthetic
implant position resulted from unexpected post-
pubertal growth was corrected by surgical implant
repositioning. This was a technique similar to single
tooth osteotomies. Chaffee et al illustrated in 2001
difficulties associated with resolving periapical
infections of teeth and implants. In vitro study by
Williams et al in 2001 evaluated the retentive
characteristics of 5 different overdenture designs
on 4 maxillary implants. The mean initial retention
values ranged from 5.06-19.14 lb. The highest
retention value was recorded for the combined ERA/
Harder clip design and the lowest for the 2 Harder
clip designs. The retention of all designs decreased
over the course of 10 consecutive pulls.

In 2002, Proussaefs et al studied the implant
which was retrieved after 13 years of service. On
examination no obvious signs of HA dissolution was
found, called into question the idea that HA-coated
implants are susceptible to degradation or
dissolution under long-term function. After
microscopic analysis of a retrieved implant,
Proussaefs in 2002 suggested that HA coating can
resist degradation in contact with bone. However,
HA was found to be prone to dissolution in contact
with soft tissue.

Haas in 2002 used a modified technique to
fabricate a long-span fixed prosthesis delivered after
serial extractions and implant placement, in a
patient with scleroderma. Endosteal dental implants
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are also used in patients with ectodermal dysplasia.
A prospective clinical trial by Gukes et al in 2002
support the continued use of endosteal dental
implants in these patients. Appropriate precautions
in the maxilla have been advised by them.

Distribution of bone strain on implants was
studied by Yacoub et al in 2002. They stated that
bone strain resulting from dental implant loading is
distributed to adjacent cortices and also to areas
distant from dental implants. Larger diameter
implants were found to facilitate stress transfer to
cortical bone than the small diameter implants.
Watanabe et al in 2002 reported effective removal
of a malpositioned mandibular implant with a
trephine bur followed by a replacement implant.

Celar et al in 2002, in a clinical report have
presented the correction of infrapositioned
osseointegrated implants in an adolescent female
with ectodermal dysplasia and oligodontia with the
use of distraction osteogenesis. The distraction was
controlled by prosthesis. Rungcharassaeng et al in
2002 studied the peri-implant response of
immediately loaded, HA coated implants and
conventional, delayed loaded implants after 1-year.
Both responses were favorable. According to Sahiwal
et al, all the nonthreaded and threaded endosseous
implants can be recognized from radiographs made
between –100 and +100 vertical inclinations.

Simon in 2002 presented a technique for the
fabrication of a surgical and radiographic template,
supported by transitional implants. It guides the
placement of conventional implants. The template
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enhances the accuracy of implant placement in an
efficient way to achieve predictable esthetic results.
A 5-year prospective study by Gibbard and Zarb gave
a stable long-term results with single Branemark
implant supported crowns. A mean vertical bone
reduction of less than 0.2 mm annually was found.
In vitro study by Guichet et al in 2002 suggested
that excessive contact tightness between the
crowns can lead to a non-passive situation. Also
splinted restorations exhibit better load sharing to
implants than non-splinted restorations.

Gronet et al in 2003 presented a method for the
fabrication of acrylic cranial implants for 2 patients.
Anatomic modeling technology was used for the
fabrication. In 10 years retrospective study by Simon
reported in 2003, 49 patients with 126 implants were
restored with molar and premolar crowns. The
implant failure rate was 4.6 percent. The compli-
cations of abutment screw loosening (7%) and loss
of cement bond (22%) was recorded. A study was
made by Kronstrom et al in 2003 on early functional
loading of conical implants in anterior mandible.
Implant survival rate of 93 percent with average
bone loss of 0.24 mm was recorded by them.

Altard et al reported in 2003, an overall implant
survival rate of 91.6 percent and prosthesis survival
of 89 percent after 15 years of study on the posterior
zones of both the maxilla and mandible. Laster et al
introduced a new tricortical implant "Excalibur" in
2003. It is intended for use in posterior maxilla when
only 8 mm or less of the resorbed alveolar ridge was
present.  As per the study of Bryant and Zarb, elders
do not have greater bone loss around oral implants
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in edentulous jaws compared with young adults.
Goodacre et al stated in 2003, the most common
implant complications like loosening of the
overdenture retentive mechanisms (33%), implant
loss in irradiated maxilla (25%), hemorrhage -
related complications (24%), resin veneer fracture
with fixed partial dentures (22%), implant loss with
maxillary overdentures (21%), overdentures needing
to be relined (19%), implant loss in type IV bone
(16%), and overdenture clip/attachment fracture
(16%).

Scarano et al in 2003 did in vivo human study
using the titanium surfaces coated with titanium
nitride (TiN) and found that it reduced bacterial
colonization compared to other clinically used
implant surfaces. They also found to support
fibroblast growth reported by Groessner et al in 2003.
Schliephake et al reported in 2003 that HA coated
implants exhibit bioreactive surface structure. HA
coated implants were found to lead more rapid
osseous healing in comparison with metal implants,
based on a study on dogs.

Ibanez et al in 2003 studied performance of double
acid etched surface external hex titanium implants
in relation to one and two stage procedure and found
that these implants have relatively high success
rates.

Carmine in 2003 studied spreading of epithelial
cells on machined and blasted titanium surfaces. A
total of 10 machined, 10 sand blasted discs and 10
glass cover slips were used for this study. Samples
were analyzed using SEM and the cell spreading area
was determined.
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It was observed that after 24 hours incubation,
keratinocytes grown on sand blasted titanium
samples displayed numerous long and branched or
dendritic filopodia closely adapted to surface
roughness. While cells cultured on machined
surface do not present such cytoplasmic extension
and have round morphology. This shows that sand
blasted surfaces are the optimal substrate for
epithelial cell adhesion and spreading.

Stefano Guizzardi et al in 2004 studied that
different titanium surfaces affect osteoblast
response. He used six Ti disks with different
treatments (i) Smooth surface  (ii) Al2O3 sand blasted
(C150) with acid  etching (iii) ZrO2 sand blasting
(B60) with acid etching  (iv) ZrO2 sand blasting (B120)
with acid etching.

Surface characteristics were determined by SEM
observation and a roughness tester. Raman
spectroscopy was used to check residues. Cells were
seeded and observed under SEM and growth curve
generated with cell counter. Alkaline phosphate
activity was also checked.

Results show B60 and B120 surfaces with best
surface area contact while smooth surface being
poorest. Al2O3 debris remains on surface which is
toxic to cells.

Abe Y et al in 2005 studied a new biochemical
surface modification technique for implants using
phosphor-amino acid. Based on the results of this
study it was concluded that P-thr (O-Phospho-L-
threonine) chemically bonded to the titanium
surface treated with HCl.

Phay YM, Tan BT in 2005 did rehabilitation of
the edentulous mandible with implant supported
over-dentures using prefabricated telescopic coping.
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Porter JA, Van Fraunhofer JA in 2005 reviewed
the literature concerning the success or failure of
dental implants. According to them the main
predictors for implant success are quantity and
quality of bone, the patient's age, the dentist's
experience, location of implant placement, length
of implant, axial loading and oral hygiene
maintenance. Primary predictors for failure are poor
bone quality, chronic periodontitis, systemic
diseases, smoking, unresolved caries or infection,
advanced age, implant location, short implants,
accentric loading and inadequate number of
implant, para functional habits and absence/loss of
implant integration with hard tissues. Inappropriate
prosthesis design also may contribute to implant
failure.

Levin L, Schwartz Arad D in 2005 studied the
effect of cigarette smoking on dental implants and
related surgery. Cigarette smoking may adversely
affect wound healing and thus jeopardize the
success of bone grafting and dental implantation.
Heat as well as toxic byproducts of cigarette smoking
such as nicotine, corbon monoxide, hydrogen
cyanide have been implicated as risk factors for
impaired healing and may effect the success of
surgical procedures.

Thor A, Wannfors K in 2005 did a controlled
clinical study to evaluate whether PRP (Plasma Rich-
Plasma) in conjunction with grafting of particulated
autogeneous bone to the maxilla could improve the
integration and clinical function of dental implants.
Nineteen consecutive patients were included in the
study and treated with iliac bone grafts and dental
implants in maxilla according to a split mouth
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design. In anterior maxilla, particulated bone mixed
with PRP (test) was compared with onlay block grafts
without PRP (control). In posterior maxilla, particu-
lated bone grafts with (test) or without (control) PRP
were placed as sinus inlay grafts. After 6 months of
healing; 152 implants were placed. Test (PRP; 76
implants) and non-PRP (76 implants) sites were
evaluated and compared by implant survival rate,
marginal bone level, and implant stability using
resonance frequency analysis RFA during one year
in function. The present clinical study showed that
a high implant survival rate and stable marginal
bone conditions can be achieved after 1-year of
loading in the maxilla following autogeneous bone
grafting whether or not PRP is used, only with use of
PRP, handling of particulated bone grafts was
improved.

Fischer K, Stenberg T in 2006 carried out a
randomized controlled trial to compare biologic and
technical treatment outcomes and patient
satisfaction after early loaded implants with those
of implants loaded after a healing period of 3 to 4
months in the edentulous maxilla. 24 patients with
completely edentulous maxillae were randomized
into a test group (n=16) and a control group (n=8).
All patients received 5 or 6 solid screw type titanium
implants with sandblasted, large grit, acid etched
surfaces. Clinical assessments were obtained at
loading and other 3,6,12,24,36 months. The
cumulative implant success rate 3 years after
loading was 100 percent. At the 3-year examination
the mean (P < or = 0.005), distal (P < or = 0.005) and
mesial P > 0.05) crestal bone levels were better in
the test group. No significant differences were noted
for any other outcome measure.
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Pramono C in 2006 described a partial denture
surgical template technique with tube technique
using a coen's drill guide, to achieve implant
placement parallelism; in combination with a
mathematical equation to find the clinical-
radiographic discrepancy which can be used as an
alternative method in placement guidance of dental
implant insertions and its fixed prosthetic treatment
planning in a wide edentulous area.

Nirit Tagger Green in 2002 reported fracture of a
dental implant, four years after loading. The failure
analysis of the implant revealed that the fracture
was caused by metal fatigue and that the crown-
metal, a Ni-Cr-Mo alloy exhibited corrosion.

Yokoyama et al in 2002 studied the delayed
fracture of titanium dental implant. It was concluded
that titanium in a biological environment absorbs
hydrogen and this may be the reason for delayed
fracture of a titanium implant.

Notable changes due to galvanic coupling have
been reported in the literature.

Pourbaix in 1984 reviewed the methods of
electrochemical thermodynamics (electrode
potential-pH equilibrium diagrams) and electro-
chemical kinetics (polarization curves) to
understand and predict the corrosion behavior of
metals and alloys in the presence of body fluids. A
short review of the literature is given by Pourbaix
concerning some applications of such methods, both
in vitro and in vivo, relating to surgical implants
(stainless steels, chromium-cobalt-molybdenum
alloys, titanium and titanium alloys) and to dental
alloys (silver-tin-copper amalgams, silver-base and
gold base casting alloys, nickel-base casting alloys).
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The galvanic corrosion of titanium in contact
with amalgam and cast prosthodontic alloys has
been studied in vitro (Ravnholt, 1988, Geis-
Gerstorfer et al 1989; Ravnholt and Jensen, 1991;
Strid et al 1991). No current or change in pH was
registered when gold, cobalt chromium, stainless
steel, carbon composite or silver palladium alloys
were in metallic contact with titanium. Changes
occurred when amalgam was in contact with
titanium.

Geis-Gerstorfer et al in 1994, stated that the
galvanic corrosion of implant/superstructure
systems is important in two aspects; (i) possibility
of biological effects that may result from the
dissolution of alloy components and (ii) the current
flow that results from galvanic corrosion may lead
to bone destruction.

In another study Reclaru and Meyer in 1994
examined the corrosion behavior of different dental
alloys, which may potentially be used for
superstructures in a galvanic coupling with
titanium. Reclaru revealed from his investigations
that from electrochemical point of view, an alloy that
is potentially usable for superstructures in galvanic
coupling with titanium must fulfill the following
requisites:
1. In coupling the titanium must have weak anodic

polarization.
2. The current generated by the galvanic cell must

also be weak.
3. The crevice potential must be much higher than

the common potential.
Johanson in 1995 studied the effect of surface

treatments and electrode area size on the corrosion
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of cast and machined titanium in contact with
conventional and high copper amalgams in saline
solutions with and without fluoride ions. He found
that conventional amalgam corroded more than high
copper amalgams in contact with titanium in saline
solutions and concluded that surface preparations
and fluoride affect the electrochemical activity of
titanium.

Cortada et al in 1997 had reported that metallic
ion release in artificial saliva of titanium oral
implants coupled with different metal super-
structures. In this work metallic ion release in oral
implants with superstructures of different metals
and alloys used in clinical dentistry has been
determined. This study has been realized in a saliva
environment at 37°C. The measurements of the
ions released were carried out by means of the
Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry
technique. The titanium oral implant coupled with
a chromium-nickel alloy releases a high quantity
of ions and the implant coupled with the titanium
superstructure presents a low values of ions release.

From the current literature and experimental
study, Venugopalan, and Lucas in 1998 defined the
profile for an acceptable couple combination as:
1. The difference in OCP (open circuit potential) of

the two materials and the I coupled corrosion
current density should be as small as possible.

2. The coupled corrosion potential of the couple
combination should be significantly lower than
the breakdown potential of the anodic component.

3. The repassivation properties of the anodic
component of the couple should also be acceptable
and these should be absence of a large hysteresis.
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Cortada et al in 2000 investigated corrosion of
five materials for implant suprastructues (cast-
titanium, machined-titanium, gold alloy, silver-
palladium alloy and chromium-nickel alloy), in vitro,
the materials being galvanically coupled to a
titanium implant. Various electrochemical
parameters (E corr, icorr. Evans diagrams, polariza-
tion resistance and Tafel slopes) were analyzed. The
microstructure of the different dental materials was
observed before and after corrosion process by optical
and electron microscopy. Besides, the metallic ions
released in the saliva environment were quantified
during the corrosion process by means of inductively
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry technique (ICP-
MS). The cast and machined titanium had the most
passive current density at a given potential and
chromium-nickel alloy and the most active critical
current density values. The high gold content alloys
have excellent resistance to corrosion, although this
decreases when the gold content is lower in the alloy.
The palladium alloy had a low critical current density
due to the presence of gallium in this composition
but a selective dissolution of copper rich phases was
observed through energy dispersive X-ray analysis.

It is well known that the osseointegration of the
commercially pure titanium (CP-Ti) dental implant
is improved when the metal is shot blasted in order
to increase its surface roughness. This roughness
is colonized by bone, which improves implant
fixation. However, shot blasting also changes the
chemical composition of the implant surface because
some shot particles remain adhered on the metal.
The CP-Ti surfaces shot blasted with different
materials and sizes of shot particles were tested in
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order to determine their topographical features
(surface roughness, real surface area and the
percentage of surface covered by the adhered shot
particles) and electrochemical behavior (open circuit
potential, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
and cyclic polarization). The results demonstrate
that the increased surface area of the material
because of the increasing surface roughness is not
the only cause for the differences found in the
electrochemical behavior and corrosion resistance
of the blasted CP-Ti. Among other possible causes,
those differences may be attributed to the
compressive residual surface stresses induced by
shot blasting.

Silverstein LH, Kurtzman GM in 2006 reported
that oral hygiene maintenance is most important
in implant long-term success. When dental implants
were first introduced, the emphasis for long-term
success was on the surgical phase of treatment.
Subsequently, the emphasis changed from a focus
on the surgical technique to proper fixture
placement, which would be dictated by the prosthetic
and aesthetic needs of each patient. In more recent
years, implant maintenance and effective patient
home care have been emphasized as two critical
factors for long-term success of dental implants.

Christensen GJ in 2006 re-evaluated the
importance approval and continuing observation of
smaller diameter mini implants in situations in
which standard sized implants (approximately 3.75
mm) could not be used without grafting. The result
has been more patients who have been served
successfully at reduced cost with minimized pain
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and trauma, patients who could not have been
treated with implants otherwise.

Trakas T et al in 2006 reviewed a comparison
between different attachment systems used to
retain and support maxillary and mandibular
overdentures in completely edentulous patients.
The following factors were considered essential for
successful outcome and good long-term prognosis of
the prosthesis.

(i) Implant survival rate (ii) Marginal bone loss
(iii) Soft tissue complications (iv) Retention (v)
Stress distribution (vi) Space requirements (vii)
Maintenance complications and (viii) Patient
satisfaction.

Das Neves FD et al in 2006 studied to consider
the therapeutic decision whether to use advanced
surgery or short implants based on data concerning
the use of these implants found in follow-up studies.
The data was collected from articles published
between 1980 and 2004. The analysis revealed that
among the risk factors, poor bone quality in
association with short implants seemed to be
relevant to failure. The use of implants 4 mm in
diameter appeared to minimize failure in these
situations. The 3.75 × 7 m implant presented the
highest failure rate. Thus it was concluded that short
implants should be considered as an alternative to
advanced bone augmentation surgeries. Since
surgeries can involve higher morbidity, required
extended clinical periods and involve higher costs
to the patients.

Tortamano P et al in 2006 evaluated the survival
and success of implants after immediate loading. A
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new method for to immediately load implants in
edentulous patients was presented. Nine patients
received 4 implants each resin metal prostheses
were installed less than 48 hours after implant
placement. Follow-up studies were done 6, 12, 24
months after surgery. None of them failed. It was
proved that implants can be immediately loaded
without jeopardizing osseointegration, if parameters
are met, such as suitable bone quality and quantity,
lack of unfavorable systemic and psychological
factors, lack of parafunctional habits, strict
maintenance of prosthetic requirement mini-
mization of micromotion and use of an appropriate
surgical protocol.
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• Abutment Transmucosal abutment (TMA), links the

implant body to the mouth. May be pre-manufactured or

custom formed.

• Alloplastic Related to implantation of an inert foreign

body.

• Ankylosis A condition of joint or tooth immobility resulting

from oral pathology, surgery or direct contact with bone.

• Anodization An oxidation process in which a film is

produced on the surface of a metal by electrolyte treatment

at anode.

• Bioacceptance Ability to be tolerated in a biological

environment in spite of adverse effects.

• Bioactive Capable of promoting the formation of

hydroxyapatite and bonding to bone.

• Biocompatibility Ability of material to elicit an

appropriate biological response in a given application of

body.

• Biointegration Process in which bone or other living

tissue becomes integrated with an implanted material with

no intervening space.

• Ceradapt abutment It is developed to simplify the implant

restorative procedures. This is accomplished with tooth

colored, a precision milled, single ceramic component

which can be prepared, customized and adapted to

variation in implant position as well as peri-implant soft

tissue anatomy.

• Cover screw Prevents bone ingress in implant head.

• Diagnostic stent It is fabricated with acrylic material

planned implant site and filled with radiopaque material

(for CT scan) and steel sphere (placed for OPG). It is worn

by patient during radiographic examination.

• Endosteal implant A device that is placed into the alveolar

and/or basal bone of the mandible or maxilla,which

transects only one cortical plate.

• Epithelial implant A device placed within the oral

mucosa.

• Estheticone abutment Estheticone abutment is designed

to be used in multiple implant situations. If the traditional

abutment might cause esthetic compromise with metal
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display. It is designed to allow esthetic veneering material
to be placed subgingivally.

• Healing caps Temporary covers for abutments.

• Immediate implant When implants are inserted at the
time of extraction. They are called immediate implants.

• Immediate loading implants When the prosthesis is

given immediately after the implant placement. The
prosthesis is kept out of occlusion in such type of implants.

• Implant analog It is a replica of the implant screw, which

simulates the position of the implant in the jaw, and
attached with the impression post. This assembly of post

and analog in the impression are poured in dental stone,

so that the analog housed itself in the same way as it is
housed in the patient’s jaw.

• Implantation A process of grafting or inserting a material

such as inert foreign body (alloplast) or tissue within the
body.

• Impression coping Components of implant in any system

used to transfer the location of the implant body or
abutment to a dental cast.

• Impression post/transfer It is an accessory attached to

the implant screw in the patient’s mouth before making
the impression.

• Ion implantation A process of altering the surface of

metal with desirable ionic species.
• Laboratory analogue A base metal replica of the implant,

or a pre-manufactured abutment.

• Microimplant Implants smaller in dimension used as
anchorage in orthodontic treatment.

• One-stage/two-stage implant When implant insertion

and fabrication of prosthesis are performed at the same
time. This is called one-stage implant. But when the

prosthesis is fabricated after 3-4 months of the insertion

of the implant after re-opening the site, that is called
two-stage implants.

• Osseoinductive Ability to promote bone formation through

a mechanism that induces the differentiation of
osteoblasts.

• Osseointegration Process in which living bony tissue

forms to within the implant surface without any
intervening fibrous connective tissue.
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• Passivation Process of transforming a chemically active
surface of metal to less active surface.

• Procera abutment Abutment can be designed by a

computer and forwarded to a manufacturing facility by
modem where abutment is machined to the exact

specification developed in designing process. It is returned

to the network laboratory for finalization of implant
restoration by the dental technician.

• Replantation Reinsertion of a tooth back into its jaw

socket soon after intentional extraction or accidental
removal.

• Sub-periosteal implant A dental device that is placed

beneath periosteum and overlies cortical bone.
• Surgical template Diagnostic stent converted into surgical

stent by removing acrylic in implant placement area and

placed during surgical procedure to guide implant position.
• Temporary components Pre-manufactured components

of any dental implant system, used to make temporary

crowns and bridges for fitting on dental implants and
abutments.

• Texturing Process of increasing surface roughness of

the area to which bone can bond.
• Titanium It is the best implant material, which is plasma

sprayed/coated with thin layer of tri-calcium phosphate

of hydroxyapatite.
• Titanium alloys (Ti-6Al-4V) Titanium with approximately

6 percent aluminum and 4 percent vanadium, most

commonly used implant material.
• Toxicity Ability of material to cause cell or tissue death.

• Transosteal implant A device that penetrates both cortical

plates and thickness of the alveolar bone.
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